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PREFACE
he extantBabylonianhoroscopesarebroughttogetherfor the first
time in this editionso that they may be studiedas a classof texts.
This is not a syntheticor analyticstudyof Babylonian"astrology."The
primarypurposeof this work is to edit andtranslatethe horoscopetexts.
AbrahamSachsworkedon practicallyallthe knownhoroscopesas partof
his lifelongcarefulattentionto all late Babyloniantexts of astronomical
content. As farasI know, Sachsidentified allbutthreeof the documents
in the corpusidentifiedsincethe 1950s,but only those appearingin his
T

1952 article "BabylonianHoroscopes" ([CS 6: pp.49-75, pls.III-IV)were
publishedin transliterationandtranslation. For the sake of bringingall the
horoscope texts together, those published by Sachs are included here, in
most cases, with virtually no changes.
The Babylonianhoroscopes should be incorporatedinto any study of
the history of Babyloniancelestialdivinationas part of a systematiccorpus
of cuneiform astrological texts. Their relations are clearly to omens, in
particularnativity omens, which foretell personal matters on the basis of
the appearance of a planet or a fixed star at the birth of the individual
concerned. No other genre of astrological cuneiform text besides the
horoscopes presentsthe complex situation of the heavens on the date and
sometimes at the time of a birth. Still, the prognostications for the native,
when they are included in the Babylonian horoscope, clearly derive from
the nativity omen tradition, and by extension, the tradition of celestial
omens (EnumaAnu Enlit) in general. But unlike the nativity, or celestial,
omens, which do not dependupon the use of computational astronomical
methods, the Babylonian horoscopes representthe single genre of astrological cuneiformtexts to take account of the positions of all the planets on
the date of a birth, and therefore necessitate the derivation, rather than
observation of those positions. The nature of this dependence on
astronomy is unique among the Babylonian astrologicaltexts, and further
arguesfor the uniqueness of the horoscope genre.
A skeletal framework for a history of Babylonian scholarly celestial
divination would begin with late Old Babylonian omen texts (ca. 1800
B.C.), and continues through the MiddleBabylonian and Middle Assyrian
periods (ca. 1200 B.C.) with forerunnersto the canonical celestial omen
seriesEniina Anu Enlil. Isolatedreferencesto celestial"signs"in Sumerian
sources, such as the sign sent in the form of a bright star to Gudea for the
building of Ningirsu's temple (Gudea Cyl. A v 23- vi 2; ix 9-10), do not
constitute sufficientevidenceto warrantspeakingof the origins of celestial
divination in a Sumerian milieu. Only with the development of Babylonian scribalscholarshipdoes evidence for the systematicconsiderationof
ix

x
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celestialphenomena as omens appearin tablets of the late Old Babylonian
period.
The interestin celestialphenomena as a means of determiningwhat the
gods held in store for the king and the entire kingdom gave rise to the
compilation of such omens in a reference work, which ultimately took
shape as a collection of some seven thousand celestial omens in a series of
seventy tablets known as En&na Anu Enlil. This product of Old and
Middle Babylonian scribal scholarship was designed for use by scholars
who observed or computed celestial phenomena for the purpose of prognostication. By the middle of the second millennium, celestial divination
had become a majorfeatureof the learned culture of Mesopotamia. Soon
the tradition extended beyond the Babylonian scribal centers to those of
the bordering states of Hatti and Elam, as evidenced in texts from sites in
Anatolia and Iran of the MiddleAssyrian and Middle Babylonian periods.
In the seventh century B.C., an abundanceof texts reveals the activities
of the Sargonidcourt astrologersas well as their use of the fully developed
form of the En&maAnu Enlil series placed in the palace library of
Assurbanipal. What might be referredto as the late period of Babylonian
celestialdivination rangesover a number of historical periods as well as of
textual genres. Late Babylonianastrologicaltexts include a wide variety of
celestial as well as nativity omens and horoscopes. These genres span the
Achaemenid, Seleucid, and Arsacid periods (ca. 500 B.C. to 50 B.C.). The
focus in these genresupon mundaneprognostication,whether for the king,
the state, or the individual, in the case of nativity omens and horoscopes,
differentiates them from texts of astronomical content alone. This
distinction between textual genres was made by the scribes themselves,
who rarely combined on a single tablet purely astronomical procedures
with omens. This is not to say that the texts which made prognostications,
the "astrological"
texts, constituteda separatescience. Celestialdivination,
astronomical observation, and astronomical computation represent
interdependent parts of a multifaceted and complex tradition of celestial
science in ancient Mesopotamia.
The appearanceof horoscopes in Babylonia at the end of the fifth
century B.C. marksthe point when the situationof the heavens at the time
of a birth came to be regardedas significantfor the future of an individual.
Before this time, little evidence supports the idea that the individual had a
place in the scope of traditionalcelestialdivination,though there had been
divination which derivedpredictionsfor individualsbased on date of birth
and on physiognomy. A directconnection between the individualand the
heavens, however, is not reflected either in physiognomic or in birth
omens.
The relationshipbetween personalpiety and personalhappiness within
the divine scheme of the universeis a subjectof concern in the Babylonian
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"wisdom"literature,and althoughthe relationshipis viewed with a certain
skepticismin some ancient sources, the idea that an individual'slife, as all
other things, is affected by the gods seems to be a basic assumption. If, as
in the celestialomen collection Eni7maAnu Enlil, celestialphenomena had
been taken to indicatethe futurefor the king and the state of affairsin the
country at large,it seems a prioripossiblethat such a belief could be carried
over and appliedto the life of an individual. That such an idea was applied
to the individual, at that particular time-coincident with the loss of
Babylonian control of their own political future to the Achaemenid
Persians- underscoresthe politically chargednatureof traditional celestial
omens. These had given expression both to a concern for the stability of
the Babylonian (or Assyrian) king and his state, and to the belief in a
connection between the kingdom and the cosmos. The horoscopes seem
to transfer similar, but less politically motivated, concerns about the
individual, and necessarily, as well, the connection between the celestial
and the terrestrialnow focused upon the individual person. It is tempting
to see in the emergence of personal astrology evidence of a change in the
relationconceived between the individualandthe cosmos, or the individual
and the gods, afterthe mid-firstmillennium. Whether this is the case, and
what relation it may have to the politics of the Achaemenid and even the
Seleucid era, is subject to further inquiry, but not on the basis of the
horoscope texts alone. These texts are far too laconic, and far too few to
penetrate much further into the philosophical or religious commitment
behind the Babylonian personal astrology.
The analysisof the Babylonian horoscopes from the point of view of
their culturaland historicalcontext belongs to a futurestudy, in which the
horoscopes can be viewed in the light of the traditions of Babylonian
celestial divination as well as of astronomy, both non-mathematical and
mathematical. In spite of their implicit purposeto prognosticateaspectsof
the life of the native, the ostensive astronomicalnatureof the genre ties the
horoscopes together with diaries, almanacs, goal-yeartexts, ephemerides
and procedure texts as sources for our reconstruction of the repertoire of
Babylonian astronomy in the late first millennium.
The presentedition focuses on the philologicalaspectsof the corpus and
the dating of the horoscopes by means of their astronomical content. The
primary purpose of this work is to edit and translate the Babylonian
horoscopes, but it is also hoped that this edition will contribute to the
foundation for further study of Babylonian celestial divination and
genethlialogy currently being laid by the publication of other cuneiform
celestialomen and relatedtexts. It is only on the basisof such a foundation
that a meaningfulcomparisonwith Greek astrologymay be undertakenby
those competent to evaluatethe vast literaturein that field.

CHAPTER 1
NATURE AND CULTURALCON'I'EXT
OF THE
BABYLONIAN HOROSCOPES
1. DEFINITIONOFTHE GENRE

view of prevailing assumptions about horoscopes, both historical
(Greco-Roman or European) and modern, it would be well to begin the
present study of cuneiform "horoscopes" by defining the particular nature
of the Babylonian texts, thereby clarifying their differences from other
texts also termed "horoscopes." Although the term itself derives ultimately
from the Greek c'pooKlc61o (Latin horoscopum), certain concepts regarding
the spherical universe, the ecliptic, the zodiacal signs, planetary influences,
and methods of relating astronomical elements to both physical and
psychic elements of an individual, all associated with horoscopic astrology
in Greco-Roman antiquity, must not be assumed a priori to find
counterparts in the Babylonian texts.1
Babylonian "horoscopes" are documents that assemble and record a
particularseries of astronomical data which have been determined to occur
either on or near the date of the birth of an individual. A number of
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1

Extensiveliteratureon Greco-Roman astrology cannot be given in a footnote. One can
start with O. Neugebauer and H.B. van Hoesen, Greek Horoscopes (Philadelphia:
AmericanPhilosophicalSociety, 1959);Dorotheus of Sidon, CarmenAstrologicum, ed. D.
Pingree (Leipzig:Teubner, 1976);Hephaestion of Thebes, Apotelesmatica (Prognostics),
ed. D. Pingree (Leipzig: Teubner, 1973); Vettius Valens, Anthologiae, ed. D. Pingree
(Leipzig:Teubner, 1986);Manilius, Astronomica, ed. and transl. G.P. Goold (Cambridge,
Mass.,andLondon:Loeb ClassicalLibrary,1977);Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos,ed. and transl. F.E.
Robbins (Cambridge, Mass., and London: Loeb Classical Library, 1940); A. BoucheLeclercq, L 'astrologiegrecque (Paris:Leroux, 1899), and D.Pingree, "Astrology,"in P.P.
Wiener ed., Dictionary for the History of IdeasVol. I (New York: Scribner, 1968, 1973),
pp. 118-126.
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examples"lookat the hour,"noting the time of birth occasionallywith
respectto a seasonalhour (one-twelfthof the length of daylight),2and
provideplanetarypositionsin the zodiacfor the specifiedtime. Only the
moon's positionis affectedby a changein hour, sinceit moves so much
morerapidlythanthe sun or the five planets.Thatplanetarydataarenot
greatlyaffected,may perhapsexplainwhy the hour of birthis not noted
with regularityin the Babylonianhoroscopes. Even when noted, the
of the hour"is not paralleledby their
Babylonianhoroscopes'"inspection
synonymous Greek counterparts,where opooKO6to4 refers not to the
consideration of the time of day, but of the point of the ecliptic (the
ascendant)rising at the moment of birth (Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos111,2).
The differencesbetween Babylonian and Greek horoscopes begin here
and permeatemost other aspectsof the two corpora. Despite the evidence
of transmission and borrowing from Mesopotamia found in specific
elements of Greek astrology,3and that the basic idea of predicting the life
of a person on the basis of astronomicalphenomena associatedwith the
birth date was originally Babylonian, Babylonian and Greek horoscopes
reflect substantially different genethlialogical systems. There is neither
chronological overlap between the two corpora,4 nor any similarity
between their underlying cosmologies or their philosophical/religious
underpinnings.Mention should also be made of the Demotic horoscopes
of Roman Egypt, dating to the first half of the first century A.D. and
reflectinga Greco-Egyptian,ratherthan a Babylonian, foundation.5Parts
of the composition of these horoscopes are formally similar to the Babylonian texts, e.g., the date of birth stated in terms of regnal year, month,
day and hour, and the positions of the sun, moon, and planets, but the
other elements included have no Babylonian analogues. On this basis, we
proceedin the hopes that the term "horoscope"will not lead to a misunderstanding of the nature of the Babylonian examples, or of their cultural
2

Seechapter3 9 2.3.3.
3 See
of theBabylonianContributionto HellenisticAstrology,"JAOS 108
my "Elements
51-62.
(1987),pp.
4The latestdatedcuneiform
horoscopeis for S.E.243= -68 = 69 B.C.,the earliestGreek
for AntiochusI of Commagenein -61 = 62 B.C..
monument
is
the
coronation
horoscope
Thisis not a nativitybutratheran "omen"for the reignof the king (muchlike the citing
of auspiciousplanetaryappearances
by Esarhaddonat the beginningof his reign and
Asarhaddons
recordedin his royalinscriptions,seeRiekeleBorger,Die Inschriften
Konigs
vonAssyrien
[Graz,1956],p.2 i 31-ii26 andp.17lines34-41).Eventhe Egyptianhoroscopes
datebetween-37and +93. SeeNeugebauerandvanHoesen,GreekHoroscopes,
p. 161.
5

0. Neugebauer,"DemoticHoroscopes,"
JAOS63 (1943),pp. 116-126.
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background,by simpleassociationwith the Greekor theirderivatives.
The discoveryof the first cuneiformhoroscopecame as part of the
generaldeciphermentof astronomicalcuneiformtexts in the late nineandF.X. Kugler.At that
teenth centuryby J. Epping,J.N. Strassmaier,
was
known (Text 18).6Two
in
a
text
time, 1888,only singlehoroscope
more horoscopeswere publishedin the 1920s,7but it was not until the
1960sthatmoreexampleswereidentifiedby AbrahamSachsin the British
Museum.Twenty-eightBabylonianhoroscopetabletsarenow extant.In
the contextof cuneiformscientifictexts,this groupmay be seen as a welldefinedclassof astrologicaltexts belongingto the Achaemenid,Seleucid,
andArsacidperiods,or roughlybetweenthe fifth andfirstcenturiesB.C.
as pracratherthan"astrological,"
Theircontentis ostensiblyastronomical
forthe nativeareincludedin thesedocuments.
ticallyno prognostications
The chronologicalrangeof the extanttextsis from410 B.C. to 69 B.C.
The five documentsfromthe firstcenturyB.C. areamongthe youngest
cuneiformtexts known. Thesefirstcenturyhoroscopes(Texts23-27),all
II
fromthe city of Babylon,datefromthe end of the reignof Mithradates
in
a
69
of
to
B.C., period politicalinstability Babylon,during
(88 B.C.)
which time Babylon'smajortemple,the Esagila,beginsto appearmoribund.8

The Babylonianhoroscopeswerealldatedto the birthof an individual.
Sincethreetexts containmorethan one horoscope,it cannotbe the case
that a horoscopewas writtenon the dateof the birth.In no casehasthe
writing of a horoscopetabletbeen datedby meansof a colophon. The
datesare found at the beginningof the text and referexclusivelyto the
birthdate.Giventhe existenceof birthnotes,recordingdatesandtimes of
birthsapparentlyfor the purposeof latercastinga horoscope,it is clear
that horoscopescould have been preparedwell aftersuch dates.In the
single birth note preservedwith more than one birth record, two of the

datesare spacedthirty-sixyears.The evidencethat datawere excerpted
from other astronomicaltexts furtherprecludesthe possibilitythat a
6

Publishedby Strassmaier,ZA 3 (1888),p. 149f (transcriptionon p. 137) and Epping, ZA
4 (1889),pp. 168-171;also KuglerSSB 1554-558,and republishedtogether with Text 7 (BM
33667) by Kugler, SSB II 558-562 (transliteration, translation and commentary) and
Schaumberger,SSB Erg. 3 Tf.VII Nr. 14 (copy) (1924).
7

Text 2 (AB 251) was published by R.C. Thompson, A Catalogueof theLate Babylonian
Tabletsin the BodleianLibrary,Oxford (London: Luzac, 1927), pl.2. Text 7 by Kugler and
Schaumberger,see note 6.
8

J. Oelsner, Materialienzur babylonischenGesellschaftund Kultur in hellenistischerZeit
(Budapest,1986), p. 65.
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someobservation,or evencomputation,of heavenly
horoscoperepresents
the
time
of birth.
at
phenomena
f2. CONTENT AND PURPOSEOF THE GENRE

As recordsof astronomical
phenomena,the Babylonianhoroscopesare
sourcesfor the techniques,andindirectly,the intellectualor socialcontext,
of thosewho wrotethem.Of the ultimategoalof the constructionof these
documents,the good andbadfortunesof the recipients,they tell us little.
Stilllessis knownfromthetextsaboutthe individualrecipientsthemselves.
The historicalproblemof astrologicalinterpretationseemsto be endemic
to the historyof astrologyon a broadscale,as expressedin a commentby
J.D. North: "Historiansfacedwith a nativityarealmostalwaysinclined
to ask how it would havebeeninterpreted.The answeris usually'As its
subjectwouldhavewished'."9
The purposeof the Babylonianhoroscopedocumentwas aboveall to
recordpositions of the seven planets (moon, sun, and five classicalplanets)
in the zodiac on the date of a birth. The astronomicaldata were presented
following a standardformulation:
ITI.MN 30/1 GE6n krru alid

"MN,(thepreviousmonthbeing)full/hollow, nightof
the nth, the childwas born."1l
The majority of horoscopes do not name the child for whom the
horoscope is cast, and simply use the phrase serrualid "the child is born."
In seven horoscopes (Texts 2, 4, 9, 12, and the duplicates 10 and 11, ) and
one birth note (Text 30), the name of the child is recorded. Two of these
contain Greek personalnames: Aristokrates,written a-ri-is-tu-ug-gi-ra-te-e,1"
and Nikanor, written nik-nu-u-ru;12Both of these horoscopes date from
the early third century, thus securely within a hellenized Babylonia. Even
so, the Greek names may or may not represent ethnic Greeks, and
conclusions as to the nationality of any of those for whom horoscopes
were cast cannot yet be drawn.
and History(= WarburgInstituteSurveysand Texts XIII,
9 J.D. North, Horoscopes
London:The WarburgInstitute,Universityof London,1986),p. xi.
10 For this formulationof the

1 Text 10 obv. 2.
12

Text 12 obv. 2.

month,see chapter3 ; 2.2.
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Inferencesregarding
the individuals
involvedin personalastrologymay
only be ventured about those who wrote the horoscopes, and this too is

indirectandbasedexclusivelyon internaltextualcriteria,ratherthan on
any datadirectlyconcerningthe horoscopescribes.Primarilybecausethe
vocabularyof the horoscopesis the sameas that of the LateBabylonian
astronomical texts, both mathematical and non-mathematical, one may

guessthatthey wereproducedby the samegroupof scribes.Preciouslittle
is known of these individuals,but from astronomicaltext colophons we do
have names, patronyms, and professions for some of the hellenistic Babylonian astronomers.13A number of Arsacid period administrativedocuments from the Marduktemple Esagilaof Babylon make referenceto the
scribes who specialized in celestial matters, calling them "scribesof (the
celestial omen series entitled) Enuma Anu Enlil," and describing specific
astronomicalwork for which they received support in the form of arable
land and silver.14These temple documents clarify the association of the
scribesof EnmnaAnu Enlil with the temple duringthe second century B.C.
and indicate that the activities of these scribes included observational and
computationalastronomy. Their duties regardingcelestial divination, not
to speak of horoscopy, are not referredto in the temple documents. It can
only be assumed that since copies of Enuma Anu Enlil continued to be
made during the hellenistic period, it was this same group of scribes who
made them. Even on the basisof such scanty evidence as this, it is perhaps
sufficient to say that the group of scribes known as tupsarEnuma Anu
Enlil produced the horoscope tablets, as well as any other text of astronomical or astrological content, and that throughout the Achaemenid,
Seleucid,and Arsacidperiodsthese scribes belonged to an extremely small
set of Babylonian literati.
Beyond their small numbers,evidence is wanting for the social standing
of such scribes, and even less is availablefor their horoscope clients. The
Greek names of two horoscopes can point to the Macedonian elite of late
Babylonian society, but not unequivocally. In only one horoscope (Text
9) can the native named in the horoscope be identified.In this case, the subject was a scribe well-known from colophons in Hellenistic texts from
13

The evidence is collected in my "Scribesand Scholars:The tupsarEnima Anu Enlil,"
FS Oelsner (in press).
14

See Pinches, BOR 4 132, CT 49 144, CT 44 186, and AB 247, published by McEwan in
Iraq 43 (1981), pp. 139-141,and see the discussion in R.J. van der Spek, "The Babylonian
Temple during the Macedonian and Parthian Domination," BiOr 42 (1985), pp. 547-554.
The letters CT 49 189 and 192 contain referencesto the title tupsarEnirmaAnu Enlil, but
in broken context.
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Uruk: Anu-belSunu,son of Nidintu-Anu, descendantof Sin-leqe-unninni.'5
That a horoscope was cast for a member of a family of scholars and priests
of the Anu temple of Uruk, suggestsonly that scribescould constructtheir
own (or each others')horoscopes.It is no reflection on the accessibility of
horoscopy for clients outside the circle of the scholars themselves. If,
however, Babylonianhoroscopy is to be understoodas an extension of the
traditionalscholarlycelestialdivination,which above all served the king,16
then it might be the casethat the new form of celestialprognosticationwas
confined to citizens of privilege. 7Ourevidenceis, however, not sufficient
to draw conclusions about the social dimension of late Babylonian
astrology.
Following the date of the birth is the time of birth. More often than not
the time is given with respectto a part of the day, e.g., ina ZALAG "inthe
last part of night"18or SAG GE6"beginningof night."19The time of birth
is also given with respectto the seasonalhours, the twelve divisions of the
day whose number remain fixed but whose lengths vary throughout the
year. The simanu, as they were called, are designatedby ordinal numbers

15 See Text 9 obv. 2.
16

Note also that the physiognomic omens (eg. YOS 10 54), which have been found to be
internally related to nativity omens (andperhaps horoscopes) insofar as their predictions
for individualsare concerned,addressthe elite in society. Apodoses from the physiognomic
series contain subject matter that points to the palace and its personnel, see for example
YOS 10 54:22, 23, 30 and 31.
17Many basic aspectsof the social structureof first millenniumBabylonia,such as the social
and economic "classes,"are still to be fully understood, as attestedto in statements such as
M. Dandamaev,Slaveryin Babylonia:FromNabopolassarto Alexanderthe Great (626-331B
C), transl. V.A. Powell (DeKalb:Northern Illinois University Press, rev.ed., 1984), pp.4446;J. Klima, "Beitrigezur Strukturder neubabylonischenGesellschaft,"CRRAI 11 (Leiden,
1964),pp. 11-21;see also the remarksconcerning the status of "freecitizen" (mar bainti)
Studiesin honor ofAke
in M. Roth, "A Case of ContestedStatus,"in DUMU, E2-DUB-BA-AW. Sj6berg(Occasional Publications of the Samuel Noah KramerFund, 11, Philadelphia,
1989),pp. 486-487. In this context, to attach anything more than vague social significance
to the prosopographical evidence from the horoscopes would be premature. Note
however, that a connection between astrology and the ruler continued in the context of
Hellenistic Greek horoscopy. A practice of preparinga horoscope for the coronation of a
monarch is attestedthree times. One is the huge monument that representsin stone relief
the earliest preserved horoscope. It can be dated to the coronation of Antiochus I of
Commagenein 62 B.C., and is publishedin Neugebauerand van Hoesen, GreekHoroscopes,
pp. 14-16. For the other examples, see ibid., p. 16 note 13.
18 See Text
1:1, Text 19:4, and Text 20:2.
19 See Text 6 rev. 2, Text 7 rev. 2, Text 13:2, Text 15:2,and Text 17:2.
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(i.e. 7 si-man = the 7th simanu).20Elsewhere,simanuhas the basic meaning
but here the twelve intervalsrepresentthe twelve divisions of
"interval,"21
daylight or night (not the 12-berudivision of the nycthe-meron), and were
used to denote the time of birth.22 The enumeration of the planetary
positions usually follow the expression "in his hour (of birth)" (ina
simanisu).
The body of the horoscope contains the planetary positions in the
zodiac. These data may follow several introductory expressions, e.g., "at
that time" (inusu), "in his hour (of birth),"(ina simanisl), or "that day"
(nmiui). Then in a standardformulation,the planetarypositions are given
as follows: "the moon was in zodiacal signs, the sun was in zodiacal signy,
Jupiter in zodiacal sign,," followed by the positions of Venus, Mercury,
Saturn, and Mars. These positions are generally given with respect to a
zodiacalsign alone, less often in specificdegreeswithin a sign. With several
exceptions,23 horoscopes do not generally record positions of planetary
synodic phenomena, but rather positions in the zodiac at the arbitrary
moment of someone's birth. When, however, a planet is in conjunction
with the sun and is thereforenot visible, the text notes that the planet has
"set" (S?U = rabu) and/or is "with the sun" (KI Samds=

itti Samsi).24

#3. ANCIENT DERIVATIONOF DATA

The question of the derivation of the astronomical data in the
horoscopes is directlyrelevantto the question of the relationship between
"astrology"and "astronomy"in Babylonia. Neugebauer drew attention to
the fact that the Babylonian horoscopes constitute a very small corpus
compared with the over 1800 late Babylonian astronomicaltexts.25Were
it not for the wealth of astronomical data, and the resulting access to
Babylonianastronomicaltechniquesaffordedby the astronomicaltexts, we
would have little chance of identifyingthe methods by which astronomical
data were derived in Babylonian horoscopes.
The relevanceespeciallyof the non-mathematicalastronomicaltexts for
analysisof the horoscopesis primafacieevident from the technical termin20

21
22
3

24
25

E.g.,Text 21:2'.
SeeCAD s.v., ACT glossarys.v.
32 (1989),pp. 146-170.
Hoursin BabylonianAstronomy,"Centaurus
Seemy "Seasonal
SeeText 1 throughout,4:6-7,6 upperedge2; 7 obv.(?)2-3,23:6, 25:7-8,and28 rev.2.
Seech.2,Introductionto the text editionssub3b.
Hoesen,GreekHoroscopes,
p. 162.
Neugebauer-van
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conventions,employedby the writersof
ology,aswell asthe orthographic

the horoscopes. The writings of all the key ingredients,that is, the months,
zodiacalsigns, names of planets and stars,designationsof time and celestial
positions, as well as terms for phenomena are familiar from other
astronomicalgenres.26Severalabbreviations,such as ad for adris"darkly,"27
al for alla "morethan,"28and ar for arki "after,"29
are also diag-nosticof the
vocabulary and orthography of late Babylonian astronomy. This purely
philological aspect of the horoscopes is sufficient to place the genre in its
correct scholastic context, i.e., as fully part of the astronomical activities
practicedby late Babylonian temple scholars.
The identificationof dataand methods of derivation, however, are not
as straightforwardas one might like. To begin with, the daily positions, so
importantto a horoscope, were not a primarygoal of Babylonianplanetary
theory. At least as we know it from the mathematical ephemerides, the
chief goal was the computation of dates and positions of the synodic
phenomena. Tables of daily motion do exist for Jupiter30and Mercury,31
where the longitudesof these planetsaretabulatedday-by-day,and the days
of the month given for the planetarypositions are real calendardays, not
tithis (the unit 1/30 of a month, or, the lunar day). The purpose of these
ephemerides is not really known, but Neugebauer has suggestedthat the
astrologicallyimportant question of a planet's crossing from one zodiacal
sign to the next may have provideda motivation.32Certainly, no evidence
in the astronomical or astrologicalliteraturesuggeststhat degrees within
zodiacal signs were ever observed, and it may well have been the only
solution to the problem of knowing when a planet would enter the next
sign of the zodiac. Such daily ephemeristablescould conceivablyhave been
of use in constructinghoroscopes, but one can do no more than speculate
about this since no reference to such a purpose, or to any other
astrologically important configuration of planets, is found in procedure
texts, or anywhere else. Moreover, daily positions for Venus, Saturn and
26

Seechapter2, Introductionto the text editions,passim,for examplesof the uniformity
betweenthe terminologyof the horoscopesandthe non-mathematical
astronomical
texts.

27

Text 27 r.7.

28

Text 27 r.6.

29

Text 1:3;Text 6 r.2, and Text 14:3.

30

ACT 650-655,and see P. Huber, "Zur taglichenBewegungdes Jupiter nach
babylonischenTexten,"ZA 18(1957),pp. 265-303.

31

ACT 310.

32

HAMA p.412.
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Mars, which do occur in horoscopes,are not preservedin Seleucid
althoughsuchpositionscouldcertainlyhavebeenderivedby
ephemerides,
methodsknownfor interpolation.33
Astronomicalproceduretextsattestto
such linearinterpolationfromthe ephemerides,indicatingthat positions
of planetson datesin betweensynodicapppearances
weredesired.
such
Whether or not
interpolationwas the method employedin
horoscopesfor obtaininglongitudesof planetson dates between their
synodicappearancescannotbe decided.Butit is certainthatthe planetary
data found in the horoscopeswere the resultseitherof some methodof
directcomputationor, more likely, of extractingsuch datafrom other
records.In his discussionof the non-mathematical
astronomicaltexts'use
of the zodiac,Sachssaid,"Aninspectionof allthe itemsthatmentiona sign
of the zodiacshowsthat we arein the presenceof predictionsin all such
cases.Becauseall the twelve signs of the zodiac are of equallength by
definition, they constitutedfor the Babyloniansan ideal system of
referenceformakinglongitudepredictions,
thoughit wasprobablybeyond
the capacityof Babyloniantechniquesof observationalmeasurementto
definein a precisewaythe boundarylinesbetweenthe zodiacalsignsin the
sky."34Sinceplanetarypositionscited in Babylonianastronomicaltexts
where the zodiac is used as the system of celestialreferencedo not
representobservedpositions,it is the caseby extensionthatsuchpositions
in the horoscopesdo not representobservationseither.
Asidefromthe non-observational
natureof the planetaryphenomena,
anothergeneralremarkmay be madeaboutthe planetarypositionsgiven
in the horoscopes;namely,that the sequencein which they are given,
Jupiter,Venus,Mercury,Saturn,Mars,is the standardsequenceemployed
in the non-tabularastronomicaltexts of the Seleucidperiod,specifically
almanacsandgoalyeartexts,but alsoattestedsporadicallyin much earlier
texts. There has been much discussionabout this peculiarsequenceof
explanation,suchas distancefrom
planetsfor whichthereis no "natural"
the sun.Whatcannow be substantiated
with evidencefromnativityomens
of the same period is that this arrangementof planetsstems from an
astrologicalschemawhich assignsthe planetsbeneficentand maleficent
33 In
HAMA, p. 465. Neugebauer commented, regardingthe procedure text ACT 812
Sections 11-29 for Venus, that "were it fully preserved [it] would give us all data for the
'subdivision'of the synodic motion." For Mars, the procedure text ACT 811 Section 3, he
says (IAMA, p. 456), "is explicit evidence for the use of the principle of proportionality
between synodic arcs wiand correctionsfor approximateperiods, similarly established for
the periods of Jupiter." Daily positions could be found by means of such texts.
3
Sachs,"A Classificationof the BabylonianAstronomicalTabletsof the Seleucid Period,"
JCS 2 (1948):p. 289.
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identities,possiblyon the basisof brightness.3TheBabylonianarrangement of the planetscanthereforebe analyzedas the beneficpairJupiter
andVenusfollowedby Mercurywhich is sometimesbenefic,sometimes
ambiguous,and lastly the malefic pair Saturnand Mars.36The same
identifications,in fact, became a commonplacein later Hellenistic
The identificationof the planetsas beneficor malefic,while
astrology.37
assuredon the basisof nativityomen texts, cannot,however,be derived
directlyfrom the horoscopesthemselves,sincethese texts give only the
resultsof the computationsof planetarypositionson the datein question,
without referenceto the interpretationof the phenomenarecorded.The
arrangementof the planetsin the horoscopes,as well as in Babylonian
astronomyin general,consequentlybearsno relationto a conceptof where
the heavenlybodiesarelocatedin the sky. This is contrastedin the Greek
horoscopes,which providemuch the same data as do the Babylonian
counterparts,but list the planetarypositionsin orderof their distances
from the earth,therebyreflectingtheir spatiallocation in a geocentric
cosmos. The Greekorderis Saturn,Jupiter,Mars,Venus and Mercury
(havingthe samesiderealperiod),in descendingorderof theirperiodsof
siderealrotation,hencetheirgeocentricdistance.38
In additionto the positionsof the planetson the dateof birth,other
35 See my "Beneficsand Maleficsin BabylonianAstrology,"in A ScientificHumanist:Studies
in MemoryofAbrahamSachs,ed. Leichty, et al (OccasionalPublicationsof the SamuelNoah
KramerFund 9, Phila., PA, 1988),pp. 323-328.
Evidence for the assignmentof planetary "natures"is for the most part not explicit, but
subtly reflected in the interpretation of the appearancesof individual planets. The most
explicit evidence is in some of the names and epithets of Mars, the quintessentially "evil
planet,"who was, in addition,associatedwith the god of pestilenceand death, Nergal. Mars
was called MUL.LUL.LA (sarru)"Liar(star)"and MUL.LUI.KUR.RA (nakru) "Enemy
(star),"seeHg.B VI 33-34 in MSL 11 40. In the same text is also the name MUL.HUL
(lumnu) "Evilfate (star),"Hg. B VI 30, see CAD s.v. lumnu lexical section.
36

37 The hellenistic doctrines are discussedby D. Pingree, TheYavanajatakaof Sphujidhvaja
vol. II (HarvardOriental Series 48, Cambridge,Mass., and London: Harvard University
Press, 1978), pp. 214-215.
38

The Greek horoscopes, which are all late Hellenistic (none outside the literary sources
antedates4 B.C.), follow the order of the planetsby geocentricdistance, but as Neugebauer
has shown, the chronology of Greek planetarysequencesis not a simple evolution, and the
bases on which the sequences are proposed are variously mythological, numerological,
arithmetical, or astronomical, meaning based on cinematic planetary models. The
ascriptionof a geocentric distance arrangementto Plato, based upon Timaeus 38 D, is not
evidence of Greek knowledge of such a sequencein the fifth century, especiallywith regard
to the relativepositions of Venus and Mercury. See HAMA pp. 647-651,690-693, and 785.
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astronomicalevents of the month or even the year in which the birth
occurredarefrequentlyappended.Horoscopesrecordthe followinglunar
phenomena:Whetherthe monthwasfull (30d)or hollow (29d),the dateof
the time intervaltermedNA (=nanmurtu)aroundfull moon, usuallyon
the 14thday, which measuredthe intervalbetweensunriseandmoonset,
andthe dateof anothertime intervalof lastlunarvisibilitybeforesunrise
termedKUR.39Thesethreedata-lengthof the month, na andKUR-are
what Sachstermedthe "lunarthree."40The lunarthreearefoundin each
monthly paragraphof an astronomicalalmanac,and are obtainablein
texts of the Seleucidperiod.
diariesandothertypes of non-mathematical
Besidesthe lunarthree, horoscopesrecordlunar and solar eclipses,includingthose not observedor visibleat Babylon;the conjunctionsof the
moon withthe eclipticalreferencestars(termednormalstars);aswell asthe
datesof equinoxesandsolsticesfor the givenyear.Statementsaboutlunar
latitudeareincludedin threehoroscopesfromUruk, althoughthis should
probablybe regardedas rare.41
f4. RELIGIOUSAND DIVINATORYCONTEXT

Apart from the content of a typical horoscope relevantto the
astronomicalpositionson the birthdate,a numberof horoscopescontain
anotherelementsharedby otherastronomicaltexts.This is the formulaic
invocationto the deitiesassociatedeitherwith the templesof Babylonor
Uruk, i.e., Bel and Beltijafor Babylon,Anu and Antum for Uruk: ina
amatBJlu Beltjalislimor inaamatAnu u Antumli?lim. The translation
of the invocationis subjectto some interpretationregardingthe verb
salJ,nu,whichcaneithermean"tobe whole,"referringto the tablet,or "to
be successful,"
referringto the endeavorof writingthe tablet.The few texts
which preservea longer version of the prayerwould suggestthe latter
for example,inaamatAnu u Antummimmamalaeppusina
interpretation,
lislim
"bythe commandof Anu andAntu, may whateverI do be
qattja
39 The oppositions (computedby means of NA) and conjunctions (computed by means of
KUR), for which the length of the month would be needed, are the data needed for
computing the time of conception (D. Pingree,personalcommunication). Furher research
is needed before the use of the date of conception versus that of birth in Babylonian
astrology is understood. It is clear, though, that omens for the date of conception were
compiled, see for example, LBAT 1588 and 1589 (LU.TUR re-hi).
40

A. Sachs, "A Classification of the Babylonian Astronomical Tablets of the Seleucid
Period,"JCS 2 (1948):p. 278.
41

See Texts 10 and 16a and b.
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successful."42The other possibility is that the referentis the tablet itself. In
this case, the aim of the prayer would be that the tablet should remain
unbroken or safe in its repository. This interpretation finds support in
colophons which curse the removal or damageof a tablet.43The formula
is known exclusively in Seleucid texts, but from a range of text genres,
47 legal
including literature (Lugale44),magic,45 divination, 46 astronomy,

documents,48and an isolated administrativetext.49
On the evidence of extant temple archives,mainly from the Esagilain
Babylon and the BiitRes in Uruk, one can affirm that in the protective
atmosphereof the temple, Mesopotamianreligion, scholarship,and science
continued until the first century A.D.50 It is in this context that we must
understand the invocation to Bel and Beltija in the Babylonian astronomical texts-including horoscopes-, and to Anu and Antu in those
from Uruk, discussed above. Association with the temple was without
doubt the key to the survival of Babylonian astronomy for so many
centuries after it had become defunct in the political sphere. As a further
consequence,the maintenanceof Babylonian astronomy and astrology by
the temple scholars made possible its transmission to literate Greeks

42

text fromSeleucidUruk,with a parallelfromBabylon,SBH
TCL6 31,a mathematical
14.Othertextswith variantsincludeBRM4 8 andBagh.Mitt.Beiheft2 No. 12,editedby
Orientalia
RitualeausWarkamit Emesal-Gebeten,"
NS 47 (1978):pp.
Mayer,"Seleucidische
431-58.M.T.Rothhascollectedthedatain "inaamatDN1u DN2lislim,"Journalof Semitic
Studies33 (1988):pp. 1-9.
43
No.319,320,or 333. SeealsoG. Offner,"Aproposde la sauvegarde
HungerKolophone
RA 44 (1950),pp. 13543. For the entreatynot to
des tablettesen Assyro-Babylonie,"
damagea tablet,see amirula itappil"letthe readernot damageit (the tablet),"in A.
ExplanatoryWorksof Assyrianand Babylonian
Livingstone,Mysticaland Mythological
Scholars (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), p. 28f. K 2670 colophon line 9
(=I.NAM.GIS.HUR.AN.KI.A).
44SeeHungerKolophone
No. 87.
45

Ibid.No. 425.

46Ibid.No.95, fromthe brtitu series.
47

48

See ACT I pp.ll and 16.

SeeRoth, "inaamatDN1u DN2 lislim,"p. 1.
49 NBC 8456:1,
seeP.-A.Beaulieu,"TextesAdministratifs
Ineditsd'EpoqueHellenistique
ProvenantdesArchivesdu Bit Res,"RA 83 (1989),pp. 79-80(Text5).
50SeeA. Sachs,"TheLastDateableCuneiformTexts,"KramerAnniversary
Volume,Alter
OrientundAltesTestament
25 (Neukirchen,1976),pp. 379-398.
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interestedin the scienceof "ancientwise men, that is the Chaldeans."51
Despitetheiruniqueformandpurpose,the Babylonianhoroscopescan
be seen as belongingto the broadertraditionof Mesopotamiancelestial
divinationforthe simplereasonthat "apodoses,"
recognizablefrom omen
are
form
taken
the
few
the
attested
statements
texts,
by
concerningthe life
of the nativein horoscopetexts. 52 All but two examplescontainingsuch
apodosesstems from Uruk.53The evidenceis found largelyin broken
with stockphrases
context,butsomeof whatis preservedcanbe associated
from extispicyas well asthe dailylife omen seriesknown as Summa lu
omentexts.Thesephrases,suchas umneuark "hisdays
andhemerological
(i.e.,his life)will be long"(Text9:4;cf. Text 10:8),maruirassi"hewill have
offspring"(Text9:6;cf. Text 10:10),or nemela immar"hewill see a gain"
(ext 5 rev. 10),parallelomen apodosesin formas well as content.
The traditionof celestialomenswas many centuriesold at the point
when horoscopicastrologybegan,i.e., by the end of the fifth centuryon
the basisof the evidenceof our earliesthoroscopes.54
Copiesof the series
EnumaAnuEnlil,the scholars'handbookusedduringthe seventhcentury
andAssurbanipal,
to advisethe Neo-AssyriankingsEsarhaddon
continued
the
and
Seleucid
to be reproduced
Achaemenid
throughout
periods.This
is clearfrom EnuTnaAnu Enlil text colophons or, when not preserved,the
characteristiclate ductus of the script.55For the periods of Persian and
Macedonian political rule, however, evidence for the practice of celestial
divination is limited to the scholars' efforts to preserve and transmit the
traditional texts. No letters such as those from the Sargonidperiod, from
scholar-scribesto kings of this late period attest to the practice of celestial
divination at court. The preservation of the Enuma Anu Enlil reference
work by generationsof scribesfrom roughly the fifth to the first centuries
B.C., therefore, has no evident political purpose.
The formulation of personal predictions in horoscopes, in the manner
of omen apodoses,servesto indicatethat the traditionalpracticeof celestial
divination, by means of which aspects of the life of the king and the
welfare of the state had been indicated by celestial signs, provided the
foundation,the basic rationale,and possibly also the system of interpreting
51
52

Horoscope No. 137C col.i 3, see Neugebauer-vanHoesen, GreekHoroscopes,p.42.
;
See chapter 3 4.2.

Text 2 rev. 1, Text 5 rev. 1-12, Text 9:4-6, and Text 10: 7-9 and rev. 1-3, with duplicate
Text 11.
53

54

Texts 1 and 2.

For some representativecolophons of Enl na Anu Enlil, see H. Hunger Kolophone, Nos.
87, 91, and 93.

55
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the life of an individualfromthe situationof the heavensat the moment
of birth.To readthe heavensas meaningfulnot only for the king andthe
state, but also for the individual,is evidencedboth by late Babylonian
omens.
horoscopesandby the roughlycontemporaneous
"nativity"
asSachssuggested,two typesof nativityomens.
One maydifferentiate,
The "horoscopic"
nativityomen correlatedthe zodiacalsignin whichthe
andexperiences
was
born
with
positiveor negativecharacteristics
person
of the native,e.g., "ifa childis bornin the middleof Aries."56The other
type madesimilarcorrelationsbetweenan individual'slife and an astral
phenomenonthat occurredon the birthdate,e.g., "ifa child is born and
without mentionof the zodiac.An exampleof a
Jupitercomesforth,"57
omen
is LU.TURina MUL.MULa-lidMUL.GU4.
"horoscopic"
nativity
AN.NA dA-nim GAL-u sa AN-e LU.BI SIG-e DUMU.ME8 [u]
DUMUxSAL.MESGUR-arA.TUK IGI-[mar]"(If)a child is born in
Taurus,the Bull of Heaven(is) GreatAnu of heaven:That man will be
will returnandhe will see gain."(BM
his sonsanddaughters
distinguished,
32224 ii 13'-15'). The following, on the other hand, are "pseudohoroscopic":LU.TUR a-lid-maina GABA-sii sama' KAxMIina NU
URU-S'BEE AD-sliBIR"(If)a childis bornandduringhis infancya solar
eclipseoccurs:He will die in a foreigncity (lit.:in a city not his own) and
the houseof his fatherwill be scattered."
(BM32488obv. 10'); [LU.TUR
... a-lid...]ze-e-riina lib-bi-suGAL-s ... a-di3 MU.AN.NA.ME8mim-ma
u ne-me-lu
ina SU11-s UL GUB-zuNIG.SID ra-ma-ni-sA
i-rak-kis
i-rak-kis
IGI-mar"[Achildis born and ...] therewill be angerin his heart... for 3
yearswhateverhe takes(?)will not remainin his hands(meaning"hewill
lose whathe has"?),(then)he will keep(?)his own propertyandwill see a
profit."(BM32304ii 6,8,9,10).
Sachs saw the differencebetween the "horoscopic"type, those
which madeno
mentioningzodiacalsigns,andthe "pseudo-horoscopic,"
mention of the zodiac,as significantfor the evolutionof astrology.He
omens reflecteda "pre-horoscopic
suggestedthat the pseudo-horoscopic
level of development,"58
but, in view of texts like TCL 6 14 where both
are
combined
in
a
singletext,it is verydifficultto be sureaboutsuch
types
a sequence.
As scholasticforerunners
to the nativityomenprotases,the birthomens
56 See the unpublished BM 32583 obv. i 16-17:DI? MURUB4 HUN a-lid .... A.TUK IGImar 2 DUMU.MES-su U?.ME8 "If (the native) is born in the middle of Aries,.... he will
see gain, (but) two of his sons will die."
57

TCL 6 14, see Sachs,JCS 6 (1952), Appendix II, pp. 65-75.

58

Ibid., p.73 in comments to obverse 27-36, and p. 74 in comments to reverse 29ff.
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of the sort attestedin the omen seriesIqquripu in the form "ifa childis
born on such-and-sucha date"may also be cited.59These systems of
determiningfroma calendardatesomethingof relevancefor an individual
bearrelationto the traditionof the menologiesandhemerologiesin which
actions,suchasmarrying,layingthe foundationof a house,or "goingout
the gate,"6onparticulardates were determinedto be propitious or
The apodosesof the nativityomensalsofindcloseparallels
unpropitious.61
omen series,the physiognomicomens.62
in the othermajor"personal"
We have assumedthat the purposeof the Babylonianhoroscopes,
whichproducea recordof celestialphenomenaat the time of a birth,was
to obtainan indicationaboutthe life of an individualborn on that date.
The goal of thesetexts,therefore,is not substantiallydifferentfromthat
of the nativity omens, althoughthe method of obtainingthe desired
knowledgedifferssubstantially.The examinationof the situationof the
heavenson the birthdate,as it is formulatedin the horoscopes,seemsto
be predicatedon the idea, fully consistentwith that of the omens, that
knowledgeaboutthe worldof humanendeavor,herean individual'slife,
wasencodedin the heavens.Unfortunately,little or no directevidenceof
the systemof astrologicalinterpretationfor individualsis availablefrom
the horoscopesthemselves.They are,as outlinedabove,terseandlaconic,
usuallystatingonly the dateandthe planetarypositionsfor a particular
in the form of omen apodoses
birthdate.Withoutthe few "predictions"
occasionallyincludedin horoscopes,the importantconnectionbetween
horoscopesandcelestialdivinationwouldbe lost.
The scholarlytraditionunderlyingthe developmentof horoscopy,
therefore, can be seen as a combinationof the tradition of celestial
Anu Enlil, which
divinationas representedby the omen seriesEnurma
with
matters
and
its
concern
retained
(king
public
state),andthe
always
tradition of birth omens , whose apodosespertainedto the individual.
59

See Labat Calendrier,p. 132f. ; 64 (K.11082)for divination from the birth date of a child.

60

Cf. similar omens for going out of the gate, BabyloniacaIV 202:27ff.

S. Langdon,BabylonianMenologiesand the Semitic Calendars(London, 1935), pp. 48-53
and 67-109. Other ancientNear Easternparallelsfor birth omens basedon date of birth are
attested from Hittite as well as Egyptian sources. A Hittite fragment, translatedfrom an
Old Babyloniantext derivespredictionsfrom the date of a child's birth, is cited by Oppenheim in "Manand Nature in Ancient Mesopotamia,"Dictionary of ScientificBiography15,
p. 644; see also B. Meissner, "Uber Genethlialogie bei den Babyloniern,"Klio19 (1925,
9 (Wiesbaden, 1970),
pp.432-434;also K. Riemschneider, Studienzu den Boghazkoy-Texten
p. 44 n.39a; and for an Egyptian parallel, see Bakir, The Cairo CalendarNo. 86637 (Cairo,
1966), especially pp. 13-50.
62
F.R. Kraus, Textezur babylonischenPhysiognomatik(AfO Beiheft 3, Berlin, 1939).
61
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These in turn sharefeatureswith otheromen genres,such as the physiognomic seriesor even some partsof the extispicyseries,which contain
apodosesbeginning"thatman"(awl/u S)andcontinuewith predictions
for long life, wealth,family,etc. The nativityomensalso combinethese
elementsof the life of an individualtogetherwith celestialphenomena,
either phenomenaoccurringat the time of the birth, such as the first
visibilityof a planet,or zodiacalsigns,such as "theplaceof Leo:he will
growold (TCL6 14 obv. 23)."
Sincethe predictionsresultingfromhoroscopeswerenot substantially
differentfrom those of nativityomens, which generallyconcernedthe
person'seconomicstatus,numberof heirs,andthe like, it would appear
that the situationof the heavenson the dateof birthwas interpretedas a
collectionof signsor celestialomens.As such,horoscopeswouldrepresent
not an entirely new form of astrology,but a variantform of celestial
divination,one formedfromthe synthesisof birthominaandthe celestial
omina of the kind compiledin the seriesEnumaAnu Enlil. Babylonian
horoscopesareperhapsthe extensionandelaborationof nativityomens,
butdependon a farmoresophisticated
astronomical
thandidthe
apparatus
earlier tradition of celestial omens and nativity omens. Babylonian
horoscopesandnativityomensmayrepresentthe end of the development
of Mesopotamiangenethlialogy,but they constitutethe source of the
branchof astrologythatemergedin the HellenisticGreek
genethlialogical
world.

CHAPTER 2:
INT'RODUCTION TO TEXT EDITIONS
? 1 PRESENTATIONOF HOROSCOPESAND BIRTHNOTES

T he texts in this edition are presentedfollowingthe basicformatof
Sachs, "BabylonianHoroscopes,"in JCS 6, which is: date and
publicationinformation,followed by transcription,critical apparatus,
andfinally,commentaryon the astronomicaldata.Amongthe
translation,
cuneiform,I haveadopted
possibleconventionalsystemsof transliterating
Diaries.
that of Sachs-Hunger,
forthe texts,or when a dateis preserved,
Dateshavebeenestablished
the datesare checkedby meansof planetarylongitudes.Theseplanetary
in the astronomicalcommentaryto each
separately
longitudesaretabulated
ancient
data
arecomparedagainstmoderncomputed
where
the
horoscope,
2
The longitudetables
below
longitudes(see
chapter f2.1 Longitudes).
list
of
seven
columns:
the
three
planets, their longitudes (or
present
positionwith respectto a normalstar)foundin the horoscope,andtheir
longitudescomputedby modernmeans.Rarelyare degreesof longitude
given in the texts.Eclipticallongitudeis generallyexpressedwith respect
to the nameof a zodiacalsign. And when degreesof longitudearegiven,
these too, in the standardmannerof Babylonianastronomicaltexts, are
expressedwith referenceto the 30 degreesof a zodiacalsign, i.e., not with
referenceto a continuous360 degreeecliptic.The Babylonianzodiacwas
at all times sidereal(seethis chapterbelow ? 2.1). For comparisonof the
ancientandmoderndata,my computation,whereverpossible,also takes
into accounta time of birth.The hour (or approximatetime) of birth is
on
determinedeitherfromdirectstatementsin the text, or approximated
the basisof otherinternalevidence(suchas the positionof the moon).In
the total absenceof evidence,planetarypositionswere computedsimply
for the time justaftersunset,i.e., the beginningof the Babylonianday.
For the most part,eachdocumentis a uniquetext anddealswith a
of form and contentis evidenton the
single horoscope.Standardization
level of the kinds of dataand the orderin which these are given. The
specificsof each horoscope,however,obviouslydifferfrom one text to
another.Only Texts 10 and 11 areduplicates.The purposeof a copy of a
horoscopeis unknown.Duplicatesof other astronomicaltexts, such as
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almanacs,areknownto havebeenmadeas well.1 One canperhapsfind a
practical purpose in these multiple copies, providing an array of
astronomicaldatafor an entireyear.Why a copy of a horoscopemight
have been made is not at all clear. Texts 6, 16, and 22 contain two
horoscopeseach. The horoscopesrecordedtogetheron one tablet are
close,spacedby 7, 1, and2 yearsrespectively.Only one of
chronologically
the three, however,exhibitsany obviousrelationshipbetweenthe two
horoscopes,viz., Text 22, in whichmost of the planetswerefoundin the
sign of Cancer(seecommentaryto Text 22 a and b). In these cases,the
questionfor whom the horoscopeswere writtenposesitself. Giventhat
more than one horoscopecouldbe combinedon a singletablet,it seems
more likely that the documentswere writtennot for the subjectof the
horoscope,but for the interpreter.Our ignoranceof the practicalnature
of thesedocumentsdoesnot warrantany furtherconclusions.
The texts arepresentedin chronologicalorder,in accordancewith
the datesof the births(seechapter2 ; 3.1 Text Catalogue),asthesearenot,
strictlyspeaking,dateddocuments.The changesin terminology(suchas
termsfor partsof the day,planetnames,or astronomicalphenomena),or
conventionsof dating,concurwith those observablein non-mathematical
astronomicaltexts. The horoscopes,therefore,do not appearas a genre
or astrologicalcontent.The less
wholly apartfromothersof astronomical
than30 extanthoroscopetabletsrangechronologicallyfromca. 400 to ca.
50 B.C. The largestgap,of 112yearscomesbetweentexts 2 and3. Table
2.1 below shows the sequenceof dates. In the periodfor which 1800+
astronomicaltexts anda greatmanycelestialomen tabletsarepreserved,
the paucity of horoscopes is difficult to interpret.2 One possible
themkeptthe
explanationis thatthe scribeswho preparedandinterpreted
tabletsin theirprivatearchives,whichhavenot beenuncovered.3As far
1For
example,the four copies of the almanacfor 7/6 B.C., publishedby A.Sachsand C.B.F.
Walker,"Kepler'sView of the Starof Bethlehemandthe BabylonianAlmanacfor 7/6 B.C.,"
Iraq 46 (1984),pp.4-55.
2
See Neugebauer-van Hoesen, GreekHoroscopes,p.162 where this is interpreted as no
accident.
3

Only rarely has the personal "Fachbibliothek"of a scribe in late Babylonian times been
excavated. One such is that of the scribeIq-la from Uruk, whose datedcolophons place him
duringthe reign of Philipp Arrhidaeus,between 323 and 316 B.C. This scribe'sarchive was
excavatedduringthe 27th, 29th, and 30th campaignsat Uruk, see von Weiher, UVB 29/30,
pp.96ff. and SpTU II. This scribe's profession was gigpu"exorcist,"but he held tablets of
astronomicaland astrologicalcontent as well as medicaltexts, incantations, and lexical lists.
Another small collection of tablets in a private residenceat Uruk is tentatively connected
to the scribe Anu-iksur, see J. Schmidt, XVI. und XXVII. vorliufiger Berichtiiber... UrukWarka1968-1969(Berlin, 1972), with discussion of the tablets by H. Hunger, pp. 79-87.
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asthe archiveatBabylonfromwhichthe majorityof the extanttextscame,
the unscientificnatureof the excavationmakesthe reconstructionof that
archiveimpossible.
The birthnotesarenot overtlyastrological.
They containonly the dates
andtimes of birthswithoutreferenceto the heavens.Only one (Text30)
givesthe nameof the child,andtherethe formulationis parallelto that in
a horoscope(Text4 rev.5). The attentionto the specificmomentof birth
supportsthe connectionto horoscopesas well. Text 32 includesthree
birthdatesand times. From texts such as these, that providethe year,
month, date,andtime of day,horoscopescouldbe computed.
? 2 METHODSOF DATING

9 2.1 Longitudes
The horoscopesarenot dateddocumentsin the sensethatthe time
of writingof the documentis given.The dateof birth,which is the key

item, is given in all cases, but unfortunately is not always preserved. In
most cases,establishingthe date of the horoscope is a matter of finding the
closest fit between the ancient planetary longitudes given in the text and
longitudes obtained through modern computation. To compare modern
computed longitudes againstthose in a Babylonian source it is helpful to
correct for a systematic deviation in values that results from the different
methods of counting longitude, i.e., modern tropical versus Babylonian
sidereal longitudes.4 This systematic deviation represents the effect of
precession upon the sidereallynormed Babylonian zodiac.
For the modern computed values, both for planetarypositions and
eclipses, I have utilized a program designed by P. Huber for the p.c.
(Planets, Lunec, and Solec). After obtaining modern tropical longitudes
from Planets, I adjusted the values before tabulating them (see Astronomical Data following each text edition) by a correction factor for the
date in question. The equivalenceis
=
IBabylonian

tropical

+

A

X

and
4I am gratefulto John P. Britton for his constructionof the systematiccorrection

procedureadoptedhere. It hasprovedextremelyhelpfulwhenBabylonianlongitudesare
to be comparedagainstthoseobtainedby meansof moderncomputation,ashasbeendone
in the texteditionsbelow.Thisprocedureis basedupona correctionfactorstemmingfrom
P. Huber'sdetermination
of 4?281asthe meandifferencebetweenancientandmodern's
forthe year-100, seeHuber,"UberdenNullpunktderbabylonischen
Ekliptik,"Centaurus
5 (1958),pp. 192-208.
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A X = 3.08? + 0.013825?x (year date number)

where 3.08?is the correctionfactor for the year 0, 0.013825?is the constant
of precession per 100 years, and the year date is always negative. The
following table lists the correction factors used in preparingthe tables of
astronomical data following each text:
Table2.1
Text
1
2
3
4
5
6a
7
6b
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16b
16a
17
18

YearDate Correction
Factor
-409
8.73?
-409
8.73?
-297
7.18?
-287
7.04?
-262
6.70?
-258
6.64?
-257
6.63?
-250
6.53?
-250
6.53?
-248
6.50?
-234
6.31?
-234
6.31?
-229
6.24?
-223
6.160
-219
6.100
-201
5.85?
-199
5.83?
-198
5.81?
-175
5.49?
-141
5.02?

19

-139

5.00?

20
21
22a
22b
23
24
25
26
27

-125
-124
-116
-114
-87
-82
-80
-75
-68

4.80?
4.79?
4.68?
4.65?
4.12?
4.21?
4.18?
4.110
4.02?

It will be seen in the tabulated astronomical data following each text
edition, that the Babylonian longitudes, obtained by a variety of methods
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observationssuch as were availablein the diaries),appearremarkably
correct.However,theapparentprecisioncreatedby settingmodernvalues,
computedto hundrethsof secondsof arc,againstancientvalues, most of
which aregivennot to degreeswithin signsbut by zodiacalsign alone,is
with caution.Discrepancies
betweenthe ancient
somethingto be regarded
and modernlongitudes,as revealedin the tabulatedastronomicaldata
following each horoscope,may be due to any numberof causes,for
of dating,or in the absenceof textualdata,the need
exampleinaccuracies
to base computationon approximateratherthan actualtime of birth.
"Errors"of ? 1 or 2? in the Babylonianlongitudeswhich seem to be
inaccurateby our methodsbutwhich maybe consistentwith theirsareto
be considered irrelevant,particularlyinasmuch as we still cannot
confidentlyidentifythe ancientmethodsusedto obtaintheirresults.
It is interestingto test those longitudesgivenwith degreesin several
horoscopes(Texts5, 9, 10, 16 a and b, 21, 23, and 27) againstmodern
Thefollowingtablesummarizesthis data.Pleasenote
computedlongitudes.
that the valuestabulatedundercolumn".Computed"areroundedup to
the nearesttenthdegree.
Table2.2
Text Date
5

9

Time

XText

-262 Apr.4 (lastpart (0 "r 13.5?
of night)6
-248 Dec.29 evening

10-234Jun.2/3 dawn

AComputed
16.28

9.5?

Q
12.5?
-4 018?

73.49
260.05?

1 UT

(

-S 15?

S
V

,

6

-2.3?
-3.4?

16 UT

r4 lt 26?

5

-2.8?

281.8?
315.390

aCTD24?

16a -198 Oct.31 dawn

4 UT

?. %12?

O ;

'd 4?
9l 6?
16b-199Jun.5 dawn

5
Time AA(ABab.-Amodern)

50

-1
-2

27.85?

6.2?

90.48?
115.60

+5.5
-1.6

118.61?
237.9?
62.40

1.75 UT

-13.6?
-1.9?
+2.6?

X 27?

84.4?

+2.6?

100
< 10?

157.2?
38.3?

+2.8?
+1.7?

. ;2; 10?

275.3

3 UT

The AX'sreflectroundedvaluesof the moderncomputedlongitudes.
The time of birthis not givenin the text.

+4.7?
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Text Date

Table2.2 continued
XText AComputed Time

Time

,y ;6 4?

gm
A80
rYL
8?

X

0* .% 10?
21 -124 Oct.1 dawn
-124 Oct.2
23 -87 Jan. 5 midnight

113.5
127.7?

b' 50
270
1?
26?
[20?]

32.9?
25.90
330.8?
266.4?
79.4?

20?

141.1?

.4
$0
;

27 -68 Apr.16 9th hr.

(L ; 18?

297.8?

4+ i 24?

27.50
261.90

O q 300

130
p 3l
t 15?

0o1_~. 14?

+6.6?
-9.70

267.4?
227.7?
183.1?
248?

CD 24?
o 9?
(

AA(ABab.-Amodem)

00

+2?
2 UT

+0.5?
+1.3?

21 UT

+2.1?
1.1?
0?
0?
+0.60

-1.1?
11.5 UT

-9.8?
+2.5?
+2.1?

72.70

00

314.2?
189.8?

+0.80
+4.2?

Note that in Texts 16b and 27, the position of the moon indicatesa
one day,suggestingthatour datafor the first
of approximately
discrepancy
of
month
is
the
incorrect.
day
Table2.3 showsplanet-by-planet
the differences(AX) betweenthe
of thehoroscopescontainingdegreeswithin zodiacal
Babylonian
longitudes
from
table
signs (data
2.2) and moderncomputedlongitudes.A slash
indicatesan absenceof datafor the planet.
Table2.3
Moon

Date

Text

-262
-248
-234
-199
-198
-124
-124
-87
-68

/-2.8
5
-3.4
9
10
/
16b -13.6
/
16a
21
+0.5
21
+1.3
23
+2.1
27
-9.8

Sun
+2.3
-1
/
/
/
/
/
+2.5

Jupiter Venus Mercury Saturn Mars
/
/
-2
-1.9
+4.7
/
/
+1.1
+2.1

/
/
+6.2
+2.6
+6.6
/
0
0

/
/
/
+2.6
-9.7
/
/
0
/

/

/
+5.5
+2.8
0
/
/
+0.6
+0.8

/
/

-1.6
+1.7

+2
/
/
-1
+4.2
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in the computedlongitudesfor the moon (Texts
The largediscrepancies
16band27)canreflectan errorin the time usedin computation,i.e., that
it wasnot closeenoughto the time designated
by the text, or that our data
for the length of the month is in error by one day. The ratherlarge
deviations,closeto the numberof degreesthatthe moon moves (13?)per
day, are suggestiveof the latter.Takinginto accountthis possibilityfor
errorin computation,the longitudesgivenin degreeswithin signsin the
horoscopes,by andlarge,correlatevery well with the positionsobtained
from moderncomputation.Impliedis the excellenceof the Babylonian
this pointsto the applimethodsof obtainingthese longitudes..Whether
cation of longitudeschemesbelongingto the mathematicalastronomy,
however,is anotherquestion.Butapartfromsuchschemeswe know of no
othersourcefor obtaininglongitudesexpressedin degreesper sign.
? 2.2 CalendarRelationships
As is customaryin the datingof cuneiformtexts,the correspondence
hasbeengivenin the dating
betweeenBabylonianandtheJuliancalendars
of the horoscopes.Sincethe textsbelongexclusivelyto yearsbeforeA.D.1,
the use of negativeyears (year[n+ 1] B.C. = -n) has been adoptedas is
conventionalfor astronomicalchronology.Thus,-500 = 501 B.C., -99 =
100B.C., and0 = 1 B.C.
In accordancewith the lunarcalendarwherethe first day of the
monthbeginswith the sightingof the crescentmoon justaftersunset,the
Babylonianday beganat sunset.Therefore,Babyloniandays, reckoned
fromsunsetto sunset,fallbetweentwo consecutivecivil daysin the Julian
calendar,whicharereckonedfrommidnightto midnight.The correlation
betweenBabylonianandJuliandatesmaybe shownby the followingfigure
in which B (Babyloniandate) = J (Juliandate)/J+1, SS = sunset,SR =
sunrise,andmn = midnight.
Fig. 2.1
SS

yt

SS9&.
S

sS

r

}'/~///./ />

t

SR^

I

The convention of Parker-Dubberstein,7
using the midnight epoch,
correlatesthe Babylonianday with the Juliandaythat coincideswith the
7 R.A. Parker and W.H.
Dubberstein, Babylonian Chronology626 B.C.-A.D.75 (Brown
University Press, Providence, Rhode Island, 1956, 1971 4th ed.), pp.25-26.
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daylight part of the Babylonian day, even though the beginning of the
Babylonian day precedes this date by the time between sunset and midnight. Sachs-Hunger8correlatethe BabylonianandJulian dates differently.
They have given the equivalent dates for the beginning of Babylonian
months by means of the correlationnot between Babylonianday 1, but the
preceding"day0."They list the two consecutive Julian calendardates that
correspond to this day 0, and so Parker-Dubberstein dates for the
beginning of the Babylonian months are nsachs-Hunger+ 1, if one takes the
second day from Sachs-Hunger.Dates for the horoscopes are restated in
terms of the Julian calendar, either, in cases where the time of birth is
indeterminable, by means of the two consecutive Julian dates that the
Babylonian day overlaps, or, if the time of birth is known, by the Julian
date that correlateswith the part of the day on which the birth falls.
For the purpose of translatingthe time of birth and to compute the
longitudesfor the appropriatemoment, the equivalent in Universal Time
(UT) (= Greenwich Mean Time [GMT) has been used in accordancewith
the conventions of other works of historical chronology based on
astronomical computation, such as those of Tuckerman,9and HungerDvorak.?1The following time relationshipsapply: 0 GMT (also UT) =
12 midnight.
For geographiclongitudes east of Greenwich,
local time = GMT + (geographic longitudeo/15?)hour

Becausethe geographicallongitude of Babylon is 45? east of Greenwich at
0?, and every 15? = 1 hour, "Babylonian Local Time" is
tBab = tGrw + 3*

In this edition, the modern computations have been designated by
Universal Time (UT), which, as stated before, is the equivalent of
GreenwichMean Time. The equivalencein UT for BabylonianLocal Time
is then
tBab = UT

+ 3.

8 In Diaries
Vol.I, p.15.
9 B.
Tuckerman, Planetary, Lunar, and Solar Positions: 601 B.C. to A.D. 1. (American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, 1962, reprint 1990).
0O
H.Hunger-R. Dvorak, Ephemeridenvon Sonne,Mond und hellenPlaneten von -1000 bis 601. (Verlagder OsterreichischenAkademie der Wissenschaften,Vienna, 1981).
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Since the time designationsin the texts are generally with respect to some
division of the day of several hours duration (e.g., "lastpart of night," or
"firstwatch"11),
rarelyspecifiedto within an hour, the moments chosen for
modern computation of longitudes reflect only approximations. If the
horoscope indicates that the birth occurred e.g., "before morning" (ina
ZALAG), the time of sunrise can be determined and then some
approximationof a moment before that be estimated as the time of birth.
For example, in the case of Text 20, dated -125 Aug.16, it was determined
that sunrise occurred at 2.40 UT. Relative to this time, 2 UT was chosen
as a basis for computing longitudes.
In my note to each table of astronomicaldatafollowing the editions
of each horoscope, I have anachronisticallytranslatedthe approximated
Babyloniantime of birth to a time of day in accordancewith the midnight
epoch. Therefore, as in the example just mentioned (Text 20), if the birth
time is estimated as occurring at or around 2 UT, in accordancewith the
above equivalence tBab = UT +3h, I have stated the "Babylonian Local

Time" as 5 AM. This has been added as a convenient translation not only
of the temporal designationsas they appear(or must be reconstructed)in
the texts, i.e., the native Babylonian terms, but also of the time references
devised for use in astronomicalchronology (such as Universal Time).
? 3 TEXT INDICES
? 3.1 Catalogueof Horoscopesand BirthNotes

Horoscopes
TextNo.
1
2
3
4
5
6a
6b
7
8
9
10
11
12
Seechapter3f 2.3.

MuseumNo.
AO 17649
AB 251
BM 32376
BM 33382
MLC 1870
BM 47721
BM 47721
BM 33667
BM 36943
NCBT 1231
MLC 2190
W 20030/143
BM 33741

YearDate
-409
-409
-297
-287
-262
-258
-250
-257
-250
-248
-234
-234
-229
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13
14
15
16a
16b
17
18
19
20
21
22a
22b
23
24
25
26
27
28

BM 47642
BM 36620
BM 36796
W 20030/10
W 20030/10
BM 41054
BM 35516
BM 81561
BM 78089
BM 33018
BM 41301
BM 41301
BM 34003
BM 77265
BM 42025
BM 35515
BM 38104
BM 37374

-223
-219
-201
-199
-198
-175
-141
-139
-125
-124
-116
-114
-87
-82
-80
-75
-68
?

Birth Notes
29
30
31
32

+

BM 64148
BM 33563
BM 34693
BM 34567

-368
-292
-213
-114,-116,-153

3.2 Index to Edited Texts

Provenance is Babylon unless otherwise indicated.
Mus.Number Previous pub.
AB 251
AO 17649
BM 32376
BM 33018
BM 33382
BM 33563
BM 33667
BM 33741
BM 34003

Date

Comments

Thompson, CLBT 2;
-409
JCS 6 54-57
Babylon(?)
Arnaud TBER 6 52 Darius 13 -409 Nippur
S.E. 13 -297
unpub.
L*1468; Centaurus32 S.E. 187 -124
L*1459
S.E. 24 -287
=RmIV 119
S.E. 19 -292 birth note
6
58-60
S.E. 54 -257
JCS
6
S.E. 82 -229
JCS 61-62
L 1470
S.E. 223 -88

Text No.

2
1
3
21
4
30
7
12
23
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S.E. 197 -114 birth note
32
L**1469;JCS 6 65
S.E. 98 -213 birthnote
31
L*1465
S.E. 236 -75
26
L*1474
S.E. 169 -141
18
JCS 6 62-63
14
S.E. 92 -219
L*1464
S.E. 109 -202
15
L*1466
S.E. 61 -250
8
unpub.
28
?
unpub.
27
S.E. 243 -68
L*1475
17
S.E. 135 -175
unpub.
22a
S.E. 195 -116 two horoscopes
unpub.
22b
S.E. 197-114
S.E. 231 -80
25
BM 42025 + L*1472f.
joins 42164
see 42025+
BM 42164 L 1473
S.E. 88 -223
13
BM 47642 unpub.
two horoscopes
6a
BM 47721 unpub.
S.E.[ ]-258
S.E. 61 -250
6b
29
Artax.ll 36 -368 birth note
BM 64148 unpub.
S.E. 229 -82
24
BM 77265 L*1471
20
S.E. 186 -125
BM 78089 unpub.
19
S.E. 172 -139
BM 81561 unpub.
S.E. 48 -262 Uruk
5
MLC 1870 JCS 6 57-58
10
S.E. 77 -234 Uruk
MLC 2190 JCS 6 60-61
9
S.E. 63 -248 Uruk
NCBT 1231 unpub.
W 20030/10 BagM.Bei2 81 S.E. 112 -199 Uruk; two horoscopes 16a
S.E. 113 -198
16b
W 20030/143 BagM.Beih.2 82 S.E. 77 -234 Uruk;dupl.MLC2190 11

BM 34567
BM 34693
BM 35515
BM 35516
BM 36620
BM 36796
BM 36943
BM 37374
BM 38104
BM 41054
BM 41301
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CHAPTER 3:
Elements of a BabyonianHoroscope
4 1 BASICTERMINOLOGY
4 1.1 TheNames of thePlanets
The horoscopesuse the abbreviatednames of the planetsfamiliarfrom
non-mathematicalastronomicaltexts and mathematicalephemerides. The
forms as they appear in earlier corpora, such as celestial omens (the series
EnurnaAnu Enlil) and MUL.APIN, are retained only in the occasional use
of the writing dUTU (Samas) for the sun, and in the name for Venus
persists in all late
(Delebat), which, unlike the logogram dUTU,
astronomical texts.The following shows the names as they appear in
horoscope texts as against omens (whose conventions are consistent with
MUL.APIN) and mathematical astronomical texts.1
Akkadian

HOROSCOPES

30
Sin
Moon
Samas
Sun
20, dUTU
MUL.BABBAR
Jupiter ?2
Dele-bat
Venus Delebat
GU4.UD
Mercury Sihtu
Saturn Kajamanu GENNA
Mars Salbatanu AN

OMENSand MUL.APIN

d30, dEN.ZU, DINGIR
d20,dUTU
SAG.ME.GAR, PA.ME.GAR
dDele-bat,d15
dUDU.IDIM.GU4.UD
dUDU.IDIM.SAG.US
dSal-bat-a-nu

ACT
30
20
BABBAR
Dele-bat
GU4
GENNA
AN

Note that in the text transcriptions, the practice of Sachs to transcribe 30
as sin and 20 as sama's is followed.

; 1.2 The Names of the Zodiacal Signs
The zodiacal signs (lumsiu =LU.MAS.MES), consisting of twelve 30degree segments of the ecliptic, came about as a result of the stan1 For discussionof the
knowledge of Babylonianplanet names in Greco-Romantradition,
see F. Cumont, "Lesnoms des planeteset l'astrolatriechez les Grecs,"L'AntiquiteClassique
4 (1935), pp.5-43, and R.R. Stieglitz, "The Chaldeo-Babylonian Planet Names in
Hesychius," Y.L. Arbeitman ed., Fucus:A Semitic/Afrasiangatheringin remembranceof
Albert Ehrman (= CurrentIssuesin LinguisticTheory58, 1988),pp.443-447.
2The Akkadian reading of the name SAG.ME.GAR is uncertain. Other names for the
planetJupiter,such as dSUL.PA.E.A,UD.AL.TAR (Dfpinu), and Nderu, are encountered
in omen texts, reports, and MUL.APIN, but whose equivalent is not found in horoscope
texts, which refer to the planet only by the name MUL.BABBAR "The White Star,"
consistent with Seleucidusage.
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dardizationof twelve eclipticalconstellationsthrough which the sun could
be seen to travel in one ideal "year"of twelve 30-day months. Ecliptical
constellations,defined as stars"in the path of the moon (harranSin),"were
identifiedat least by the second quarterof the first millennium B.C. A list
enumeratingthe stars in the path of the moon is included in MUL.APIN
I iv 31-39. The names of the zodiacalsigns derive from an original relation
to the ecliptical constellations. Once the signs were defined by degrees of
longitude, normed by fixed stars, ratherthan by the actual boundaries of
the constellation, however, they ceased to have any real relation to the
constellations and became an astronomical reference system, which was
simultaneously a numerical system effective for computing ecliptical
positions. Our evidence placesthis development sometime during the fifth
century B.C.
The following table gives the names of the signs of the zodiac as they
appearin the horoscopes. Sincethe extant horoscopescome primarilyfrom
the Seleucid period, the terminology is essentially the same as that of the
mathematicalastronomicaltexts and other late Babylonian astro-nomical
texts. Some of the abbreviatedforms of the zodiacal sign names, such as
MAS for MAS.MAS "Gemini,"3and MUL for MUL.MUL "Taurus4,
typically found in ACT, occur in one of the Uruk horoscopes, while
others, such as GIR for GIR.TAB "Scorpius," and ZIB for ZIB.ME
"Pisces,"do not appearin any of the horoscope texts. A number of older
spellings not attested in ACT, such as GU4.AN "Taurus,"and UR.A
"Leo,"are still found in the horoscopes.
ZodiacalSign
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpius
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces

Horoscopes
HUN, LU (forLU fromLUHUN.GA) "TheHireling"
GU4.AN"Bullof Heaven",MUL.MUL"TheStars"
MAS.MAS"TheGreatTwins"
ALLA"TheCrab"
A, UR.A "TheLion"
ABSIN "TheFurrow"
RIN "TheScales"
GIR.TAB"TheScorpion"
PA
MAS"TheGoat-fish"
GU "TheGreatOne"
KUN, KUN.MES,ZIB.ME"TheTails"

3Text 16 rev.5.
4 Text 16:3andrev.8.
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The earliestcuneiformevidenceforthe existenceof the zodiaccomes
from fifth centuryastronomicaldiarytexts (e.g.No. -453iv 2 andupper
edge2-3,No.-440rev.3',andNo.-418:5,10,rev.8'and14')5andhoroscopes
(Texts1 and2, bothdated-409),in whichpositionsof the planetsarecited
with respectto zodiacalsigns.The existenceof the zodiacin this periodis
also indirectlysupportedby Seleucidastronomicaltexts that deal with
phenomenaof the Achaemenidperiod.The oldestof these relateslongitudes of conjunctionsof the sun and moon, computedby a schematic
method,with solareclipses.The phenomenacomputedin thesetexts can
be datedwith relativecertaintyto -474,althoughthe writingof the tablets
wascertainlymuchlater.6Anothertextthatusesthe zodiactogetherwith
astronomical
phenomenadatedto ca.-4307listsphenomenafor Venusand
in the Babylonianlunar
Marsplus a columncontainingvaluesof "col.4D"
theory.8

Diagnosticof the use of zodiacalsigns,as opposedto constellations,is
the terminologyina "in,"inaSAG"atthe beginningof,"or ina TIL"atthe
end,"of a sign.In the very earlydiarytextsthe terminologyseemsnot to
so thata simpleinastarnamemayreferto a zodiacal
be fullydifferentiated,
constellationratherthan a sign.9 In Seleucidperiodtexts, such as the
horoscopes(exceptTexts1 and2), the terminology"atthe beginning/the
end"followedby a starnamealwaysrefersto a zodiacalsign. Texts 12:3,
17:5,and 20:4containlunarpositions"atthe beginningof" (ina SAG) a
zodiacalsign, andtext 15:5has "atthe end of" (inaTIL)followedby the
zodiacalsign. Texts 5:5 and 9:5 contain positions of Jupiter "at the
beginning"of a zodiacalsign.
; 1.3 TheNamesofFixedStars
of fixed starsare known from
Omens basedupon the appearances
Sachs-Hunger,Diaries Vol.I. The referencesin diary No.-463:3', 7', and 12' are not yet
clearly distinguishable from zodiacal constellations, although could already be zodiacal
signs. Note also the lunar text LBAT 1427 obv. 11'-12', in which the writing of the sign
Taurus,GU^.AN, is found for an eclipse of -407: 1 KUS ina IGI GU4.AN GIR "1 cubit in
front of Taurus(the moon) was eclipsed."In the sametext, obv. 6' a referenceto Sagittarius
5

is found in an eclipsereportfrom-408:ina KI PA GIR"inthe regionof Sagittarius(the
moon)waseclipsed."
6
A.AaboeandA. Sachs,"TwoLunarTextsof the AchaemenidPeriodfrom Babylon,"
14 (1969),p.17,TextB obv.col.vwith headinglu-ma "zodiacalsign."
Centaurus
' O.NeugebauerandA.Sachs,"SomeAtypicalAstronomicalCuneiformTexts.I," JCS
21 (1967),p.193, 197-8,Text C.

in Babylonian
Seediscussionin J.P.Britton,"AnEarlyFunctionfor EclipseMagnitudes
32 (1989),pp. -52.
Astronomy,"Centaurus
9 See
DiariesNo.-453up.edge2.
Sachs-Hunger
8
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Enuma Anu Enlil,"?but no mention is made of fixed star phases in the
horoscopes. The referencesto stars in horoscopes are confined to the use
of the ecliptical stars as a set of observational reference points. The
Babylonian term for these stars was kakkabd minati (MUL.SID.MES)
"counting stars,"but have come to be known in modern terminology as
normal starsafterEpping'sterm Normalsterne.11These starslie close to the
ecliptic, i.e., falling within a fairly narrow band of latitude between + 10?
and -7;30?within which the moon and planets can be seen. The normal
stars are most commonly found in the non-mathematical astronomical
texts, especially the diaries, and normal star almanacs derived from the
diaries.No complete list as such is attestedin an ancient source, but about
34 normal stars are presently known. A useful list of the 32 most
commonly occurring may be found in Sachs-Hunger,Diaries, pp.17-19.
The normal starsprovideda positional system in which distance with
respect to a certain normal star was noted in cubits (KUS= ammatu) and
fingers (SU.SI= ubanu)where 24 fingersequal 1 cubit, and 12 fingers equal
1 degree.12Directional terms "above"and "below"normal stars are more
difficultto interpret.13The normal stars as an ecliptical referencesystem
are utilized in the horoscopes exclusively for citing the position of the
moon.14 In these few horoscopes, the position of the moon seems to be
given with referenceto a normal star when it is above the horizon at (or
near) the time of the birth, and usually is given in addition to a zodiacal
position. The normal star positions found in the horoscopes are almost
certainly extractedfrom astronomicaldiaries.
Only nine fixed stars are found mentioned in the extant horoscopes.
ExceptingTexts 4 and 7, the horoscopeswhich quote normal starpositions
for the moon also give a zodiacal position following the statement of the
time of birth. The following lists the normal stars with their standard
names in order of their position in the ecliptic, with the textual references
Eg., Reiner-Pingree,BPO 2, pp.56-59 (Text IX).
1 Epping, Astronomischesaus Babylon(Freiburg,1889), p.115; Kugler, SSBI Tafel XXIV,
and SSB II pp.550-553. For MUL.SID.MES, see Sachs-Hunger,Diaries, No. -136, and 0.
Neugebauerand A.Sachs,"SomeAtypical AstronomicalCuneiform Texts, "JCS 21 (1967),
p.201, Text E rev. 1, 5, 10, 13, 16, 18, and 21.
12
0. Neugebauer,ACT I, p.39; O.Neugebauerand A. Sachs,"SomeAtypical Astronomical
Cuneiform Texts I," (1967), pp.204- 205; 0. Neugebauer, HAMA p.591; M. Powell, R1A
s.v. "Masse."G. Grasshoff pointed out in a paper read at the Dibner Institute-MIT
conference on Babylonian and Greek astronomy, May 6-8, 1994, that the 24-fingers/cubit
is not consistentwith the evidence,and that fingers may not be in any fixed relation to the
cubit. Proceedings of this conference are forthcoming, edited by Noel Swerdlow (1998).
3 HAMA
p.546.
14 Texts

2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, and 17.
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to wherethey occur.Longitudesarecomputedin the commentaryto the
texts.Note the variationallowablein the formsof the starnames.
1) MUL KUR sa DUR nu-nu = rl Piscium
30 SIGnunu moon below (theBrightStarof the Ribbonof the)
FishesText 7
rev. 2
[SIG?]MUL KUR sa DU[R nunu] (moon)[below]the BrightStar
of the Ribb[onof the Fishes] Text 8:2
2) MUL IGIsa'SAGHUN = Arietis
30 SIG MUL IGIsi SAG HUN moon below the Front Starof the
Headof the HiredMan Text 7:2
3) MULar s SAG HUN = a Arietis
[30]SIGMUL ar s' SAG HUN moon below the RearStarof the
Headof the HiredMan Text 14:3
4) SUR GIGIRsa SI I= Tauri
30 ina IGISUR sa SI moop west of the Northern... of the Chariot
Text 15:3
5) SUR GIGIR s ULU

= ( Tauri

30 ina IGI SUR GIGIR sa ULU moon west of the "Southern ... of
the Chariot,"Text 4:3
30 ina IGI SUR ULU moon west of the Southern ... (of the Chariot)

Text 15:3
6) SAG A

-

eLeonis

30 ina SAG A moon in the Head of the Lion Text 21:4 The formulation ina "in" + Starname,however, arguesfor an interpretation of A
here as the zodiacalsign Leo and SAG as the construct res "beginningof."
See Text 21 commentary.
7) DELE si IGI ABSIN = y Virginis
30 ar DELE s' IGI AB[SIN] moon behind the Single star in front
of the Fur[row] Text 6 rev.2
8) SA4 saABSIN

= a Virginis

30 SIG SA4sa ABSIN moon below the Bright Star of the Furrow
Text 13:3

9) SI GIR.TAB
30 sap-latSI GIR.TAB moon below "Pincerof the Scorpion" Text

a
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2:3; not one of the recognized Normal Stars (see discussion of
Sachs,JCS 6 p.55), but in the vicinity of a and P Librae.
For the longitudes of these normal stars cited in horoscope texts, I have
interpolatedfrom the list giving eclipticcoordinatesfor the years -600, -300,
and 0, availablein Sachs-Hunger,Diaries I pp.17-19.
DATA
# 2 CALENDARIC
The Babylonianhoroscopes were all datedto the birth of a child. Three
texts contain more than one horoscope (Texts 6, 16, and 22), and so clearly
in these casesthe horoscopes were collected expostfacto.The evidencethat
data were excerpted from other astronomical texts, such as diaries,
almanacs, and even goal-yeartexts, indicates that a horoscope represents
some compilation of observationstaken from other documents, or indeed
computations of heavenly phenomena, put together sometime after the
date of birth. Given the existence of the birthnotes, which preserve dates
and times of births, it is clear that horoscopes could have been prepared
any time aftersuch dates.In the single birthnote preservedwith more than
one date (Text 32), two of the dates are spaced 36 years. In no case has a
horoscope tablet been dated or signed by the scribe by means of a
colophon. The dates given are invariably at the beginning of the text and
refer exclusively to the birth date.
? 2. 1.Yearsand Eras
The dating of the births is by regnal year before the Seleucid Era, and
then by Seleucid Era year number thereafter.After the institution of the
SeleucidEra, in which regnalyears were no longer of consequence for the
calendar, the name of the king was still sometimes identified, as in the
examples listed below. Following the Parthian institution of the Arsacid
Era, occasionallyboth S.E. and A.E. year numberswere given (for the only
example among horoscopes, see Text 20).
The following are attestedAchaemenid regnal years:
MU.13 Dar-ia-a-mus= -409 Darius II (Text 1)
= -368 ArtaxerxesII (Text 29, a birth note)
MU.36 IAr-tak-sat-su
Seleucid Era years, identifying king, or coregencies:
MU.19.KAM ISe-lu-ukLUGAL = -292 SeleucusI Nicator (Text 30, a
birth note)
MU.24.KAM 'Seu An LUGAL.MES = -287 SeleucusI and Antiochus I
Soter (Text 4)
LUGAL = -250 Antiochus II Theos (Text 6)
MU.KU.1 IAn-ti-'u-uk-su
LUGAL = -223 Seleucus III Soter (Text 13)
ISe-lu-ku
rl,28.KAM
[MU].
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MU.1,32.K[AM'An LUGAL] = -219 Antiochus III "The Great"(Text 14)
MU.1,49!.KAM An u I An A-su LUGAL.MES = -201 Antiochus III
and Antiochus (Text 15)
[MU.1,] 361.KAM 'Se-lu-kuLUGAL =-175 Seleucus IV Philopator (Text
17)
[MU.1.M]E.1,9.KAM IDi-mit-ri [LUGAL] =-141 Demetrios II Nicator
(Text 18)15
Parthianperiod year dates:
Following the installation in 141 B.C. of the Arsacid Parthians,names
of regents are not given in the horoscopes, only the dynastic name
"Arsaces." This is the practice in other cuneiform texts of the period,
which makes the identification of the individual regents somewhat
difficult.'6Note that the first horoscope datedto the Parthianperiod (Text
19) comes from the first year after the institution of double-dating by
Seleucid and Arsacid eras. When only one year number is given, it is the
Seleucidera number, with indicationthat the king was Arsacid (as in Text
21).
LUGAL = -139 Arsaces,was Mithradates
MU.1.ME 1,12.KAM'Ar-sa-ka-a
I (Text 19)
sas IMU.1.ME. 1,26.KAM 4 r-sa-ka-a
r MU. 1.ME.22.KAMa
LUGAL = -125
122
A.E.
which
is
186
was
Artabanus
II (Text
(year
S.E.) Arsaces,
20)
LUGAL = -124 Arsaces, was Artabanus
MU.1.ME.1,27.KAM'Ar-sa'-kam
II (Text 21)
[MU.1.ME.1,35.KAM']Ar-[s-kamLUGAL] = -116 Arsaces,was Mithradates II "The Great"(Text 22 a)
[MU.1.ME.1,3]7.KAM IrAr LUGAL = -114 Arsaces, was MithradatesII
"The Great"(Text 22 b)
MU.2.ME.23.KA[M IAr-sa-kamLUGAL] = -87 Arsaces, was Gotarzes I
(Text 23)
LUGAL] =-82 Arsaces,was GotarzesI (Text24)17
[MU.2.ME.29IAr-sa-kam
LUGAL = -75, was Orodes I (Text 26)18
MU.2.ME.36.KAM IAr-sad-kam
15 This
representsthe year before the Parthiansunder MithradatesI (ca. 171-139/8 B.C.)
took control of Seleucia on the Tigris. See N. Debevoise, A Political History of Parthia
(Chicago, 1938).
16

See J. Oelsner, Materialienzur babylonischenGesellschaftund Kultur in hellenistischer
Zeit (Budapest,1986), p.275 note r.
the uncertaintiesof rule in this year, see N. Debevoise, A Political History ofParthia
(Chicago, 1938), pp.48-52 and Richard N. Frye, The History of Ancient Iran (Munich,
1984), pp.214-15. See also J. Oelsner, Materialienzur babylonischenGesellschaftund Kultur
in hellenistischerZeit (Budapest,1986),pp.276-7.
17 On

18

According to Parker-Dubberstein,p.24 and Brinkman's "MesopotamianChronology,"
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2.2 Months
As in the diaries,some horoscopes indicatethe first day of the month
of the birth by means of 30 or 1. In a luni-solar calendar with uses true
lunar months of 29;31,50,7 (29.5309) days duration, no months have an
integer number of days. Because of the fraction of a day over 29, a lunar
month is experiencedas either 29 or 30 days. The Babylonian convention
of writing 30 following the month name meant that day 1 fell on the
"30th" day of the preceding month. This succinctly indicated that the
precedingmonth was hollow, or had 29 days. The number 1 following the
month name indicatedthat the previous month had 30 days, or was full.
The month names are those of the standard Babylonian calendar,
written with the logogramsused in omen literatureas well as astronomical
texts:
BARA2= Nisannu (March/April)
GU4 = Ajaru (April/May)
SIG = Simanu (May/June)
SU = Du'Lzu (une/July)
NE = Abu (uly/August)
KIN = Ululu August/September)
DU6 = Tasritu (September/October)
APIN = Arahsamna(October/November)
GAN = KislEmu(November/December)
AB = Tebetu(ecember/January)
ZIZ = Sabatu January/February)
SE = Addaru(February/March)
SE.DIRI= Addaruarku intercalaryAddaru
Note that the intercalarysixth month UlIlu arku , which is found in the
late Babylonian astronomicaltexts, is not used, or at least is not attested,
in the horoscopes.
9 2.3.Time of day and night
Expressionsfor the divisions of the day attestedin the horoscopes and
birthnotesmay be roughly classifiedinto three systems of dividingtime: (a)
a three-partdivision of the night into watches, (b) a four-partdivision of
the nychthemeron with respectto sunriseand sunset, and (c) a twelve-part
division of the day-time into hours, whose length varied with the season.
2.3.1 The tripartitedivision of the night was in the following "watches"
to thelast
AncientMesopotamia,
in Oppenheim,
p.342,thedateof thistextcorresponds
and
A
also
the
of
Orodes
See
I.
of
Materialien,
Debevoise,
Oelsner,
p.277,
year
reign

PoliticalHistoryofParthia,pp.52-53.
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(massaratu): EN.NUN AN.USAN bararitu evening watch, EN.NUN
MURUB4qablitumiddle watch, and EN.NUN U4.ZAL.LAsat urri morning watch, with variant,EN.NUN ZALAG.GA namariiu watch of dawn.
The watches of the night comprise the earliest system of "telling time"
attested in Babylonian texts, being used in celestial omens as well as nonscientific contexts alreadyin the Old Babylonian period.19In horoscopes
the watches are used in the following expressions:
USAN

evening watch (Text 15, and 19)

MURUB4GE6 middleof night(Text23)
misil GE6 middleof night(Text24)

ina MURUB4-tim in the middle watch (of night) (Text 31:8)

Another common expression,but distinctfrom the use of the evening
watch to denote early night, is SAG GE6 "beginning of night." The
astronomicaldiariesalso distinguish between evening watch (USAN) and
the expressionSAG GE6,although the duration of the latter is difficult to
determine from its use in context.20 SAG GE6is found in the following
horoscopes:
Text 6 rev. 2 [ITI.G]U430 GE68 SAG GE6(moon in advance of P/C
Tauri) "[Aj]aru30, night of the 8th, beginning of night," followed by the
normal starposition of the moon. This time designation, therefore, is not
used with respect to the birth, which is given in line 3 as one-half beru
before sunset. Line 2 appearsto be a quote from a diary giving the lunar
position with respectto a normal staron the 8th day. Hunger has pointed
out that the term SAG GE6seems to correlatewith the lunar data given
for the first half of the month.2 Indeed,afterday 10 or so, once the moon
is past quadratureand it sets at midnight, SAG GE6is not used.
Text 13:2 [IT]I.NE 30 GE6 4 SAG GE (moon below a Virginis)
"[Ab]u 30, night of the 4th, beginning of night," followed by the normal
star position of the moon. This is parallelto the passagein Text 6, and
appearsto be a line quoted from a diary.Again the birth occurs in the first
half of the month.
Text 15:2is consistentwith the horoscopesjust mentioned. The birth
day was the ninth of the month. The lunar datum quoted from a diary
thereforerefersto the firsthalf of the month. The horoscope gives the time
of birth not as the beginningof night, but as the evening watch. Similarly,
some diaries will use both these designations, citing SAG GE6 before
19 In CAD sub massartu3d, and in celestialomens,the watchesare attestedin Old
2 (MURUB4,
var.qablitim)and
Babylonian
eclipseomens,e.g.,BM22696obv. 1 (barartim),
3 (saturri).
20 See
DiariesVol.1p.15.
Sachs-Hunger,
21

Sachs-Hunger,Diaries Vol. I p.15.
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USAN, if both areused.
In Text 18:2-4, the birthdate is the sixth of the month. Again, the
normal starposition of the moon is taken directly from a diary, hence the
use of SAG GE6in associationwith a date before quadrature.The time of
the birth in this horoscope, however, is in the last part of the night (ina
ZALAG). Obviously, the moon was no longer above the horizon at the
time of birth, just before sunrise. A (computed)zodiacal lunar position is
also given, as is customary in the horoscopes which quote normal star
positions for the moon.
? 2.3.2 The four parts of the day, defined with respect to sunset and
sunrise are: GE6 GIN "aftersunset" (between sunset and midnight), GE6
ana ZALAG2 "beforesunrise"(betweenmidnight and sunrise), ME NIM
"after sunrise" (between sunrise and noon), and ana SU samas "before
sunset"(betweennoon and sunset).The following are found in horoscopes:
GE6ana ZALAG (so manyUS of) nightuntil sunrise/morning(Text32:6)

ME ana SU sama'is(so many US of daylight until sunset (Text 6b rev.3).

are found in late BabyloniannonThese expressions,and their variations,22
mathematical astronomical texts, as well as in procedures, such as ACT
proceduretext 200 obv. ii 21, rev. ii 16, from Babylon. The designation of
the amount of night before daybreak GE6 ana ZALAG in nonmathematicalastronomicaltexts is also and equivalentlyexpressedwith the
term KUR, itself an abbreviationof KUR (or, ana KUR) Samas,literally
"beforesunrise."
Two other expressions are attested, which are not identical to any
found in the non-mathematicalastronomicaltexts, but seem to referto the
same system of dividingthe day: The first is ina ZALAG "in the last part
of night/ morning" (Texts 1, 18, 20), which recalls the term GE6 ana
ZALAG, mentioned above. The other is panat KUR 20 before sunrise,
which seems to refer to the same time division as does ina ZALAG. The
word ZALAG, which in the expressionina namari"atdawn" comes from
namaru"to dawn (asof the day),"and is synonymous with seru"to become
morning"(MalkuVI 212).23should be taken as the technicaldesignationfor
dawn, specifically, the interval from daybreakto sunrise.24
f 2.3.3. The division of the day (and night) into twelve equal portions
from sunrise to sunset (and sunset to sunrise) regardlessof season, so that
22

See "ExcursusI: The Epochs of the Day," in Neugebauer and Sachs, "Atypical Astronomical Cuneiform Texts,"JCS 21 (1967),p.212-213.
23

24

See CAD s.v. namarulexical section.

The specific sense of "dawn"used here follows that suggestedby B. R. Goldstein in his
review of G. Toomer's Ptolemy'sAlmagest,see Isis 76 (1985), p.117.
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the hour itself increasesand decreasesits length through the year is known
as the seasonalhour. The Akkadianterm found for this time unit is simanu
"hour."25The system of time reckoning by seasonal hour, according to
which the daytime and night each were dividedinto twelve equal portions
is first attested in the seventh century, in material such as a NeoBabylonian arithmetical scheme for the variation in the length of the
subdivisions of the day (the values given represented one-twelfth of the
length of daylight)26and, later, in horoscopes. 27 In Greek astronomy,
seasonal hours make their debut with an early third century B.C.
observational report of Timocharis, preserved in the Almagest.28 The
following is the formula used in the Babylonian horoscopes:
ina nth siman in the nthhour (of the day/night).

With the use of seasonalhours it seems the distinction between day hour
or night was indicatedby the use of either U4 or GE6when giving the day
number, e.g., Text 21:3 U4.22 ina 11 siman serrualid "the child was born
on the 22nd day in the 11th hour (in the daytime)." This formula is
preserved also in Texts 22, 26, and 27. The term alone is preserved in
broken context in half the extant horoscopes.
9 2.3.4. Units of time
As discussed in section 3 above, the time designations in the
horoscopes are given with respect to the larger divisions of the day.
Expressions with the standardunits of time measurement, the US "time
degree"(= 4 minutes of time) and the DANNA (beru)"doublehour" (=30
US or 120 minutes) are rarelyencountered.It is presumedhere that the use
of beruin these texts reflectsthe same seasonallyunvaryingdivision of time
as does the use of US, i.e., one beruis equal to 30 US.29 Two examples are
found in the context of the measuredduration of the lunar NA:
Text 2:7 BAR 1 28 14(?)4,40(?) "Nisannu , 28 (US, the duration of lunar

visibilityaftersunset),on the 14thday,4,40 (US,the durationof lunarvisibility
25 See my, "BabylonianSeasonalHours," Centaurus32 (1989),pp.146-170.
26

E. Reiner and D. Pingree, "A Neo-Babylonian Report on SeasonalHours," Archivfir
Orientforschung25 (1977),pp.50-55.

27

See my "BabylonianSeasonalHours," Centaurus32 (1989),pp.146-170.
28See B.R. Goldstein and A.C.
Bowen, "On Early Hellenistic Astronomy Timocharis and
the First CallippicCalendar,"Centaurus32 (1989),pp.272-293,especially pp.274-276. The
date of the report in question is -294.
29

See F.R. Stephenson and L.J. Fatoohi, "The Babylonian Unit of Time,"JHA 25 (1994),
pp.99-110.
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aftersunrise)."
Text7 r.5 13 11NA sadSin"The13thday, 11 (USwasthe durationof) lunar
visibilityaftersunrise."
And two more examplesare found in the context of the designation of the
native'stime of birth, given with respect to the divisions of day and night
by sunrise and sunset (see above sub 3b):
Text6 r.3 U48 sa 30 DANNA MEana SU,samasa-lid "The8thday,at onehalfbru (= 15 US = 1 hour)beforesunset(thenative)wasborn."
Text 32:5-6 ZIZ GE610 30 DANNA GE, ana ZALAGLU.TUR a-lid
"MonthXI nightof the 10th,one-halfbeu (= 1 hour)remaininguntilsunrise,the
nativewas born."
# 3. ASTRONOMICALDATA
The goal of the Babylonian horoscopes was to collect certain
astronomical data for a particulardate, and in some cases, for a particular
time of night or day. The kinds of celestial phenomena collected in the
horoscope texts are briefly outlined in this section, but detailswill be found
in the commentaries to individualtexts.
; 3.1. Lunar
f 3.1.1. Position in the Ecliptic
This is establishedeither with respect to a normal star, quoted from
an astronomical diary (see above sub 1.3), or by the zodiac. The moon's
longitude with respect to a zodiacal sign is always given, even if a normal
starposition has alreadybeen cited. Less often, a zodiacallongitude is given
in degreeswithin a sign.
; 3.1.2. Lunar Three Data
The length of the previous month is indicated by 30 or 1, the date of
mid-month NA,30the time between sunrise and moonset, and the date of
KUR, or day of last lunar crescentare given. This terminology is standard
in late Babylonian astronomical texts. Exceptionally, the older term
U4.NA.AM (bubbulu)"dayof last visibility"occurs in one text (Text 2:8).31
It appearsfrom the regularinclusion of these datesthat the moon's position
at the syzygies duringthe month of the birth was astrologicallyimportant
Although the distributionof preserveddiariesdoes not provide any overlai.
for the lunar three data in horoscopes, it is almost a certainty that these
30 Note

the less abbreviatedNA sa dSin in Text 7 r.5.

31Note the use of
U4.NA.AM as well in ACT 200 r.ii 15, a procedure text for computing
the day of last visibility of the moon.
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datarepresentextractsfromdiariesin the sameway as do the normalstar
referencesto the positionof the moon.
Omensfor the datesof firstvisibilityandfull moon arewell known
AnuEnlilandthe attentionto thesedatesis also abundantly
fromEniuma
attestedto in the Neo-Assyrianreports.A late Uruk celestialomen text
combines these dates so that the protasisstates, for examplesumma
UD.30.KAMinnamirmaunnutUD.13.KAMlu UD.14.KAMizzizmahiru
imatti"if (the moon) becomesvisible on the 30th day and is dim, and
standsin opposition(withthe sun)on the 13thor the 14thday:the market
The positiveor negativeportentof syzygy datescould
will decrease."32
in
the
interpretationof a personalhoroscope,but this is sheer
figure
zodiacalpositionsof the moon on
At
speculation. anyrate,corresponding
are
not
the datesof NA andKUR
providedin the horoscopetexts. The
dates of the syzygies, however, appearto be essentialdata for all the
brokenpassages.The
horoscopesfromBabylon,takinginto consideration
traditionfromUrukappearsto be different.None of the Urukhoroscopes
includethe lunarthree,despitetheirgivinga positionof the moon in the
ecliptic.
5 3.1.3.LunarEclipses
In the Babylonianastronomicalliterature,a distinctionbetween
computedandobservedlunareclipsesis conveyedin the writingof "lunar
eclipse,"as AN.KU1osin when computedand sin AN.KU1o when
astronomical
Thispracticecanbe seenin the non-mathematical
observed.33
literature,wherecontextclearlydetermineswhetherone is in the presence
of observationsor computations.For example,the almanacsandnormal
staralmanacsgivecomputedeclipses,whereasobservational
eclipsereports
arefoundin diariesandtheirderivativetexts. Sincethe eclipsesrecorded
in the horoscopesareexclusivelyexpressedwith AN.KUo1sin,they should
not be regardedas observed.Furthersupportfor this interpretationis the
feature,presentin allthe preservedeclipsepassages,of citingthe zodiacal
sign in which the eclipse occurred,or, specifically,in which totality
occurred.For example,the third centuryhoroscopeText 4 rev.3-4has:
"Arahsamnathe 13th, a lunar eclipse occurred,totality (occurred)in
Taurus."The secondcenturyText22arev.8'has:"Ulilu the 14th,a lunar
in Aries."The presenceof the zodiacal
eclipseoccurred,totality(occurred)
signunequivocallyindicatessome formof computation.However,given
the compilednatureof these documents,it seems unlikely that direct
computationswereusedfor the eclipsescitedin horoscopes.
As shownin Table3.1below,the eclipsescitedin horoscopesoccurred
on datesquiteremovedfromthat of the dateof birth.In view of this, it is
32

Hunger Uruk I 94: 18.

33

See Sachs-Hunger,Diaries I, p.23.
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clear that extracting astronomical data from a diary text paragraph
corresponding to the month and day of the birth would not have been
sufficient.
When one considersthe content of the Enmwna
Anu Enlil lunar eclipse
omens, a great many aspects of eclipses appear to have become
astrologicallysignificantat a relativelyearly date, since the seriesas a whole
was formed by the Neo-Assyrianperiod. In the protasesof these omens are
included the elements of the date of occurrence (month, day), the time
(watch of night), the magnitude (in fingers), direction of eclipse shadow,
and color of the eclipse.34The lunar eclipses cited in horoscopes are there
presumablyfor what they contributeto the interpretationof the heavenly
"signs"on or aroundthe birth. Acknowledgingthat the eclipse passagesare
not completely preserved in each horoscope, only three of the thirteen
preserved eclipses include data for magnitude, given in fingers (Texts 21
rev. 1-3 and 26 rev.3-5) or in the fraction of the disk covered (Text 27).
Only one horoscope (Text 27 rev. 5-8) statesthe time of the eclipse, noting
that the moon was alreadyeclipsedwhen it rose. In these features,i.e., date,
zodiacalsign in which the moon was positioned when eclipsed, magnitude
and time, the manner in which the eclipsesare presented in the horoscope
texts are not paralleledby those found in the observational genres such as
diaries,goal-yeartexts, or the observationaleclipse report compendia,35but
in the predictive texts such as the almanacs. The eclipse recorded in
horoscope Text 14 rev. 3-4 has a parallel in an almanac (LBAT '"1118+
rev. 10)
Table3.1
The following eclipses are recordedin horoscopes:
Text
3:5'
4 r. 3-4
13 r.5
14 r.3-4
20 r.3-4
21 r.1-3
22a r. 8'
22b r.14'
23:10-12
24:9-10

Birthdate(Julian)
-297 Feb.2-5(?)
-287 Sep.1
-223 Jul 29
-219 Oct 21
-125 Aug 16
-124 Oct 1
-116 Jul 15
-114 Jun 30
-87 Jan 5
-82 Dec 20

LunarEclipsedate (Julian)
undatabledue to broken context
-287 Nov 22
undatabledue to broken context
-218 Mar 20
passed by
-124 Aug 24
-116 Sep 24
-113 Jan 29
-87 Mar 11

34 See my ABCD, pp.36-57.
35

Such as in LBAT 1413, '1414, 1415+1416+1417, *1419, *1420, 1421, 1426, 1427, 1437*1450.
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25:6-7
26 r.3-5
27 r.5-8
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-80 Apr 22/23
-75 Sep 4
-68 Apr 16

-80 Apr 21
-75 Jul 24
-68 Sep 3

g 3.1.4. Latitude
Statementsabout lunar latitude occur in three horoscopes from Uruk,
texts 10 (dated-234) and 16a and b (dated-198 and -199).
Text 10:4sin TA MURUB4 a-naNIMpa-ni-suGAR.MES"Themoon keeps
goingfromthe nodeto (increasing)
positivelatitude."
Text 16a:9sin TA SIGKI(?)pa-nu-suana MURUB4 GAR.MES"Themoon
keepsgoingfromnegativelatitudetowardthe node."
Text 16b r.10 sin TA LALana MURUB4 pa-nu-s GAR.MES"Themoon
keepsgoingfrompositivelatitudetowardthe node."
The technical terms, NIM (suqu36) "positive latitude," SIG (suplu37)
"negative latitude," and MURUB4 "node,"point toward the language of
late Babylonianastronomicaltexts. The lunarproceduretext for System A,
ACT 200,38containsa section for lunarlatitude(column E), the first line of
which reads: epesusa nim u sig sa sin ab ana ab 12 dagalmalak dSin2,24
qabalti qaqqar kisari "procedure for latitude of the moon month by
month. 12 (degreesis) the width of the road of the moon. 2,24 (from) the
middle is the 'nodal zone'." Here, as Aaboe has pointed out,39the phrase
"nimu sig,"althoughliterallymeaning"highand low," becomes a technical
term for positive and negativelatitude.The width (dagal)of the path of the
moon is stated as 12 (degrees),or 6? on either side of the ecliptic, a value
which occurs in the System A lunar ephemeris column E, the atypical
astronomical text (Text E obv.8-22) and is carried through to medieval
astronomy.40

The mantic significance of celestial latitude is attested in a late
Babylonian celestial omen text from Uruk:
summa ina qaqqarDUR mahiriMUL.BABBARlu suqa(NIM) sabit u dSalbatan
SUL supul (SIG)MUL.UD.AL.TAR sabit ina gimir ana same itbal lu supulsabit
36 For the syllabicwritingof NIM "high(positive)latitude,"see LBAT1600rev.9'.

37Forthe syllabicwritingof SIG"low(negative)latitude,"seeHungerUrukI 94: 11,21.
38

See Neugebauer,ACT, Vol.I, pp.186-211,and A. Aaboe and J.Henderson,"The
BabylonianTheory of LunarLatitudeand EclipsesAccordingto SystemA," Archives
d'histoire
dessciences(1975)p.208-211.
internationales
"TheBabylonianTheoryof LunarLatitude,"
9Aaboe-Henderson,
p.209.
CuneiformTexts,"JCS21 (9167),pp.200-208,
Astronomical
40Neugebauer-Sachs,
"Atypical
especiallyp.203with note 27 for furtherparallelsin laterantiquity.
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mahirumagalDUR-manisukittuitammu"IfJupiterattainspositivelatitudein the

region of the increase of the market, and Mars .... stands below Jupiter and

fromthe sky, or attainsnegativelatitude:the marketwill increaseand
disappears
the peoplewill speakthe truth,"
and
summa MUL.BABBAR utannat lu supulsabit u lu itbal u dSalbatanba'il lu suqa
dannu
sabit u lu SalbatanuMUL.BABBARsitqulmahirumagalisehhermanisvusuga

immaru"IfJupiteris faint,or attainsnegativelatitude,or disappears,
andMarsis
bright, or attainspositivelatitude,or MarsandJupiterare in conjunction:the
marketwill greatlydecreaseandthe peoplewill experienceseverefamine."41

3.2. Solar
; 3.2.1. Position in the Ecliptic
A solar position in the ecliptic is provided in all horoscopes except the
two fifth century examples,Texts 1 and 2. Among the rest of the texts, two
groups may be defined in terms of the sequence of solar and lunar
longitudes. The texts from Babylon give the lunar longitude first, then
immediatelyfollowing, the solar. The Uruk horoscopes (Texts 5, 9, 10 and
duplicate 11, and 16) all give the solar longitude immediately before the
lunar, and in the case of Texts 5, 9, and 10, the solar position is given in
degreesof the sign. Texts 9 and 10 from Uruk, and 27 from Babylon have
degreeswithin the sign for the sun's position.
? 3.2.2. Dates of Solstice or Equinox
Most horoscopes will includethe date of the solstice or equinox closest
to the birthdate.In fact, no solstice or equinox date is more than 2 months
before or after a given birthdate (table 3.2). This makes the solstice/
equinox datauseful as a limiting factor for the dating of texts in which the
birth date is not well preserved.The astrologicalsignificanceof the nearest
solstice or equinox is unknown, but the method of obtaining the relevant
equinox or solstice date was that of the so-called Uruk Scheme.42As
expected, the terminology is the same used in other late Babylonian
astronomical texts, satma'sGUB (izziz) "solstice," and LAL-tim (sitqultu)

"equinox."
Hunger Uruk I 94: 9-14, also 20-21. See the discussion in U. Koch-Westenholz,
Mesopotamian Astrology: An Introduction to Babylonian and Assyrian Celestial
Divination (Copenhagen:CarstenNiebuhr Institute Publications 19, 1995),pp.170-171.
42For the literatureon the
scheme,see Neugebauer,"A Table of Solstices from Uruk," JCS
1 (1947),pp.143-148;Neugebauer,"Solsticesand Equinoxesin BabylonianAstronomy,"JCS
2 (1948),pp.209-222;Neugebauer,HAMA pp. 357-363;and A. Slotsky, "The Uruk Solstice
Scheme Revisited," in H. Galter, ed., Die Rolle der Astronomie in den Kulturen
Mesopotamiens(Beitragezum 3. Grazer MorgenlandischenSymposion, 1993), pp.359-366.
41
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Table3.2

Text
1
4
6
8
13
14
15
18
19
20
21
22
22
23
25
26

Birthdate
Date of Sols/Equ.
months apart
Dar (II)X.24
WS X.9
0
S.E. 24 V.19
AE VI.16
1
S.E. 54 IX.8
WS IX.20
0
(conception date: S.E. 53 [XII2]with VE[XII2].12)
S.E. 61 IX.8
WS X.8
1
S.E. 88 V.4
2
SS III.30
S.E. 92 VII.12
2
WS IX.20
S.E. 109 XI.9
2
WS IX.28
VE 1.4
1
S.E. 169 XII.6
1
S.E. 172 [VI].13
EA VII.2
1
S.E. 186 V.24
SS IV.3
AE VI.17
S.E. 187 VI.22
0
S.E. 195 IV.2
SS III.13
1
S.E. 197 IV.7
SSIV.5
0
WS IX.28
S.E. 223 X.9
1
S.E. 2311.14/15
2
SS III.21
2
S.E. 236 V.25
SSIII.16

? 3.2.3. Solar Eclipses
Eclipses are found in the horoscopes, even when their occurrence did
not coincide with the birthdate.43The evidence is too scanty to determine
whether a certain relation exists between the dates of the eclipses and the
birthdate.Most, however, seem to come within five months of the date of
birth. A strikingdetailin this context is that the majority of horoscopes in
which eclipses are preserved mention both lunar and solar eclipses. In
particular, those which occur one-half month apart, the lunar in midmonth followed by the solar at month's end, seem to be favored.
It is well-known that goal-yeartexts employ the Saroseclipse cycle both
to predict (lunar) eclipses and (solar) eclipse possibilities.44 While
particularlyin the context of solar eclipses, the majority of which indicate
that the eclipse was not seen when watched for (GI NU PAP), the use of
goal-yeartexts as sourcesfor horoscopesis practicallyimpossible to prove,
the goal-yeartexts or diariesfrom which they derive are likely sources for
the eclipses recorded in horoscopes. For example, the following solar
eclipse appearsin horoscope Text 20 rev. 4-5 (dated-124, eclipse occurred
Aug. 24 -124): 28 AN.KU1osama'sina ABSIN KI PAP NU IGI "On the
28th an eclipse of the sun in Virgo. When watched for it was not
43Texts 3, 4, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26.
44
Sachs,JCS 2 (1948),pp.279, 282-3.
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observed,"which may be comparedwith this entryfrom a diaryfor -124
NU P[AP] "on the 28th an eclipse
(LBAT 448:7'): 28 AN.KU10svamnisDIR
of the sun, cloudy, not obs[erved]."

? 3.3. Planetary
; 3.3.1. Position in the Ecliptic (longitude)
The longitudes of the planets (Jupiter,Venus, Mercury, Saturn, Mars,
as well as the sun and moon) arethe principaldatacollected in horoscopes.
Since the date is of primaryconcern, however, the planets are for the most
part between synodic appearances.It is only when a planet happens to be
in the same sign as the sun on the date of birth that a synodic phenomenon
will be mentioned in the text.
For the most part, the longitudesare given with respectto the names of
the zodiacal signs. Degrees of longitude are not common.45
? 3.3.2. Synodic Phenomena
The "phases,"or synodic appearancesand disappearancesof the planets
in their traversal of the ecliptic relative to the sun, are phenomena that
interestedthe Babylonianssince the compilation of MUL.APIN, although
the planetary theory in this text represents quite an early stage in its
development.46Observationof all the synodic phenomenais attestedin the
astronomical diaries, where the following phenomena are recorded
(designatedby Greek Letter in accordancewith Neugebauer's notation in
ACT): For the inner planets Venus and Mercury, in sequence
E first visibility in the west (as evening star)
T first station (evening)
Q last visibility in the west (as evening star)
r first visibility in the east (as morning star)
1) second station (morning)
2 last visibility in the east (as morning star)
For the outer planets Saturn,Jupiter, and Mars
r first visibility in the east (morning rising)
1 fist station (morning)
e acronychal rising (evening rising, roughly equivalent to
opposition)
P second station (evening)
Q last visibility in the west (as evening star)
45
46

See Texts 9, 10, 16a, 16b, 21, 23, and 27. See also ch.2 sub f2.1 Longitudes Table 2.2.

See Hunger-Pingree,MUL.APIN:An Astronomical Compendiumin Cuneiform (AfO
Beiheft 24, 1989), pp.148-149.
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With the exception of Text 1, the synodic phenomena are mentioned
only on the occasion of a planet's occupying the same zodiacal sign as the
sun. In this case, the planet will not be visible due to nearnessto the sun.
When the birth occurs during the planet's invisibility, the text expresses
this with the remark "planetsuch-and-suchis with the sun" (e.g., Text 5:
6-7 delebat itti samas GU4 itti samas "Venus is with the sun, Mercury is
with the sun")or with the statement"planetsuch-and-such,which had set,
was not visible"(e.g., Text 6:2' GU4.UD sa[SU NU I1[GI]). The term SU
is for the last visibility (literally"setting")of a planet in the evening, in the
case of an outer planet,the Greek letter phenomenon Q, and in the case of

of eitherSU saiSU "disappearance
in the
an innerplanetis an abbreviation

evening"(Q= last visibility as evening star before inferior conjunction) or
in the morning" ( = last visibility as morning
SU sa KUR "disappearance
star before superior conjunction.) Only occasionally is the date of a
synodic event given, such as in Text 4:6-7, the last visibility (Q) of Saturn
in the evening and the last appearanceof Mercuryas an evening star (Q)are
datedbecausethese occurrednot very long before the birth. Text 7 upper
edge 2 gives the date for Mercury'slast appearanceas a morning star (S),
since this occurred on the day following the birth.
Generally speaking, the horoscopes are interested in first and last
visibilities. Only Text 1, which is anomalous in every respect, records
stationary points as well as "opposition."47Otherwise, attested synodic
phenomena are limited to and distributedin the following way:

Mercury E Q r S

Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

Q
Q
Q
Q

f 4. ASTROLOGICALDATA
g64.1. B?tni$irti
A statement that the native was born in the "secret house" of a
particular planet is found in a number of horoscopes.48 Whereas the
translation of this line is straightforwardenough, its meaning is utterly
obscure. The E (bit), or KI (a'ar), nisirti is a term known from celestial
omens, Neo-Assyrianroyal inscriptions,and late Babylonianscientifictexts
as a place in which the associatedplanet indicates good portent.49 The
47 See Text commentary for details.
48 See Texts 3:4', 6:4', 8 rev.2, 13 rev.6, 15 rev.3, and 18 rev.3.

49 I have summarizedthe evidence in my "Elementsof the Babylonian Contribution to
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systemcorrelatingplanetswith speciallocations,designatedby zodiacal
wasobviouslynot inventedlaterthanthe seventhcentury.
constellations,
Since the systemis found in the traditionof Enima Anu Enlil, its roots
may even extendinto the secondmillennium.
The secret "houses"or "places"were originallygeneralregionsof
not signsor degreeswithin signsof the zodiac.Theirusage
constellations,
in the horoscopetexts, however, seems to indicatea referenceto the
zodiacalsign. Six horoscopescontainreferenceto the "secrethouses,"
serrualid "thechildwas
expressedas:ina bitnisirtisaplanetsuch-and-such
The bitni5irtibecomes
bornin the secrethouseof planetsuch-and-such."50
a datumin the horoscopicpictureof the birth, and only one planetary
"secrethouse,"therefore,is mentionedin a given horoscope.Also, the
positionimpliedby the bitni5irtiis neverstated,asthe identificationof the
planet's "secrethouse"was surely well-known.What is meant by the
statementthat the child was born "in the secrethouse"of a particular
planetis the primaryunknownhere.We canprobablyassumethat it was
a positivestatement,conveyingsomethingof good fortunefor the native.
In each example(see table below), the secrethouse of the planet
associatedwith the birthdoesnot correspondto the zodiacalsignin which
the particularplanetwas locatedon the dateof the birth . The following
chartshowsthe secrethouseof the planetgivenfor the birthof the child
in the horoscope,the zodiacalsignidentifiedas the sign of the bit niPirti,
andthe signin whichthe planetwaslocatedat the time of the birth.
Text secrethouseofplanet secrethouse longitudeofplanetat birth

3:4

broken

6a:4 Mercury
8 r. 2-3 Venus

Virgo
Pisces

[Scorpius]51
Scorpius

Hellenistic Astrology," JAOS 108 (1988), pp.53-57. In the commentary to MUL.APIN,
Pingree (Hunger-Pingree,MUL.APIN, pp.146-147)suggeststhe hypsomais implicit in the
alternativenames attestedin this text for Saturn,i.e., MUL.Zibanitu "Scales"(=Libra) (or)
(MUL.dUTU) "Starof the Sun."For these passages,see MUL.APIN II i 38 and 64. The
reason for Pingree's seeing in MUL.APIN early evidence for the Babylonian hypsomatais
the identification of the hypsomaof Saturnas Libra, which, being 180?from Aries, rises as
the sun's hypsoma (Aries) sets. The term asar nisirti, however, does not occur in the
MUL.APIN text. See also the summary in U. Koch-Westenholz,MesopotamianAstrology:
An Introduction to Babylonianand Assyrian CelestialDivination (Copenhagen: Carsten
Niebuhr Institute Publications 19, 1995), pp.134-136.
50Eachhoroscope employs the same formula, expressedas a complete sentence, with serru
as subject and alid as predicate, with the exception of Text 15, the predicate of which
seems to have a verb ending in MES.
51 The
longitude of Mercury is derived from computation only. Given in the text is only
that Mercurywas not visible at the birth, i.e., had set (meaninglast visibility in the evening,
or 0), and that its first visibility () had "passedby." See commentary to Text 6a.
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13 r. 6 Jupiter
15 r.3-4 Jupiter
18 r.3-4 Jupiter

Cancer
Cancer
Cancer

Scorpius
Libra(?)
Libra

The Babylonian bit (or asar) nipirti's of the planets were long ago
identified as the forerunners of the Greek "exaltations"of the planets.52
The theory of the hypsomata (vijgaia)
in Greek astrology assigned
certain longitudes in zodiacal signs as places of special influence for the
planets.53 When a planet reached a position assigned to it as a place of
exaltation (or depression), it was considered to have special power (or
weakness if in the depression [rancivxcLa] 180? from the exaltation).
Longitudeswere assignedfor the exaltationsof planetsin the Greek system
as follows:
Sun: Aries19?
Moon:Taurus3?
Saturn:Libra21?
Jupiter:Cancer15?
Mars:Capricorn28?
Venus:Pisces27?
Mercury:Virgo 15?
Cuneiform evidence of the planetary bit nisirti's, most of which,
however, is Seleucid in date,54supplies all the identifications of hypsomata
for the sun, moon, and five planets, and these correspond to the zodiacal
signs of the Greek hypsomata,leaving no doubt as to the origins of the
Greek theory. It also makes clearthat althoughthe literaltranslationof the
Akkadian btu in bit niFirti is "house,"the term should not be confused
with the later Greek astrologicalterm "houses"(otKot) and its use in Greek

E. Weidner,
zurErklarung
derastronomischen
OLZ1913,
Keilschrifttexte,"
"Beitrage
and"Babylonische
OLZ1919,pp.10-16.
Hypsomatabilder,"
pp.208-210,
53SeeA.Bouche-Leclercq,
1979Scientia
(Paris,1899,reprinted
L'Astrologie
grecque
Verlag
Aalen),pp.192-199.
is themostcomplete
54LBAT1591:5-7
list,givingheliacal
risingsfortheplanetsin their
see Kugler,SSBI pp.39-41andpl.2 Nr.2. Seealsothe text publishedin
hypsomata,
52

ausbabylonischen
Osterreichische
Akademie
E.Weidner,Gestirn-Darstellungen
Tontafeln,

derWissenschaften,
Philos.-histor.
Priestand
Kl.,S.B.254,2(1967),
p.11,andJ.P.McEwan,
in
Hellenistic
Studien
altorientalische
Bd.4
(Wiesbaden,
Babylonia,
Freiburger
Temple
ofMercury.
thetextin King,STCI p.212and
Finally,
1981),
p.174-176,
givingthehypsoma
"Einastralmythologischer
Kommentar
ausderSpatzeit
II pl.69,editedby Landsberger,
AfK1 (1923),
Thistextcontains
theidentification
Gelehrsamkeit,"
babylonischer
pp.69-82.
of the hypsomata
for the moon,sun,andMars(althoughbroken).
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As alreadymentioned,the Babylonian"exaltations"
difgenethlialogy.55
fered from the Greek in that they did not correspondto degreesof
longitude, but only to zodiacalconstellations,or in the case of the
horoscope texts, to zodiacalsigns. The bit niFirti's also differedsubtly from
the Greek hypsomatain the interpretationof their significance, i.e., not as
places of greaterplanetary influence, but as places within which planets'
positions constituted propitious omens.
The context of the bit nipirti references in the horoscopes does not
suggest what meaning or use this element had in Babylonian horoscopy.
On a purely descriptivelevel, the referencesare designations of particular
zodiacal signs, but the significance of that sign in the context of the
horoscope escapes us. From the comparison of the position occupied by
the planet in whose bit ni$irti the native was born, and the sign designated
as the bit ni$irti, as in the table above, it seems that the location of the
planet on the birth date had nothing to do with the zodiacal sign
correspondingto its bit ni$irti. On the basis of procedureswell developed
in Greek astrology, Pingree raised the question whether the bit ni$irti
references might have something to do with the position of the moon at
computed conception.56 We have evidence in Text 7 that the date of
conception was recognized as of some importance. We do not know how
the Babylonians thought about the relationship between conception and
birth in terms of astrological significance, as we do in Greek astrology.
Ptolemy (Tetr. III.1) viewed the natural chronological starting point of a
life as the time of conception and the moment of birth as only "potentially
and accidentally"the startingpoint. He referredto these dates as "source"
and "beginning."(Tetr. III.1.106) When conception date was known, it
was considered to be the choice moment against which to examine the
Ptolemy, TetrabiblosI, 17, ed. and transl. F.E. Robbins (Cambridge, Mass.: Loeb
Classical Library, 1940). See the discussion in A. Bouche-Leclercq,L'Astrologiegrecque
(Paris,1899),pp.276-80 and glossary entry in O. Neugebauer and H.B.Van Hoesen, Greek
Horoscopes(Philadelphia:Memoirs of the American PhilosophicalSociety 48, 1959), p.7.
55

56

In a personal communication, Pingree offered the following analysis of the meaning of
the birth being "inthe bit niirti of planet x" with the caveatthat given our meager evidence
his hypothesis was largely guesswork.
Sun
Text Birth: Moon Sun Previous Syzygy Conception: Moon
6
Libra
Virgo
Scorpius opposition 9mo. earlier Pisces
8

Pisces Sagittarius conjunction 10 sid. mo.

Pisces

Pisces

Leo
Leo
Leo
Libra
13
conjunction 10 sid. mo.
15 end of Taurus Aquarius conjunction in Aquarius 9 1/2 mo. Cancer Cancer
18 beg. of Gemini Pisces

conjunction 9 mo. earlier Cancer Cancer
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situation of the heavens. The birth date was, however, inferior only in one
respect. This was that "by the former (conception date) it is possible to
have foreknowledge also of events preceding birth." (Tetr. III.1) Greek
horoscopy begins with the determination of the ascendant point, or
horoscopos. A theory attributedto "Nechepso and Petosiris"57indicates
that the sign in which the moon was found at conception is rising at the
nativity. 58 Dates of syzygies aroundthe birth date (aswell as conception?)
were significantin Babylonianhoroscopy, since these are given in most of
the horoscopes, although the use of these data is still unknown.
? 4.2. Predictions
In referenceto the Greek horoscopes, Neugebauerand van Hoesen said,
"wereit not for an extensive astrologicalliterature,the originalhoroscopes
alone would hardly reveal their purpose to foresee the future of a person
or coming events from the initial configurationof the planets."59The same
is true of the cuneiform horoscopes. Only rarely is a personal prediction
found in a horoscope.60 Of the five horoscopes containing predictions
(Texts 10 and 11 are duplicates), three stem from Uruk. The personal
"predictions,"formulated as omen apodoses, attest to a connection to
nativity omens and to omen literature in general. Text 10 rev.1-3, for
example, gives the following stock apodoses in association with "the place
of Mercury":the braveone will be first in rank, he will be more important
than his brothers;he will take over his father'shouse." In general, what
few predictions are preservedconcern the native's health and prosperity,
obviously primaryconcerns of all individuals, and wholly consistent with
the nature of the predictions in nativity omens. On the basis of this
admittedly scanty evidence for the goal of the horoscope, the purpose of
gainingdivine knowledge via the heavenly phenomena at birth seems not
to differ from that evidenced by the nativity omens. If one can judge the
goal of these texts in terms of the knowledge finally obtained, it does not
appearto be mystical, but quite pragmaticand this-worldly. In this sense,
neither the omens nor the horoscopeslend themselvesto an interpretation
as a vehicle for mystical communication with a deity, or deities.
57On NechepsoandPetosiris,see E. Riess,Nechepsonis
et Petrosiridisfragmenta
magica,
informationprovidedin D.
andthe bibliographical
PhilologusSuppl.6 (1892),pp.325-394,
(HarvardOrientalSeries48, Cambridge,
of Sphujidhvaja,vol.II
Pingree,TheYavanajataka
Mass.andLondon:HarvardUniversityPress,1978),pp.436-437.Seealsothe Dictionaryof
subPetosiris.
ScientificBiography,
58 A. Bouche-Leclercq,
L'Astrologie
grecque,
p.376and379.
59 Neugebauer-van
Hoesen,GreekHoroscopes,
p.162.
60

See Texts 2, 5, 9, 10, 11, and 27.

TEXTS
TEXT1 (AO 17649)

Darius(II)Year13,X.24 = -409Jan.12/13
Previouspublication:Rochberg,OrNS58, pp. 111-114.
photo:Ibid.pl.I.
copy:Durand,TBER52.
Transcription
obv.

1 ITI.AB24 ina ZALAG!sa 25 MU 13
2 Dar-ia-a-mus
LU.TUR a-lid
3 GAN ina 15 GU4.UD ina NIM ar rMAS'.MAS IGI

4 A
AB 9 samasGUB 26 < KUR>
5 ZIZ ZIZ DIRIKALAGina 2 GU4.UDina NIM ina MASSU
6 ZIZ 14dele-batina NIM ina IGI GU SU SEDIRI
rev.
1 DU6 22 MUL.BABBARina GU US
2 ina SE2 ina KUN SU
3 SU 30 GENNA ina ALLA IGI NIM TUR

4 ina 26 IGI GAN 7 US AB 17 anaME.E
5 SEDIRI

CriticalApparatus
obv. 3: Orthographically,
the zodiacalsignfor Mercury'sfirstappearance
asa morningstarappearsto be MAS.MAS"Gemini,"andis so reflectedin
the copy (TBER6 52).However,computationrefutesthis readingin favor
The sign is slightlydamaged,but certainlynot PA.
of PA "Sagittarius."
but Mercurywas
The closestapproximation
wouldbe MAS"Capricorn,"
not east of ("behind") Capricornat this point. By Mercury'slast
appearanceas a morning star, the planet was in Capricorn(modern
longitudeshows Capricorn13?,which is still acceptableaftertakinginto
considerationthe +8.73? differencebetween modern longitudes and
Babylonianones for 410 B.C.). Line 5 thereforeconcurs with our
computedposition. For furtherdiscussionof the astronomicaldata,see
commentary.
the monthname
obv. lines4 and5 haveanunusuallylargespaceseparating
andits correspondingentry.
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Translation
obv.

1 Tebetu the 24th, in the last part of night of the 25th, year 13 of
2 Darius, the child was born.
3 Kislimu, around the 15th, Mercury's first visibility in the east behind
(east of) Gemini.
4 Tebetu: (Winter) solstice was on the 9th of Tebetu; < last lunar
visibility (of the month) > was on the 26th.
5 Sabatu:Sabatu,dense clouds, around the 2nd, Mercury's last
visibility in the east in Capricorn.
6 The 14th of Sabatu,Venus's last visibility in the east in front (west) of
Aquarius. (The year had) an intercalaryAddaru.
rev.
1 Tasritu the 22nd, Jupiter's (2nd) stationary point in Aquarius.
2 Around the 2nd of Addaru, (upiter's) last visibility in Pisces.
3 Du'izu the 30th, Saturn'sfirst visibility in Cancer, (it was)
high and faint;
4 around the 26th, (the ideal) first visibility. The 7th of Kislimu, first
stationary point; Tebetu the 17th, "opposition."
5 (The year had) an intercalarymonth Addaru.
Commentary
The unusual structure of this horoscope has been discussed in the
previous publication (Or NS 58, pp. 12f.). What primarily differentiates
this text from all the others is the fact that none of the astronomical data
refer to the date of birth (X.24). This horoscope presents synodic
phenomena for all the planets except Mars and those occurring mostly
within a few months of the birth date. The exception to this is in rev. 3
where Saturn's first visibility occurs in Du'uzu. Neither the Seleucid
sequenceof planets (Jupiter,Venus, Mercury, Saturn, Mars)nor the older,
Neo-Babylonian sequence (Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Mercury, Mars) is
followed. Instead, the order is Mercury, Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn, a
sequence not attested elsewhere. (For further discussion of planetary
sequences,see my "Beneficand Malefic Planets in Babylonian Astrology,"
in A ScientificHumanist:Studiesin MemoryofAbrahamSachs(Philadelphia,
1988), pp.323-328), and Hunger-Pingree,MUL.APIN,p.147.)
AstronomicalData
obv. 3: The text gives IX.15 as the date of Mercury's first appearanceas a
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morning star. The readingof the zodiacalposition is in doubt (see Critical
Apparatus).
Computation: IX.15 = -410 Dec. 5. Solar longitude = 256.9? (modern
tropicallongitude);Mercury241.84?(moderntropical). Sunriseat 3.92 UT
(approximately7:00 AM Babylonianlocal time); Mercury rose at 2.62 UT
(approximately 5:30 AM Babylonian local time). At sunrise, Mercury's
altitude was 14.28. Just before sunrise, Mercury would be low on the
easternhorizon beforedisappearingwith the light of morning. In 410 B.C.,
a systematic difference of 8.73? is seen between modern (tropical) and
Babylonian (sidereal)longitudes. The computed position of 233.11? for
Mercuryshould then be increasedby 8.73?to find the Babylonianposition,
bringing Mercury to Sagittarius(roundingup, 242?).
obv. 4: The date of winter solstice here is consistentwith the date generated
by the Uruk Scheme (belonging to cycle -6 year 16 of the Scheme [see
HAMA p.356]).The Uruk Schemeimplies the use of a fixed calendarwith
regularintercalationsnow believedto have existedfrom about 500 B.C. (see
HAMA, p.354f. and Aaboe, Britton, Henderson, Neugebauer and Sachs,
"SarosCycle Dates and Related Babylonian Astronomical Texts," TAPS
81.6 [1991], pp. 14-15 [Text C]). The date of Text 1 is approximately 30
years before the point at which the 19-yearcycle is incontrovertiblyin use.
Exceptions to the 19-yearcycle system of intercalations for the century
before -380, have been reducedfrom two to one. Chief among the recently
resolvedanomaliesis the intercalaryyear 20 of ArtaxerxesII, now known
to be normal and in agreementwith the SarosCanon. In their joint paper,
Aaboe, Britton, Hendersen, Neugebauer, and Sachs point out that PD3's
intercalaryyear of ArtaxerxesII 20 is based on Strassmaier'smisreadingof
the Saros Canon (see idem, "Saros Cycle Dates," sub Text E Critical
Apparatus to Rev. IIa, 32,34 and IIb, 31,33,, p.37). The other misplaced
intercalation,from year 22 of Darius (I) finds textual support (PD3p.7) in
a Persepolis Fortification text 11424 (=OIP 92 PF 875), and possibly also
Nos.1899, 5968, and 9916 (=OIP 92 PF870, 966, and 1718, for which
referencesI thank M.W. Stolper).
obv. 5: The text gives XI.2 as the date when Mercury appearsfor the last
time as a morning star. The zodiacal position is given as Capricorn.
Computation: XI.2 = -409 Jan. 20. Solar longitude 295.38?modern/
304.11?Babylonian;Mercury283.83?modern/ 292.56?Babylonian.Sunrise
4.24 UT; Mercury rises 3.59 UT. Shortly before sunrise, Mercury would
be low on the easternhorizon and in the sign Capricorn.
obv. 6: The text gives XI.14 as the date of Venus' last appearanceas a
morning star, and gives the position as Aquarius.
Computation: XI.14 = -409 Feb.1. Solar longitude 307.42?modern/
316.15? Babylonian;Venus 297.89?modern/ 306.62?Babylonian; sunrise
4.15 UT; Venus rises3.67 UT. Venus thereforelow on the easternhorizon
just before sunrise, and in the sign Aquarius.
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rev. 1: VII.22 is the date for the second station of Jupiter in Aquarius.
Computation:VII.22 = -410 Oct. 13/14. Jupiter'slongitude was 313.16?
modern/ 321.89?Babylonian (= Aquarius 22?)from Oct. 12 to the 16th.
From the 17th it again returnedto direct motion.
rev. 2: XII.2, Jupiter'slast visibility in Pisces.
Computation: XII.2 = -409 Feb. 17. Solar longitude at 7:00 PM
Babylonianlocal time 323.87?modern/ 332.6?Babylonian;Jupiter 332.98?
modern/ 341.71?Babylonian(=Pisces 12?).Sunset at 14.73 UT or approximately 5:45 PM Babylonian local time. Jupiter set at 15.43 UT, and so
remainedvisible on the westernhorizon for a short time aftersunset before
it too set. The text's date and longitude agreewell with computation.
rev. 3: IV.30, Saturn'sfirst visibility in Cancer, but said to be "high and
faint."
Computation: IV.30 = -410 July 23. Solar longitude 114.21?modern/
122.94?Babylonian;Saturn98.55?modern/ 107.28?Babylonian (= Cancer
17 ?);sunrise2.08 UT, Saturnrises .85 UT. At 2 UT, or just before sunrise,
the solar altitude was -.89 and Saturn's was 12.87. The observational
remark"highand faint"suggeststhat when Saturnwas observed on IV.30
it was thought that the ideal first visibility had been missed.
rev. 4: IV.26 alternate date for first visibility of Saturn, since the planet
appearedalreadytoo high on the 30th.
Computation: IV.26 = -410 July 19. Solar longitude 109.79?modern/
118.52?Babylonian; Saturn 97.97?modern/ 106.7' Babylonian (=Cancer
17?);sunrise2.04 UT, Saturnrises 1.11 UT, about one hour before sunrise.
rev. 5: IX.7, Saturn'sfirst station.
rev. 6: IX.17, Saturn's"opposition,"or visible evening rising.
Computation: IX.17 = -409 Jan.4. Solar longitude 279.73?modern/
288.46?Babylonian,Saturn103.20?modern/ 111.93"Babylonian(=Cancer
22?);elongation 176.53?.The date of true opposition would be severaldays
later. The Babylonian "opposition" refers to the acronychal rising, or
rising of the planet at sunset, which fits well with the date in the text. See
A. Aaboe, "Observation and Theory in Babylonian Astronomy,"
Centaurus 24 (1980), p.35.
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TEXT2 (AB 251)
[Darius II Year 14].I.14 = -409 April 29
Previous publication: Sachs,JCS 6, p.54-57.
photo: JCS 6 pl.IV.
copy: R.C. Thompson, A Catalogueof the Late Babylonian Tabletsin the
BodleianLibrary,Oxford(London, 1927), pl.2.
Transcription
obv. (Perhapsone line missing to top edge)
1 ITI(?).BARA2GE6(?)14(?)...... GAR(?) AS(?
2 DUMU sa U.SS DUMU Ma U.MU A De-ke-e(?)a-li[d]
3 i-nu-su sin sap-lat SI GIR.TAB
4 MUL.BABBAR ina KUN.MES ddele-bat
5 ina GU4.AN GENNA ina ALLA
6 AN ina MAS.MAS GU4.UD sa S[U] N[U IGI]
7 BAR 1 28 14(?) 4,40(?) [...]

8 27U4.NA.A[M]

rev.
1 ina IGI-ka ba-nu-u [...]

2 ITI.SU MU.12.KAM
3 [M]U(?) 8 ..[...]
4 [...]... [...]

Remainderbroken; perhapsone line remainingto bottom edge.
Translation
1 Nisannu, night of the 14th(?),...
2 son of Sumu-usur,son of Sumu-iddina,descendantof Deke, was born.
3 At that time, the moon was below (lit.: the lower part of) the Pincer of
the Scorpion,
4 Jupiter in Pisces, Venus
5 in Taurus, Saturnin Cancer,
6 Mars in Gemini. Mercury, which had set, was not vis[ible].
7 Nisannu 1, (durationof visibility of the new crescent was) 28
(time degrees),[visibility of the moon after sunrise on)
the 14th(?)was 4,40 (time degrees).
8 The last visibility of the lunar crescent was the 27th.
rev.
1 (Things?)will be propitious for you.
2 Du'uzu, year 12,
3 [yea]r(?)8 ...
4 [....]
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Commentary
Obv.3: Becauseof its fifth century date, Sachspresenteda detailedaccount
of his datingof this horoscope (CS 6 pp.54-57),and an analysisof the lunar
longitude given with respectto SI GIR.TAB, the "pincerof the Scorpion."
This fixed stardoes not belong to the known normal stars,but MUL.APIN
I ii 11, see Hunger-Pingree,MUL.APIN, p.33, provides the equivalence
with the contellation Libra: MUL.ZI.BA.AN.NA SI MUL.GIR.TAB "the
Scales (=) the pincer of Scorpius." The pincers of Scorpius are also
associated with Libra in the astrological text ACh Istar 28:6-7 DIS
MUL.GIR.TAB SI.MES-sazu-u'u-ra sa-ru-runa-sa-adUDU.IDIM ina SA
MUL.Zi-ba-ni-tiGUB-ma"Ifthe Scorpion'spincersbrighten(its)body, the
planet stands within the Scales." See Sachs,JCS 6 p.56 note 22 for other
literature. On this basis, Sachs identified the scorpion's pincers with the
northern and southern pans of the Scales, each of which constitutes a
normal star, RIN iaULU "the southern part of the scales (= a Librae),"
and RIN a' SI "the northern part of the scales (= P Librae)". The lunar
longitude of the horoscope is therefore interpretedto be in the vicinity of
a Librae and P Librae, whose longitudes in -409 were 191.7? and 196'
respectively. The astronomical data tabulated below merely confirms
Sachs' original dating.
The use of saplatu "the lower part"is not found in other horoscopes,
which use SIG (saplu)"below"to designatethe lunar position relative to a
fixed star.
obv.6: Mercury had been moving retrograde and reached its greatest
western elongation on the 29th of April, when it should have been at first
morning rising (T). On the 30th, the planet returnedto direct motion.
rev.: Unfortunately, the reverse of the text still presents difficulties. The
analysisof the month and year stated there (rev. 2 "Du'uzu year 12 ...") is
completely obscureas to which regentit refers,as well as its relationshipto
the date of the birth.
AstronomicalData
AText
moon below Pincer of Scorpion
sun omitted
Jupiter Pisces
Venus Taurus
Mercury (with the sun)
Saturn Cancer
Mars Gemini

AComputed(-409Apr.29*)
205.38 = Libra 25?
40.9? = Taurus 11?
357.89? = Pisces 28?
53.85? = Taurus 24?
19.06? = Aries 19?
109.74?= Cancer 20?
85.73? = Gemini 26?

*Computed for 0.00 UT = 3:00 AM Babylonian local time (midnight epoch), and taking
into account a discrepancyof 8.73?between modem and Babylonianlongitudes for the date
in question.
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TEXT 3 BM 32376

-

TEXT3 (BM 32376 =76-11-17,2108)
S.E. 13 X.24-27(?) = -297 Feb. 2-5(?)
Previously unpublished
Transcription
1' [... ] x x x-su a-[lid(?)
2' [sams ina G]U(?) MUL.BABBAR ina A dele-batina [GU(?) SU-u]
3' [KI] dUTU sUi- U4 29 GU.U[D ina SU (ina GU) IGI(?)]
4' [GENNA ina HUN(?) ] AN ina MAS ina E ni-s i[r-tu4...]
5' [... ] la-pa-niAN.KUo, s[in(?)/sama(?)...]
6' [...

]x r20 [

CriticalApparatus
line 1': 3 or 4 broken signs, only bottoms preserved.The date and time of
birth, as well as the lunar longitude are expected in this line. One or two
more lines estimatedto upper edge.
line 2': Restoration of the solar longitude is based on the unvarying
sequencemoon, sun, Jupiter, Venus, etc.(for discussion of the sequence of
planets, see chapter 1 ; 3).
line 3': The logogram dUTU for the sun reflects the use of an older
orthographictradition than the writing sama'swhich is found more often
in late astronomicaltexts. Cf. Text 4
(BM 33382) rev. 1, also dating to the early years of the Seleucid Era.
line 5': Though only two Winkelhaken are preservedbefore the break, I
have read s[in ...] on the assumption that if samas were intended, the
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logogramwould be consistentwith the dUTUof line 3'.
Translation
1' [...] .... wa[sborn(?).]
2' [The sun wasin Aqua]rius,Jupiterin Leo,Venus[set]in [Aquarius],
3' it was[with]the sun. On the 29thMer[cury'sfirst
in the west (in Aquarius),]
appearance
4' [Saturnwasin Aries(?)],Marsin Capricorn.In the bitnii[rti]
of ...]
5' [...] .... beforethe lun[ar(?)/solar(?)]
eclipse[...]
6' ....

Commentary
line 3': The statementfor Mercuryincludesthe dateof one of its synodic
appearances,as is regularlyfound in the diaries and related nonastronomical
texts. Firstvisibilityin the evening(expressed:
mathematical
SU
ina
zodiacal
ina
sign IGI) has been restoredon the basis of
planet
modern computeddataand in accordancewith the terminologyof the
diary texts. Mercuryhad at approximatelythis time been in superior
conjunctionandwas just becomingvisibleagainfor the firsttime in the
west as an eveningstar.The tableprovidedbelow shows the very good
agreementbetweenthe text'sdataandmoderncomputeddatafor year-297
with the rangeof datesFeb. 2-5, correspondingto the Babyloniandates
Tebetu24-27. Col. iii showsthe datafor the Juliandatecorrespondingto
"the29th"day, associatedwith Mercuryin obv.3',which I haverestored
in the west.
accordinglyas firstappearance
to warrantmuch
line 5': The referenceto the eclipseis too fragmentary
unclearfromthe preservedwedgeswhetherthe
comment.It is furthermore
eclipsewas solaror lunar,althoughthe use of dUTUin the text suggests
thatin thisline it is 30 ratherthan20 followingAN.KU0. Sufficeit to state
thatin -297two lunareclipsesoccurred,one on Dec. 14 beginningshortly
after5:00AM Babylonianlocaltime andlastinguntil afterthe moon set at
7:00AM. (Firstcontact2.36UT, lastcontact6.14UT or roughlyjustafter
9:00AM Babylonianlocaltime),andone on June 19 beginningbeforethe
moon rose andbeingvisiblefor aboutone hour aftermoonrise. A solar
eclipseoccurred-297Jan.8, beginning3.67UT andending5.55 UT. The
sun rose at 6.96 or just about 7:00 AM Babylonianlocal time, already
eclipsed,andthe eclipsewas over 2 1/2 hourslaterat approximately9:30
AM Babylonianlocaltime.
Dating
The S.E. 13dateassignedto thishoroscopeis quiteearly,but hasstrong
300-yearperiodof the
supportforthe reasonthatwithinthe approximately
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horoscope corpus, the particularcombination of the longitudes of Jupiter
and Mars together with the Venus conjunction occur only in this several
day period (approximatelyFeb. 1-6). Further agreementis found with the
synodic phenomenon of Mercury's first appearancein the west and its
assignedBabylonian date (the "29th").
AstronomicalData
A Text

A Computed(297 Feb.2)* A Computed(297Feb. 7)

Sun
[Aqua]rius 316.92? = Aquarius 17?
145.04? = Leo 25?
Jupiter Leo
Venus [Aquarius] 316.36? = Aquarius 16?
Mercury [Aquarius] 318.82? = Aquarius 19?
Saturn [Aries ]
25.85? =Aries 26?
279.67? = Capricorn 10?
Mars Capricorn

321.92? =
144.39?=
322.59 =
328.55?=
26.22 =
283.51? =

Aquarius 22?
Leo 24?
Aquarius 23 ?
Aquarius 29?
Aries 26 0
Capricorn 14?

*

Computedfor 16.00UT = 7:00PM Babylonianlocal time (midnightepoch), and adjusting
by +7.18? for the difference between modern and Babylonian longitudes for the date in
question.

Rising and Setting Times for the sun and Mercury (pertainingto line 3)
-297 Feb.2
Rise Set
Sun
4.12UT 14.52UT
Mercury4.33UT 14.63UT

-297 Feb.7
Rise Set
4.06UT 14.60UT

4.48UT 15.11UT

[4UT = 7AM Babylonian local time; 14UT = 5PM Babylonian local time]
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TEXT4 (BM 33382 [L*1459])
S.E.24 V.19 = -287 Sept. 1
Previously published
copy: Bertin copy 2894.
Transcription

Obv.
1 M[U 2]4.KAM 'Se u IAn LUGAL.MES
2 [ITI].rNE' 1 U4.14 NA GE6 r19(?)'
3 rU4.BI() sin ina IGI SUR GIGIR sa ULU
4 r2' KUS U4.27 KUR i-nu-su

5 MUL.BABBAR u dele-batina ALLA
6 U4.10 GENNA ina ABSIN SU
7 U4.14 GU4.UD ina SU ina AB.SIN SU
rev.
1 AN ina UR.A dUTU inaABSIN
2 ITI.KIN U4.16 LAL-tim
one line blank
3 ITI.APIN GE6 13 AN.KU,o sin
4 TIL-tim ina MUL.MUL GAR-an
5 A sa ITAR-sa-mu-ku-usa-lid
CriticalApparatus

line 3: At the beginning of the line one expects U4.BI, but traces are not
supportive of such a reading.
rev.1: Note the older conventions UR.A for A "Leo,"and dUTU for samas'
"sun."
Translation
1 Year [2]4 (S.E.), Seleucusand Antiochus were the kings.
2 Month Abu 1, moonset after sunrise on the 14th, night of the
[19(?)]
3 [That day(?)],the moon was to the west of "The southern ....
of the Chariot" (= CTauri),
4 (by) 2 cubits. Last lunar visibility before sunrise was on
the 27th. At that time,
5 Jupiter and Venus were in Cancer,
6 on the 10th Saturn'slast appearancein Virgo,
7 on the 14th Mercury'slast appearancein the west in Virgo,
rev.
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1
2
3
4
5

Mars in Leo, sun in Virgo.
Ulilu the 16th was the (autumnal)equinox.
Arahsamna,night of the 13th, a lunar eclipse occurred.
Totality occurredin Taurus.
The son of Tar?-sa-mu-ku-us
was born.

Commentary
line 1: The coregency of SeleucusI and Antiochus I Soter was from 20-31
S.E. (292 -281 B.C.), see PD III p.21.
line 2-4: These illustratethe use of data typical of diary texts, giving the
position of the moon with respectto a normal staron the date in question.
Note that the formulaic"atthat time...,"which requiresplanetarypositions
in the zodiac follows the referenceto the normal starposition of the moon.
lines 6-7: Dates of Saturn'slast appearanceand Mercury'slast visibility in
the west (both termed SU [= Q]) arenoted. The formulationis reminiscent
of almanacs. See astronomicaldata below.
rev. 1: The longitude of the sun is out of order, coming after Saturn,
Mercury, and Mars. Normally the sun is in second place following the
moon, but preceding all the planets.
rev. 2: Date of autumnal equinox is in accordancewith the Uruk Scheme
(cycle 1 year 6, accordingto HAMA p.356 Table 1 and p.362 Table 3).
rev. 3-4:The lunar eclipsementioned as occurring on Arahsamnathe 13th
correspondsto the total eclipseof -287 Nov.22. The longitude of the moon
during the eclipse (of approximately 3 hours duration [21.53 UT to 1.18
UT]), specificallyaroundtotality (23.12to 23.59 UT) was 56-57?,or Taurus
26?, which even when adjusted + 7? still compares favorably enough with
the text's statement that totality occurredin Taurus.
Dating
Although the year date is not completely preserved, the coregency
provides a narrow rangebetween the years -291 and -280 within which the
astronomicaldataneed to be checked. The lunareclipse addsconfirmation
to our identification of the year as -287. No time of birth is given (or at
least preserved)in the text, Becausethe lunarlongitudeis cited with respect
to a normal star, we assumethe moon was above the horizon and visible.
Moonrise on V.19 (=Aug 31/Sept 1) was at 19.42UT, or approximately
10PM Babylonian local time. Computing the longitudes for 21UT
(midnight in Babylon) has the moon above the horizon (altitude 19.08).
The normal star CTauri, with respectto which the moon was "2 cubits to
the west" of this staraccordingto obv.3-4, had in the year -287 a longitude
of 53? (interpolating from the table in Sachs-Hunger, Diaries,p. 17), which

agreesquite well with the text.
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AstronomicalData

AText
moon 2c west of CTauri

sun
Virgo
Jupiter Cancer
Venus Cancer
Mercury Virgo'
Saturn Virgo2
Mars
Leo

A Computed(-287Sept.1 *)
64.34? = Gemini 4?
161.67?= Virgo 12?
115.02? = Cancer 25?
115.44? = Cancer 25?
182.93 ? = Libra 3 ?
169.88 ? = Virgo 20 ?
139.23? = Leo 19?

*Computed for 21.00 UT = midnight Babylonian local time, to better accommodate the
lunarposition with respectto normal star( Tauri. Computedlongitudesare adjusted+7.04?
for the year of the text.

SynodicPhenomena

The date for Saturn's last visibility is given as (S.E.24) V.10 = -287
Aug.24. This datumis supportedby computation, which indicates a solar
longitude of 153.60?,Saturn168.90?,sunset 15.61UT, Saturnset 16.47. At
sunset, Saturn'saltitude was 10.79, visible low on the western horizon.
According to the horoscope, the last appearanceof Mercury as an
evening star occurredon (S.E. 24) V.14. Computation supports this date,
V.14 = -287 Aug.28 with a solar longitude of 157.53?,Mercury 181.86,
sunset at 15.53 UT and Mercury set at 16.42 UT. At sunset, Mercury had
an altitude of 11.19.

'Text does not give position of Mercury on the date of the birth, but on the date of its
synodic phenomenon (Q),when it occupiedthe same sign as the sun. This accounts for the
small discrepancybetween the longitude cited in the text and the computedlongitude in the
chart.
2The position of Saturnis also given for the date of the synodic phenomenon (Q), rather
than the date of birth.
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%:

TEXT 5 (MLC 1870)

S.E. 48 XII.[23] =-262 April 4
Previous publication: Sachs,JCS 6, pp.57-58.
photo: JCS 6, pl.III.
Transcription
obv.

1 MU.48 SE GE6 [ ]
2 LU.TUR a-lid
3 U4.BI samasina 13,30 LU

4 sin ina 10 GU
5
6
7
8
9

BABBAR ina SAG A
dele-batKI samas
GU4KI samas
GENNA ina ALLA
AN ina TIL ALLA

10 [MA]S.MAS HUN u GU E rx X' -su

11 [GU4(?)]NE APIN i ZIZ E SI SU su
12 [...] GU a-lid ap(?)pi su ul lu(?)
13 [...] rUD(?) na(?) na(?) an' nu
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14[...] im zi(?)li [...]
15 [...] ab(?) bi ib i-tar zi(?) rx xi
16 [...] rx UD i-tar EN gi(?) ir (?)SAL(?) MES
17 [...] x i-tar ra-'a-mu u(?) [...]

18 [...] rx KI-sui-tar[...]
rev.
1 [...j i x di(?) x i-te-ep-sui

2 NIG.SID LA-ti bir(?)-ratIGInKI-su
3 i-tar u KI ir la(?)ban(?) rx
4 a-kal-svu
a-nabi-ru-uul i-[...]
5 NIG.SID a ina TUR-suiTUK-si ul UD(?) rx[...]
6 MU.36.KAM NIG.SID TUK-si
7 U4.MESGID.DA
8 DAM-su sa pa-na-as-suUKU.MES
9 i-le-'u-susi-i u-se-me
10 [...] .MES u SAL.MESTUK-si A.TUK IGI-ir5?)
11 [i]na bi-rit KASKAL.MESa-namuh-hi NIG.SID
12 [...] sa KAL
CriticalApparatus
obv. 3 Sachs' reading of the zodiacal sign LU is uncertain. The sign is
sufficientlydamagedthat one could readthe more standard'HUN 'as well.
Note that HUN is clearly written for Aries in line 10. On LU for Aries,
see Sachs,JCS 6 71 note 51.
obv. 11 Sachs read DU6 and noted "hardlyZIZ than anything, but I can
make no good argementfor it as I do not understandthe line as a whole.
obv. 12 There is the final vertical wedge of the sign in the break preserved
just before "GU." After a clear"ul,"the sign could be DI or LU, or lum(?)
Rev. 1 After "i,"is it a misbegotten "tar"sign?
Translation
obv.

1 Year 48 (S.E.),Addaru, night of the [23(?)],
2 the child was born.
3 That day the sun was in 13;30Aries,
4 the moon in 10? Aquarius,

5 Jupiter at the beginning of Leo,
6 Venus with the sun,
7 Mercury with the sun,
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8 Saturnin Cancer,
9 Mars at the end of Cancer,
10 [Gem]ini(?),Aries, and Aquarius:the house(?)of his ....
11 [(month name) (?)],Abu, Arahsamna,and Sabatu:the house(?)of his ....
12 [...] .... was born ....

13-16 (too damagedfor translation)
17[...] love(?)....
18 .... he will return (?) [to?] his place [...]

rev.
1 [...] .... they made.

2 He will be lacking property, ....
3 .........

4 His food(?) will not [suffice(?)]for his hunger(?).
5 The property which he had acquiredin his youth(?) will not [last(?)].
6 The 36th year (or: 36 years) he will have property.
7 (His) days will be long.
8-9 His wife, whom people will seduce(?)in his presence, will .... (or: His
wife, in whose presence people will overpower him, she will bring (it)
about(?).)
10 He will have ...'s and women. He will see(?)profit.
11 Between travels concerning property
12 [...]....

Commentary
obv. 3-4:The use of degreeswithin the zodiac for the moon, instead of the
number of cubits with respectto a normal star,and also fractionsof degrees
for the eclipticallongitude of the sun is rare. See also texts 9, 10, 16, and 22.
AstronomicalData
moon

2 Text
Aquarius 10?

sun

Aries 13;30?

i Computed(-262Apr.4)*
311.38 = Aquarius 11?

16.28 =

Aries 16?

Jupiter beginning of Leo
Venus with the sun

121.47 =
15.15 =

Leo 1?
Aries 15?

Mercury with the sun
Saturn Cancer

4.19 =
103.79 =

Aries 4?
Cancer 14?

110.04 =

Cancer 20?

Mars

end of Cancer

*Computed for 1.00 UT, or approximately 4:00 AM Babylonian local time, adjusting
computed longitudes + 6.7?for the date in question.
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TEXT6 (BM47721 =81-11-3,426)
(a) [S.E.53 VIII.24] = -258 Nov. 14/15
(b) S.E.61 11.8=-250 May 5/6
Previously unpublished
Transcription
obv.(flat side)
1' ra-lidina si-man-ni-su'ix [6-7 signsJ

2' GENNA ina ABSIN AN ina MAS GU4.UD a rSJ-u NU PGI U4.n(?)]

3' GU4.UD ina NIM UD.DA SU-su DIB U4.15 NA
4' 27 KUR ina E ni-sir-tu4sa GU4.UD a-lid

lower edge uninscribed
rev.(rounderside)
1 [MU.K]U.1.KAM 'An-ti-'u-uk-suLUGAL
2 [ITI.GJU430 GE68 SAG GE6sin ar DELE sa IGI ABS[IN(?)
3 [...] KUS U4 8 sa 30 DANNA

ME ana rSU1samas a-lid [...]

4 [ina si-ma]-ni-svidsinx x x x [...]
remainderbroken
CriticalApparatus
More than one horoscope is recordedon this tablet. The width of the
lines is also greaterthan most.
obv. 1': Transliterationof this line is uncertain since only the bottoms of
signs are visible. Expected in this space are positions of the moon, sun,
Jupiter and Venus.
rev. 4: After dsin,only bare traces of wedges.
Translation
obv.

1' [was born. In his hour (of birth), the moon was in ...,] [sun in ..., Jupiter
in...,

Venus in ...,]

2' Saturnin Virgo, Mars in Capricorn, Mercury which had set was
not vis[ible. On the nth,]
3' Mercury's first visibility in the east, its setting passed by.
Moonset after sunrise occurred on the 15th [...]

4' the last lunar visibility on the 27th. In the bit nihirtiof
Mercury he was born.
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rev.
1 [Year] 61 (S.E.), Antiochus(I) was king.
2 [Aj]aru30, night of the 8th, beginning of night, moon
east of the Single star in the front of the Fur[row] (= y Virginis]
3 [by n] cubits. The 8th day, at one-half beru before sunset,
he was born [...]
4 [in] his [ho]ur (of birth), the moon ....[...]

remainderbroken
Commentary
obv. 2: Cf. LBAT 1251:25.
rev. The date of horoscope (b) is well preserved and the astronomical
phenomena computed for this date is provided below (see table of
astronomical data for horoscope (b).
rev. 2-3: Note the position of the moon, cited with respectto the normal
star,east of y Virginis, or about 159.2?(in -250, the longitude interpolated
from the values for -300 and 0 given in Sachs-Hunger,Diaries, p.18), and
stated as being at the time SAG GE6 "beginning of night" (beginning of
night of Ajaru 8 = May 4 approximately17 UT, or 8PM Babylonian local
time). Such normal starreferencesare frequentlygiven in the diariesin this
form, SAG GE6being a common time designation in these contexts. The
lunar position does not, however, correspond to the time of the birth,
which is stated in line 3 as the number of beru "MEana SU" meaning the
amount of daylightuntil sunset. The lunarposition was probably obtained
from the diary correspondingto the date of the birth, and the discrepancy
of the time of birth was not of concern. According to the text, the birth
occurredone hour before sunset on Ajaru 8 (=May 5), i.e., approximately
15 UT (approximately6 PM Babylonian local time).
Horoscope (a) Dating
Very few astronomicaldata are preservedhere, and there are no other
limiting factors with which to narrow the date. All one has are the
longitudesof Saturnand Mars,the fact that Mercury"hadset" (Q),i.e., was
at inferiorconjunction, and, in line 3', that Mercury'sfirst visibility in the
east (I) occurred, possibly on a date broken at the end of line 2'.
One possible fit is year -230 (S.E. 81), but with this date, if the tablet's
flat side is indeed the obverse, the horoscope recordedfirst would be for
a birth that occurredtwenty years afterthat recordedsubsequently. If the
horoscopes are to be in chronological sequence, a date -258 (S.E. 53) is
workable, and the horoscopes are also not separatedby very many years.
The year and month may be secured by the extant planetary data. If the
date is to be further specified by the fact that Mercury has passed inferior
conjunction (Q) and is somewhere either approachingor also passed first
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visibility (P), the birth probably fell between Nov. 10 and 20. Without
further evidence from the horoscope, and failing parallel material from
non-mathematical astronomicaltexts, we cannot improve on this dating.
On this basis, the data listed below are computed for Nov. 15.
Horoscope (a) Astronomical Data
A Computed(258 Nov. 15)'
A Text
moon [ ]
[ ]
sun
Jupiter [ ]
Venus [ ]
Mercury (with the sun)
Saturn Virgo
Mars
Capricorn

209.31? =
236.48? =
259.72? =
220.13? =
237.48? =
173.01? =
286.79? =

Libra 19?
Scorpius 26?
Sagittarius20?
Scorpius 10?
Scorpius 27?
Virgo 23?
Capricorn 17?

localtime. Computedlongitudesareadjusted
*Computedfor 16UT, or 7 PMBabylonian
+6.64 for -258.

Horoscope (b) Dating
Obviously, the only astronomical datum preserved in the text is the
position of the moon given with respect to the normal star y Virginis,
which had a longitude of 159.2?in -250. The computed position of the
moon is 155?which is 4?west of the longitude of the normal star, although

the text has the moon some (not preserved)amount of cubits east of the
normal star. The date of the horoscope, however, is preserved, as is the
time of the birth, which came at the end of the day Ajaru 8 (= May 6),
while the lunar position is cited for the beginning of Ajaru 8, i.e.,
"beginningof night." The lunar position is therefore computed for Ajaru
8 shortly aftersunset, or the beginningof night, which correspondsto May
5 in the Julian calendar.
Horoscope (b) Astronomical Data
Only the lunar longitude has been computed, since there are no data
preservedin the text to be compared with computed longitudes.
A Text
moon

east of y Virginis nc

A Computed (-250May 4*')
154.84? = Virgo 5?

*Computed for 16.00 UT to correspond with "beginningof night." Sunset was
15.56 UT. The computed longitude reflects an adjustmentof + 6.53? for -250.
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TEXT7 (BM 33667)
S.E. 54 IX.8 =-257 Dec. 15
Previous publication: Kugler, SSBII 558-562;republishedin Sachs,JCS 6,
pp.58-60.

photo: JCS 6, pl.IV.
copy: Schaumberger(recopiedfrom Strassmaier),SSBErg.3,Taf.VII,Nr.14.
Transcription
obv.
1 MU.53

FX

GE6 1 30

2 SIG MUL IGI sa SAG HUN 2 1/2 KUS [...]
3 U4.12 LAL-tim
4 U4.1.KAM 30 ZIB.ME [x]
rev.
1 MU.54 GAN 1 GE68
2 SAG GE6sin SIG Nu-nu 1 1/2 K[US(?)]
3 sin 1/2 KUS ana NIM DIB
4 U4.20.KAM dUTU GUB
5 13 11 NA(?) sa dsin
Upper edge

1 i-nu-suMUL.BABBAR ina MAS dele-batina GIR.TAB
2 ina 9 GU4.UD ina NIM ina PA SU
3 GENNA u AN ina RIN
CriticalApparatus

obv. 1 The half preserved sign or signs following the year number are
discussedby Sachs,JCS 6 p.58 in the critical apparatus. His comment "no
obvious readingresults,"unfortunately, remains the case. But because of
the date of vernal equinox given in line 3, one expects SE.DIRI.
Translation
obv.

1 Year 53 (S.E.), [intercalated(month Addaru)(?)],night of the 1st, the
moon
2 (passed)below the front star of the head of the Hired Man (p Arietis) 2
1/2 cubits.
3 (Vernal)equinox was on the 12th day.
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4 The 1st day, the moon .... Pisces.

rev.
1 Year 54 (S.E.), Kislimu 1, night of the 8th,
2 beginning of night, the moon was 1 1/2 cubits below (the
bright star of the Ribbon of) the Fishes (rl (?)Piscium),
3 the moon passed 1/2 cubit to the east.
4 The (winter) solstice was on the 20th day.
5 The 13th day, 11 (US) was the (durationof) the NA of the moon (=lunar
visibility after
sunrise).
Upper edge
1 At that time, Jupiter was in Capricorn,Venus in Scorpius,
2 on the 9th, Mercury appearedfor the last time in the east
in Sagittarius,
3 Saturn and Mars were in Libra.
AstronomicalData
Sachs pointed out ([CS 6 p.59), that Kugler (SSB II pp.354-362)
recognizedthat this horoscope gives both the date of birth (rev. 1: S.E. 54
IX.8 = -257 Dec. 15) and of conception (obv. 1: S.E. 53 XII2.1 = -257
March 17). Since the durationof pregnancyin this case is 273 days, as Sachs
said, it is "virtuallythe mean value of 273 1/3 days proposed in Greek
astrological compositions." ([CS 6, p.59 and note 29 citing A. BoucheLeclercq,L Astrologiegrecque(Paris, 1899),p.380).
The astronomical data on the conception date includes the lunar
position with respect to a normal star:2 1/2 cubits below P Arietis. In
-257, 3 Arietis had a longitude of 9.23? (this value reflects interpolation
from the values for the longitude of this fixed star for -300 and 0 given in
Sachs-Hunger,Diaries, p.17, and the adjustment +6.63? for comparison
with ancient values). Computation shows the moon at X10.67?. In
addition, the vernal equinox date S.E. 53 XII2.12(obv. 3) is in agreement
with the Uruk Scheme as well as being the closest solstice or equinox date
to the date of conception.
On the birth date,the lunar longitude is to be compared with that of rl
Piscium. Interpolatingfrom the values in Sachs-Hunger,Diaries, p.17, rl
Piscium had a longitude of 2.13? (= 355.5?adjusted +6.63 for comparison
with ancient data) in -257. See the table below for the computed longitude
of the moon.
The date of winter solstice occurredinthe month of the birth and was
so noted in the horoscope. The date is also in accordancewith the Uruk
Scheme.
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The datafor Mercuryandthe sun areomittedfor the dateof the birth,
asa morningstar(inaNIM SU)in Sagittarius
butMercury'slastappearance
on the day followingthe birth (IX.9)is given.See below for the risings,
altitudes,and longitudesof the sun and Mercuryat 2 for the date in
question (= Dec. 16).

AstronomicalData
moon

AText
1 1/2" below il Piscium

omits
sun
Jupiter Capricorn
Venus Scorpius
Mercuryomits
Saturn Libra
Mars Libra

AComputed
(257 Dec.15*)
3.49 = Aries 3?

293.25 = Capricorn 23?
226.14 = Scorpius 16?
186.03 = Libra 6?
192.59 = Libra 12?

*Computed for 14.00 UT = sunset, which occurred on that date at about 5:00 PM
Babylonianlocal time. This is meantto correspondto the text's "beginningof night" (rev.2).
Computed longitudes are adjusted+ 6.63?for -257.

ThetablebelowforMercuryandthe sunshowsthatat approximately
onehalf hour before sunrise,while the sun was still below the horizon
(indicatedby negativealtitudevalues),Mercurywasverylow on the eastern
horizon. The planetwas at 12?elongationon the 16th,andprogressively
nearingthe sun at superiorconjuntion. The text statesthe longitudeas
andthe computationshows255.63?(= Sagittarius15?).
Sagittarius,
-257 Dec. 16*
rise(UT) altitude
sun
4.08
Mercury 3.21
*

-6.62
3.26

-257 Dec. 17*
rise(UT) aItitude

260.70? 4.09
248.7
99? 3.29
248.5

-6.75
2.57

261.72

0o

250.54
250.54

Computed for 3.50 UT, or about one-half hour before sunrise in Babylon.
These longitudes have not been adjusted.
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TEXT8 (BM 36943 = 80-6-17,644)
S.E. 61 IX.8 = -250 Nov. 28/29
Previously unpublished
Transcription
obv.

up edge [

] traces [ ]

1 [

]
]xxx[
2 [SIG?] rMULLKUR sa DU[R(?) nu-nu]

3 [
] traces [ ]
4 ina(?)si(?)-ma(?)-ni(?)-su
d[sinina LU(?)...]
5 dUTU ina PA MUL.BABBAR inaJABSIN]
6 dele-batina rGIR.TAB' AN ina RIN
7 GENNA u GU4.UD sa SU-u
8 NU IGI.MES(?) KI samassu-nu
9 [I]TI.BI 15 NA 27 rKUR'
rev.
1 [M]U.BI ITI.AB 8
2 [samas]GUB ina E ni-$ir-tu4
3 sa dele-batLU.TUR a-lid
remainderuninscribed
CriticalApparatus
obv. top could be traces, or nothing.
obv.5: BadlypreservedKI.HAL (ABSIN)also looks like ZIB.ME,although
computation arguesin favor of the readingABSIN.
obv. 6: End of the line, RIN looks secure,but the position of Marsin Libra
is the only one not supported by computation. Perhaps read MUL, for
Taurus?
Translation
obv.
1 ....
2 ....

3 [ (the moon was) [below?]the bright starof the Rib[bon of the Fishes (=
7l Piscium)]
4....

5 in his hour (of birth), [the moon was in Aries(?)]
6 sun in Sagittarius,Jupiter in Virgo
7 Venus in Scorpius, Mars in Libra,
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8 Saturn and Mercury which had set
9 were not visible, they were with the sun.
10 That month, moonset after sunrise was on the 15th, the last
lunar visibility was on the 27th.
rev.
1 That [year] Tebetu.8 was the date of
2 (winter) solstice. In the bit nisirti
3 of Venus, the child was born.
Commentary
obv. 3: The normal starposition of the moon refersto MUL KUR sa DUR
Nu-nu "the bright star of the ribbon of the fishes,"or rl Piscium. In -250
rl Piscium had a longitude of 2.09? (= 355.56?+ 6.53?adjustingfor ancient
longitudes). Cf. the table of astronomical data below for the lunar
longitude on the date restoredfor this horoscope.
rev.1-2:Winter solstice on X.8 belongs to the Uruk Scheme, year 5.
AstronomicalData
AText
moon [below rl Piscium]
sun
Sagittarius
Jupiter Virgo
Venus Scorpius
Mercury (with the sun)
Saturn (with the sun)
Libra
Mars

AComputed(-250Nov.28*)
357.37 = Pisces 27?
249.7 = Sagittarius10?
164.48 = Virgo 14?
237.04 = Scorpius 27?
234.01 = Scorpius 24?
255.88 = Sagittarius16?
54.47 = Taurus 24?

localtime(midnightepoch),andcorrected
*Computedfor 16.00UT = 7:00PMBabylonian
+6.53? for the year date.
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TEXT9 NCBT 1231

TEXT9 (NCBT 1231)
63 S.E. X.2 =-248 Dec.29
Previous publication: Paul-Alain Beaulieu and F. Rochberg, "The
Horoscope of Anu-belsunu,"JCS (forthcoming)
photo:
Transcription
obv. (rev. uninscribed)
1 [MU].1,3.KAM ITI.AB GE6U4 2.KAM
2 md60.EN-su-nua-lid

3 U4.BI amasina 9,30ina MAS

4
5
6
7
8

sin ina 12 GU U4.ME-suGID.MES
BAJBBAR]ina SAG GIR.TAB mam-maNUN qat-{suDIB]-bat
[LU.TUR(?)]rx' GU KI dele-bata-lid OUMU'.MES TUK
[GU4.U]D ina MAS \\ GENNA ina MAS
[AN] ina ALLA

CriticalApparatus
line 5: Restoration of BA[BBAR] is justified by the traces, but also by
necessity of the order in which the planetary positions are cited in
horoscope texts. See above, pp. 9-10 for discussion.
line 6: After the break before GU one expects ina, but trace is of a
Winkelhakenfollowed by perhapstwo verticalwedges. The readingof this
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line remains uncertain.

Translation
1 Year 63 Tebetu evening of(?) day 2
2 Anu-belsunu was born.
3 That day, the sun was in 9;30? Capricorn,

4 moon was in 12?Aquarius:His days will be long.
5 [Jupiter]was in the beginningof Scorpius:someone will help the prince.
6 [The child(?)] was born [i]n(?) Aquarius with/ or in the region of(?)
Venus: He will have sons.
7 [Merc]urywas in Capricorn;Saturnin Capricorn;
8 [Mars]in Cancer
Commentary
obv. 1: The formulationof the date of birth is not entirely clearbecauseof
the juxtaposition(redundancy?)of GE6"night"and U4 "day." Whereasthe
horoscopeswere not formulatedin any standardway, the births areusually
noted as occurring on the "night of ...," or the "day of ...," as in Texts 21

and 26.
obv. 2: The Anu-belsunuof this horoscope is identifiable as Anu-belsunu,
and fatherof Anu-abason of Nidintu-Anu, descendantof Smn-leqe-unninni,
as
a
of
known
scribe
En&na
Anu
Enlil
and
uter,
copyist of the well known
of
text
with
astrological
depictions constellations, published in Weidner,
aus
Gestirn-Darstellungen babylonischenTontafeln,(Vienna, 1967). Anubelsunu'sname appearsin the colophons of a numberof astronomicaltexts,
spanning the years S.E.118 to S.E. 124, see Neugebauer ACT 13-26 for
colophons E, F, H and L (as father of Anu-aba-uter),M, Q, R,T, U, Y (as
father of Anu-aba-uter),Z, Zb, and Zc, Zd, Ze (all as father of Anu-abauter). Accordingto the date of birth given in the horoscope, Anu-belsunu
would have been between the ages of 55 and 61 at the writing of these
astronomicaldocuments. See also the ritualtablet copied by Anu-bel-sunu
and son Anu-aba-uter,published by W. Mayer, "SeleukidischeRituale aus
Warkamit Emesal-Gebeten,"OrNS 47 (1978), p.441.
obv. 3 For other horoscopes giving fractions of degrees for the solar
longitude, see texts 5:3, and 10:3. Note that these two horoscopes are also
from Uruk.
obv. 4: The lunar longitude confirms the time of birth fairly well.
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data
Astronomical
Sun
Moon
Jupiter
Venus
Mercury
Saturn
Mars

A Text
9 ;30?Capricorn
12?Aquarius

of Scorpius
tbeginning

PLquarius
C;apricorn
CJapricorn
Clancer

A Computed(-248Dec.29)*
281.8 = Capricorn 12?
315.39 = Aquarius 15?
221.65 = Scorpius 12?
313.4 = Aquarius 13?
294.95 = Capricorn 25?
279.58 = Capricorn 10?
93.25 = Cancer 3?

*Computedfor 16 UT, or about7:00PM Babylonianlocal time (midnightepoch),and

adjusted + 6.5? for the year of the text.
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TEXT10 (MLC 2190)
S.E. 77 111.4=-234 June 2/3
Previous publication: Sachs,JCS 6, pp.60-61.
photo: JCS 6 pl.III.
Transcription
obv.

1 MU.1,17 SIG 4 ina ZALAG 5
2 IA-ri-is-tu-ug(?)-gi-ra-te-e
a-lid
3 U4.BI sin ina A samas ina 12,30 ina MAS.MAS
4 sin TA MURUB4 ana NIM pa-ni-suGAR.MES
5 BE-ma TA MURUB4 a-naNIM pa-ni-IsuGAR.MES
6 SIG5rab-bu-tuMUL.BABBAR ina 18 PA US
7 KI MUL.BABBAR GI-at SILIM-atNIG.TUK SUMUN-bar
8 U4.MESGID.DA.MES dele-batina 4 MUL.MUL
9 KI dele-bate-ma GIN-ku SE.GA
10 DUMU.MES u DUMU.SAL.MES TUK-si GU.UD ina MAS.MAS
(4 lines uninscribedto bottom edge)
rev.
1 KI samasKI GU4.UD qar-ra-du
2 SAG.KAL-du-tuGIN.MES
3 UGU SES.MES-suDUGUD-it E AD-su EN!-el
4 GENNA 6 ALLA AN 24 ALLA KAR(?).MES
5 22 23 sa ITI-us-sume-si-su
remainderuninscribed
CriticalApparatus
obv. 6 Read SIG5instead of sah, and cf. duplicate Text 11:6.
rev. 3 End of line, the verb appears to be written BE-el, perhaps in
phonetic anticipation of the inflected form ibel. Cf. Text 11 rev.4.
rev. 5 Read after arhussuME-si-su, after the duplicate Text 11 rev. 7.
Meaning is quite obscure. See also Sachs' comment JCS 6 p.60 under
Critical Apparatus.
Translation
obv.

1 Year 77 (S.E.), Simanu the 4th, in the morning(?)of the
5th(?)
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2 Aristocrateswas born.
3 That day, the moon was in Leo, sun was in 12;30 Gemini.
4 The moon goes with increasingpositive latitude (literally:
"setsits face from the middle (nodal zone) toward positive latitude":
5 "If (the moon) sets its face from the middle toward positive latitude,
6 prosperity (and)greatness."Jupiter in 18?Sagittarius.
7 The place of Jupiter:(the native's life[?]will be) prosperous, at peace(?);
his wealth will be long-lasting,
8 long days (i.e., life). Venus was in 4? Taurus.
9 The place of Venus: he will find favor wherever he goes;
10 he will have sons and daughters. Mercury in Gemini,
(approximately4 lines uninscribed)
rev.
1 with the sun. The place of Mercury:the brave one
2 will be first in rank;
3 he will be more important than his brothers;he will take over
his father'shouse.
4 Saturnin 6? Cancer. Mars in 24? Cancer.....
5 the 22nd and 23rd of each month ....
remainderuninscribed
Commentary
obv. 4: The expressionsin TA MURUB4anaNIM pa-ni-su GAR.MES"the
moon sets its face from the middle (MURUB4 = qablitu "nodal zone")
toward positive latitude(NIM),"was borne out by Sachs'computation, see
JCS 6, p.61 commentary. This terminology reflects that of the
astronomical ephemerides in which NIM u SIG "above and below (the
ecliptic)" are technical terms for positive and negative lunar latitude.
Alone, NIM can be used for positive latitudeand SIG for negative,see ACT
200 obv.I 26, and Neugebauer and Sachs, "Some Atypical Astronomical
Cuneiform Texts. I,"JCS 21 (1967),Text E passim,pp.200-208. See also A.
Aaboe andJ. Henderson, "The Babylonian Theory of Lunar Latitude and
Eclipses According to System A, " ArchivesInternationalesd'Histoiredes
Sciences25 (1975),pp.181-222.
obv.6: Insteadof the problematicsubstantivesahrabbutu(CS 6, p.60), one
can read two substantives, SIG5 ( dumqu) "prosperity" and rabbutu
"greatness".This lunar omen, with its predictionseemingly in referenceto
an individual(at least it does not refer explicitly to the king), may reflect a
nativity omen not otherwise yet known.
As Sachscommented, p.61 note 32, the US at the end of the line ought
to be "stationarypoint,"but would be very far off the date of the rest of the
phenomena, by 50 days too late if first station, and 60 days too early if
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secondstation.
obv. 7-13:Personalpredictionsaccordingto the KI (qaqqaru)
"place"of the
are
in
omens.
also
Note
the
planets paralleled nativity
parallelsto ema
illakumagir in BRM4 24:48and64, andKAR228:18. See Sachs,JCS6,
p.61 note 33 andAppendixII obv. 29-30. Seealsomy "MixedTraditions
in LateBabylonianAstrology,"ZA77 (1987),pp.207-228.
The readingof GI is farfromcertain.Althoughsalamuis permissible
citedCAD s.v.salnmulexicalsection),
accordingto lexicallists(A111/1:243,
it is not usualin our context. Rather,the writingGI for salamu occurs
typicallyin Neo-Babylonianpersonalnames. However,the usage"tobe
The only
successful,to prosper"(CADs.v. meaning4) seemsappropriate.
parallelsknown to me areJCS6 66:35(KINNU GI) andTCL 6 13 obv.
righthandcol. lines 1 and4 (KINNU GI).
ReadingDI asSILIM= salamuis alsoproblematic.The senseof the Gstem, "to become reconciled,to make peace,"does not work in this
context,wherethe verbshouldfunctionasa predicateadjectivemodifying
the life of the native,somethinglike "(hislife)will be of a peacefulnature,"
or "characterized
by reconciliation(asopposedto strife)."
Astronomical
Data
ComputationhasbeenmadeforJune3 at aboutone hourbeforesunrise
(whichwas 1.92UT on this date). The dateandtime indicationfoundin
line 1 of the horoscope,however,presentsdifficulties.The meaningof "4
ina ZALAG 5" is uncertain, since the border between days 4 and 5 is not
morning, but evening. "Toward morning" of the 5th day would be
preceded, not by the 4th, but by a full one-half of the 5th day, i.e., from
sunsetto sunrise. As alreadynoted by Sachs([CS6, p.61 note 31), the lunar
longitude is not preciseenough to be of help in resolvingthe time of birth.

moon
sun
Jupiter
Venus
Mercury
Saturn
Mars

i Text
Leo
Gemini 12;30?
Sagittarius18?
Taurus 4?
Gemini (with sun)
Cancer 6?
Cancer 24?

AComputed(-234June3 )
26.09?
73.49?
260.05 ?
27.85?
52.15?
90.48?
115.60?

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Leo 6?
Gemini 13
Sagittarius20?
Aries 280
Taurus 22?
Cancer 0?
Cancer 26?

*Computed for 1.00UT = 4:00 AM Babylonianlocal time (midnight epoch), and adjusted
+6.31? for -234.
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TEXT11 (W 20030/143)
S.E. 77 III.4 = -234 June 2/3

copy: BagdM.Beih. 2 82
Transcription
obv.
1 [MU.1,17 SIG 4 ina ZALAG] r51

2 [IA-r]i-is-tu-ug-ra-te-e
a-lid
3 [U]4.BIsin ina A samasina 12,30 MAS.MAS
4 sin TA MURUB4 ana NIM pa-ni-suiGAR.MES
5 BE-maTA MURUB4 a-naNIM
6 pa-ni-suiGAR.MES SIG5rab-bu-tui
7 MUL.BABBAR ina 18 PA U rS KI' MUL.BABBAR
8 GI-atDI-at NfG.TUK SUMUN-bar U4.MES
9 [G]ID.DA.MES dele-batina 4 MUL.MUL
10 rKP Dil-bat e-ma DU-ku SE.GA

11 [DUMU.MES u DUMU.SAL].MES TUK-si
12 [GU4.UD ina MAS.M]ASKI sam[as]
rev.
1 [KI GU4.UD] qar-[ra-du]
2 [SAG.KAL]-du-tuiDU.MES
3 UGU SES.MESDUGUD-it
4 rE1AD-sui EN!-el

5 [GENN]A 6 ALLA AN 24 ALLA KAR.MES
6 22 24-sivITI-us-su
7 me-si-su
CriticalApparatus
rev. 4 The verb appearsto be BE-el, and the text needs collation. The
duplicate MLC 2190 rev.3 has the same in this passage. In the duplicate,
neither sign EN nor BE is very clear, but EN-el (ibel)makes some sense in
this context. The scribe may in fact have written BE, unintentionally
reflecting the verb beluphonetically.
For Translation, Commentary, and Astronomical Data, see Text 10.
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TEXT12 BM 33741

TEXT12 (BM 33741)
S.E. 82 III.28 =-229 July 2
Previous publication: Sachs,JCS6, pp.61-62.

photo:JCS6, pl.III.
Transcription
obv.

1
2
3
4

[M]U.1,22.KAM ITI.SIG GE6[...]
U4(?)28.KAM 'Nik-(?)-nu-u-ru
a-lid U4.BI sin ina SAG ALLA
samasina ALLA MUL.BABBAR ina MAS.MAS

5 rdele-bat ina MAS.MAS ...'

remainder,appearingto be almost half the tablet, broken.
CriticalApparatus
SeeJCS 6, p.62 for comments on uncertainreadings. The inscription on
the reverseends with the preservedhalf of the tablet. Only one or two tails
of verticals are still visible.
Translation
1 [Ye]ar 82 (S.E.), Simanu, night [...]
2 28th day(?),Nikanor(?)
3 was born. That day, the moon was in the beginning of Cancer,
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4 the sun was in Cancer,Jupiter was in Gemini,
5 [Venus was in Gemini ...]
remainderbroken
Commentary
obv. 2: G.J.P. McEwan,Priestand Templein HellenisticBabylonia(FAOS
4, 1981), p.26 cites a temple official named Bel-ibni, satammu of Esagila
during the years S.E.75-85, also called 'upaqdu'Ni-ka-nu-ru "deputy of
Nikanor" (CT 49 118:2; 122:3). If this reference should prove to be
connected to the Nikanor of the presenthoroscope, we have a small bit of
evidencefor our suppositionthat those who commisionedhoroscopes were
in a position to do so by rank, as well as by being in contact with the
temple scribes who constructedthe horoscopes.
Dating
S.E. 82 111.28correspondsto the Juliancalendardates-229July 1-2. The
horoscope does not give a time of birth, or it is not preserved, so I have
used the lunarlongitude as an indicationof time and computed for the date
correspondingto approximatelynoon of III.28 falls on July 2.
AstronomicalData
moon
sun
Jupiter
Venus
Mercury
Saturn
Mars

x
Text
of
Cancer
beginning
Cancer
Gemini
[...]
[...]
[...]
[...]

Computed(-229July 2*)
92.57? = Cancer2?
101.19? = Cancer11?
69.09? = Gemini9?
71.44? = Gemini11?
81.79? = Gemini22?
152.79? = Virgo3?
67.43? = Gemini7?

*Computed for 9.00 UT, or about noon Babylonian local time (sun rose at 1.91 UT), and
adjusted + 6.24?for -229.
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TEXT13 (BM 47642 =81-11-3,347)
S.E. 88 V.4 =-223 July 29
Previously unpublished
Transcription
obv.
1 [MU].rl' 28.KAMISe-lu-ku LUGAL

2 [IT]I.NE 30 GE64 SAG GE6sin
3 SIG SA4 sa ABSIN 1 5/6 KUS sin 1/2 KUS

4 ana NIM DIB U4.4.KAMLU a-lid
5 ina si-ma-ni-sudsinina RIN
6 dUTU ina A MUL.BABBARu GENNA
7 ina GIR.TAB dele-batina MAS.MASGU4.UD u AN
8 isaSU-uNUIGI rxxx [
lower edge blank
rev.
1 TI.BI 15 N[A ... KUR]

2 MU.BI SIG 30 < sama > G[UB]
3 erasure
4 erasure
5 ZALAG(?)x x AN.KU,o sin u AN.KU1, sama
5a uninscribed UD 1 KUS UD 1 (?)
6 [ina]E ni-%r-tisa MUL.BABBAR
7 [LU] ra -lid

8 [ ]x uninscribed
lower edge uninscribed
CriticalApparatus:
obv. 4: Note that LU.TUR is abbreviatedto LU. See also rev. 7, and Text
14:5.
obv. 8: For the last severalsigns only the tops of wedges are visible. One
expectsKI samas s'u-nu"theywere with the sun."
rev. 2: samasv(20)appearsto be omitted from the standardexpressionITI.MN
n samasGIUB"solsticewas on the nth of MN." Perhapsbecausethe date was
the thirtieth,the additionaltwo Winkelhakenwere inadvertentlyleft off, or
perhapsGUB alone sufficed.
rev. 5a:Signsare smallerthan the rest of the text, as though a gloss.
rev. 8:Just afterthe breakall that is visibleis the tail of a horizontalwedge.
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Translation
obv.
1 Year 88, Seleucuswas king.
2 [Ab]u 30, night of the 4th, beginningof night, the moon was
3 below the brightstarof the Furrow (= a Virginis)by 1 5/6 cubits,
the moon passed1/2 cubit
4 to the east. On the 4th day the child was born.
5 In his hour, the moon was in Libra,
6 sun in Leo, Jupiterand Saturn
7 in Scorpius,Venus in Gemini, Mercuryand Mars
8 which had set were not visible,[they were with the sun.]
rev.
1 That month, moonset afltersunrise]was on the 15th,[the last
lunar visibility occurred on the ...]

2 That year, (summer)solsticewas on the 30th of Simanu
3 erased
4 erased
5 .... eclipse of moon and sun.
5a
....(?)

6 [In]the bit nigrti of Jupiter
7 [the child]was born.
8[...]

Commentary:
obv.2-4: The positionof the moon is givenrelativeto the normal star"Bright
starof the Furrow"(= a Virginis),which had a longitudeof 172.97?(+6.16?
= 179.13?)on this date. The computedlongitudefor the moon on this date is
179.74? (see table below).

rev.5: The referenceto solar and lunar eclipsesis in broken context. It is
difficultto accountfor theirmentionhere,becausein the yearof this birth,no
eclipseswere visible.
AstronomicalData:
AText
Libra
moon
Leo
sun
Jupiter Scorpius
Venus Gemini
Mercury (withthe sun)
Saturn Scorpius
Mars
(withthe sun)

2Computed(223 July29*)

179.74?
127.95?
226.64?
82.89?
121.14?
220.41?
122.53?

= Libra0?
= Leo 8?
= Scorpius17?
= Gemini 23?
= Leo 1?
- Scorpius10?
= Leo 3?

*Computedfor 18.00UT, or shortlyaftersunsetin Babylon. The computedlongitudesreflect
a +6.16? adjustmentfor -223.
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TEXT14 (BM36620 =80-6-17,350[L*1464]
92 S.E. VII. 12(?)= -219 Oct. 21
Previouslyunpublished
Transcription
obv.

upper edge
ina a-matdENu GA[SAN-ialis-lim]
1 MU.1,32.rK1'[AM
IAn LUGAL]
2 ITI.DU 30 GE61[2(?)ina SAG GE, sin]
3 SIG MUL ar sa SAG HUN
4 sin 1/2 KUS ana NIM DIB U4(?).[...]

93
5 LU a-lidina si-ma-niu sin ina HUN(?)]
6 sams ina GIR.TABMUL.BABBAR[ina HUN]
7 dele-batu GENNA i[na(?)PA(?)]
8 GU4.UD u AN [sa SU-i NU IGI.MES]
9 KI sams su-nu[ITI.BI(?)]
rev.
1 14 NA 2[7 KUR]
2 ITI.GAN 20 [sam GUB]
3 ITI.SEGE61[4AN.KUo1sin]
4 ina RIN TIL-timGAR-a[n]
5 U4.28AN.[KU1 samas]
6 inaHUNBARDIB [ ]
ca. 2 lines to bottom of rev., uninscribed.
CriticalApparatus
line obv. 5: Note that serruis written LU, as in Text 13:4.
rev. 1: The dateof the last lunarvisibilitybeforesunriseis restoredby means
of the almanactext LBAT *1118+ *1119 (=BM 40101+ 55536):17.
rev. 2: The date of winter solsticeis resolvedby the Uruk Scheme.
rev.3: The date of the lunar eclipsehas been restoredby means of modem
computation. See commentarybelow.
Translation
u.e.
By the command of Bel and B[eltijamay it go well].
obv.

1 Year92 [(S.E.),Antiochus (II) was king.]
2 Tasritu30, night of the 1[2th(?),firstpart of night, the moon was]
3 below "therearstarof the head of the Hired Man (= a Arietis).
4 The moon passed1/2 cubit to the east (of a Arietis)..[..]
5 the child was born, in [his]hour, [the moon was in Aries(?),]
6 the sun was in Scorpius,Jupiter[was in Aries],
7 Venus and Saturn(were)i[n Sagittarius],
8 Mercuryand Mars[which had set were not visible.]
9 They were with the sun. [That month(?),]
rev.
1 moonset aftersunrisewas on the 14th, [lastlunarvisibility
beforesunriseon the] 2[7th.]
2 [Wintersolstice (was)]on the 20th of Kislimu.
3 Addaru,night of the 1[4tha lunareclipse,]
4 Totality occurr[ed]in Libra.
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5 On the 28th day an ecl[ipseof the sun]
6 in Aries, one-halfmonth havingpassed(sincethe previouseclipse).
Commentary
obv.2: The date of the horoscope is restored with the help of modem
computation within the requirementsof the preservedtextual data, namely
that Mercury and Marsmust be sufficientlyclose to the sun to have reached
last visibilityin the west, the sun must be in Scorpius,and Venus and Saturn
must be in the samezodiacalsign. Jupiter'slongitudeis broken and the moon
can only be used to approximatethe time once a date has been obtained.
Within the possible dates derived from the planetarylongitudes, the best
correlationsfallat Oct. 20/21 and from there the longitudeof the moon near
a Arietis (correspondingto 5.67?in -300 and 9.82?in 0 accordingto the table
in Sachs-Hunger,Diaries,p.17, or 8.17?in -219)fits quite well with the 12th
day of Tasritu. The astronomicalcomputationsare given so as to correlate
with the time of birth soon after moonset toward morning of Oct.21,, so
Oct.21 is usedasthe Julianequivalent(ratherthan Oct.20 which is the day on
which sunset markingthe beginningof the Babylonianday occurred). See
table of astronomicaldatabelow.
obv. 5-7:Zodiacalsignshavebeen restoredon the basisof the modern data,as
in the tablebelow. Ancientsupportcomes from an almanactext LBAT '1118
+ *1119 (BM40101 + 55536)which preservesdatafor this year and month.
Referringto Jupiter,the almanacrecordsits oppositionto the sun on the 23rd
as well as its positionin Aries (BM40101+ obv. 14). Venus is statedas having
reachedSagittariuson the 10th (BM40101+ obv. 16).
obv. 8: The risingand settingtimes of the sun, Mercury,and Marswere used
to check the datingof the text. On the presumeddate of the birth, the sun,
Mercury and Mars all set within one hour of one another, which is agrees
satisfactorilywith the statementin the text that the two planetswere "withthe
sun"and had "set,"i.e., had had their last appearancesin the west.
rev. 1: The date of the last lunar visibility is given in the almanacLBAT
*1118+ (BM40101+) obv. 17:27 KUR.
rev. 2: Date of wintersolsticeis in accordancewith the Uruk Scheme,cycle 4
year 17 (seeHAMA p.362 Table 3).
rev.3-4:The lunareclipseis also reportedin the almanacLBAT *1118+ (BM
40101+) rev. 10: GE6ana ZALAG AN.KU,, sin ina [x] and correspondsto
that of -218 March20 (=S.E.92 Addaru14). This eclipsebeganaround 1:00
AM in Babylon (firstcontact was 23.02 UT and last contact 2.45 UT). The
lunar longitude at maximum phase (175?,adjusted +6?= 181?or Libra 1) agrees

very well with the text.
rev.5-6:The solar eclipseis to have occurredone-halfmonth afterthe lunar
eclipse. For the terminology BAR DIB "1/2 (month) passed,"see LBAT
1427:9';1249rev. 8'; and320:10'. This situationcan applyto either a solaror
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a lunar eclipse, but must refer to an eclipse of one kind followed by 1/2 month
an eclipse of the other kind. No two lunar eclipses or solar eclipses can be
separated by 1/2 month. Computation shows that no solar eclipse occurred
1/2 month after the lunar eclipse recorded in rev. 3f.

Astronomical Data

moon
sun
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Mercury
Mars

A Text
[Aries]
Scorpius
[Aries]
[Sagittarius]
[Sagittarius]
(with sun)
(with sun)

AModemrn(Oct.21 -219*)

7.88
210.5
9.02
246.59
267.29
227.08
202.75

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Aries 8?
Scorpius0?
Aries 9?
Sagittarius7?
Sagittarius27?
Scorpius17?
Libra23?

localtime,adjusted+6.1?for-219.
Computedfor3.00UT, orjustbeforesunriseBabylonian
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TEXT15 (BM36796 = 80-6-17,534[L*1466])
S.E. 109 XI.9 = -201 Feb.4
Previouspublication:F. Rochberg,OrNS58 (1989),p.114-117.
Transcription
obv.

1 MU.149!.KAM An u 'An A-su LUGAL.MES

2 ITI.ZIZ30 GE69 SAGGE.

3 sin ina IGI SUR ULU 1 KUS
4 GE69 USAN LU.TUR GUD(?) rxxl
5 ina si-ma-ni-susin ina TIL MUL.MUL
6 samas ina GU MUL.BABBAR ina RINp(?)'

7 dele-bat a SjU-uNU IGI KI
8 samas su-u GU4.UD ina GU

9 GENNA inaA AN inaMAS
rev.
1 ITI.BI14 NA 28 KUR
2 MU.BI GAN 28 samasGUB
3 ina E ni-ir-tu4

4 sa MUL.BABBARLU.TUR MI(?)rxx '.MES(?)
remainderuninscribed
CriticalApparatus
obv. 1: Text has year 1,59 for 1,49.
obv. 3: The normal starname SUR ULU (= CTauri)is abbreviatedfrom
SUR GIGIR sa ULU "the southern .... of the Chariot."

obv. 4: Following LU.TUR arethree imperfectlypreservedsignsthat appear
to be GUD SUB.MES/or -ui.We expectsome form of al&du"to be born,"or
even rehu"to be conceived."
rev. 4: Following LU.TUR there seemsto be a clearMI, i.e., a daughter.The
verb is apparentlythe sameas in obv.4.
Translation
obv.

1 Year 109 (S.E.),Antiochus (I) andAntiochus his son, were
the kin,gs.
2 Month Sabatu30, night of the 9th, beginningof night.

3 The moon was 1 cubit west of the southern .... (of the Chariot, = C Tauri).
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4 Night of the 9th, eveningwatch, the child ....
5 in his hour (of birth),the moon was at the end of Taurus,
6 sun was in Aquarius,Jupiterwas in Libra,
7 Venus which had set was not visible,it was with
8 the sun;Mercurywas in Aquarius,
9 Saturnin Leo, Marsin Capricorn.
rev.
1 That month, moonset aftersunriseon the 14th;last lunar
visibilitybeforesunriseon the 28th.
2 That year, the 28th of Kislimuwas the (winter)solstice.
3 In the bit niirti
4 of Jupiter,the daughter.....
Commentary
obv.3:The normalstarCTaurihadlongitude54.19?(+5.85? = 60.04?),which
agreeswell with the zodiacalposition given in line 5 as ina TIL MUL.MUL
"theend of Taurus."
obv. 7-9: A diary for S.E.109is preservedfor the end of the month of our
horoscope. Relevantto the horoscopeis the planetarysummarygivenin diary
No.-202 rev.4'(seeSachs-Hunger,Diaries,p.212) where it closely parallelsthe
data in the horoscope: [... dele-bat]ina SU ina TIL GU IGI ina 20+[x]
G[U4.UDina NI]M ina TIL GU SU(?)GENNA ina A AN ina MAS [...] "[...
Venus'] first appearancein the west in the end of Aquarius;around the
20+[xth, Mercury's]last?appearance[in the ea]st in the end of Aquarius;
Saturnwas in Leo; Marswas in Capricorn[...]".
obv.9: A goal-yeartext for S.E. 168 (LBAT 1265) contains data for Saturn
extractedfrom a diaryone synodicperiod (59 years)precedingthe goal year,
hence correspondingto the dateof the horoscope,S.E. 109. In the portion of
the goal year text relevantto month XI, the planetSaturnis saidto be 1 1/2
KUS ina IGI GIS.KUN A "1 1/2 cubitsto the west of the Rump of the Lion
(= 0 Leonis)"(LBAT1265:18').Agreementis foundwith the horoscopewhich
assignsSaturnthe zodiacalsign Leo, and cf. diaryNo.-202 rev.4'for Saturnin
Leo.
rev.2:The winter solsticedateis in accordancewith the Uruk Scheme.
AstronomicalData
The birth occurred during the evening watch of Sabatu 9. The
correspondingJuliandate must be Feb.4, correspondingto the appropriate
portion of the Babylonianday, i.e., sometimeshortly aftersunset.
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A Text
end of Taurus
sun
Aquarius
Jupiter end of Leo
Venus
(with the sun)
Mercury Aquarius
Saturn Leo
Mars
Capricorn
moon

AComputed(201 Feb.4*)

56.68
318.29
181.92
325.62
291.38
134.17
291.53

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Taurus27?
Aquarius18?
Libra2?
Aquarius26?
Capricorn21?
Leo 14?
Capricorn22?

*Computedfor 16.00UT, which was aboutone hour aftersunsetin Babylon(sunsetwas 14.58
UT on this day). Longitudesare adjustedby +5.85? for -201.
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TEXT16 (W.20030/10)
Horoscope (b, obv.) S.E. 113VII.14 = -198 Oct.31
Horoscope (a, rev.) S.E. 11211.3 = -199June 5
copy: BaghdaderMitteilungenBeiheft2 pl.35 Nr. 81
Transcription

obv.(?)

1 MU.1.ME.13 rDU1 GE614 LU.TUR a-lid
2 U4.BIsams ina GIR.TAB
3 sin ina MUL
4 MUL.BABBARina 10 MAS rinaZALAG(?)x xl
5 dele-batina 4 MAS rinaZALAG x x'
6 GU4 ina 8 GIR.TABKI samas
7 GENNA ina 3 RIN GUB-zu

8 AN ina 10PA
9 sin TA SIG x(?)pa-nu-svu
anaMURUB4GAR.MES
10 sa-ba-tu4x U4.ME(?) rSIG5 IGI

rev.(?)
1 SIG GE6 3 ina ZALAG i-x-xr
2 LU.TUR a-lid U4.BI sama ina rMAS.MAS

3 30 ina 15 ALLA
4 MUL.BABBARina 26 GIR.TABina ZALAG rxx'
5 dele-batU4.BIina KUR ina 5 MAS IGI SIG5
6 GU4 ina 27(?)MAS.MASKUR!?-ad
7 GENNA ina 10 ABSIN NU GUB
8 AN ina 10 MUL GUB
9 BE-maZI sin [x] (erasure)SIG5
10 30 TA LAL anaMURUB4pa-nu-s GAR.MES
CriticalApparatus
The sequenceof the datesof the two horoscopessuggeststhat obverseand
reverseof the tabletbe reversedfromthat indicatedby the copy. Againstthis,
however,is the factthatthe beginningof reverseline 1, in not givingthe year
numberwould be unusuallyabbreviatedif indeedit were the firstline of the
tablet.
rev. 5 This line is uncertain.For one thing,Venus'longitudeappearsto be 50
to MAS in this line, but
ratherthan 5 in the copy. Also, Geminiis abbreviated
writtenMAS.MASin rev.6.Text needscollation. Following MAS.MAS,the
copy appearsto be UR5.
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Translation
obv.
1 Year 113 (S.E.)Tasritu,night of the 14th,the child was
born.
2 That day, the sun was in Scorpius,
3 the moon was in Taurus.
4 Jupiterwas in 10?Capricorn,lastpart of the night ....
5 Venus in 4? Capricorn,lastpart of the night ....
6 Mercuryin 8?Scorpiuswith the sun,
7 Saturnin 30?Libra,present,
8 Marsin 10?Sagittarius.
9 The moon goes from (extreme)negativelatitudetowardthe node.
10 .... he will see good fortune (lit.:propitiousdays).
rev.
1 Simanu,night of the 3rd,lastpart of night ...
2 the child was born. That day, the sun was in Gemini,
3 the moon was in 15?Cancer,
4 Jupiterin 26?Scorpius,the last partof the night ...
5 Venus' firstvisibilitythat day in the eastin 5?Gemini, favorable(?).
6 Mercuryreached(?)27?Gemini.
7 Saturnin 10?Virgo, not present.
8 Marsin 10?Taurus,present.
9 If the progressof the moon .... favorable.
10 The moon goes from (extreme)positivelatitudetowardthe node.
Horoscope (obv.) Commentary
obv.7: GUB= uzuzzu "to stand,"or "be present,"often said of planets in
eclipseomens or reportsfor those planetsvisibleduringan eclipse (especially
solar),for example,(Ifthe moon is eclipsedin Leo ... and)dSAG.ME.GARNU
GUB-iz "Jupiteris not present,"JNES 43 134:5',also ibid. 16', rev. 19; ina
AN.KU1vo-sdele-batGENNA u MUL.KAK.SI.SAGUB-u' IB.TAK4dUDU.
IDIM.MESNU GUB.MES "in his eclipse Venus, Saturn,and Siriuswere
present, the rest of the planetswere not present"LBAT 1448 rev.3-4(lunar
eclipsereport),also LBAT 1438rev.3;LBAT 1442rev.6.
In this horoscope,computationshows that Saturnwas above the horizon
justbeforesunrise,altitude32.08at 3.00UT = 6:00AM Babylonianlocaltime.
Cf. the sameterminologyin rev.7-8.
obv.9: sin TA SIG x pa-nu-suana MURUB4GAR.MES literally,"themoon
setsits facefrom below towardthe middle."The term NIM u SIG, "highand
low," or "aboveand below"is known from astronomicaltexts as a technical
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term for lunarlatitude. See ACT 200 obv. I 20, and discussionin A. Aaboe
and J. Henderson, "The BabylonianTheory of LunarLatitudeand Eclipses
According to System A," ArchivesInternationalesd'Histoiredes Sciences25
(1975),pp.181-122;also CAD s.v. sapiSu.The referencepoint is the ecliptic,
with the moon eitheraboveor below it. The pointsof referencefor the lunar
latitudestatementsarethe lunarnodes,the two points where the moon's path
crossesthe ecliptic,andthe nodalzone seemsto be designatedby the "middle"
(MURUB4). The moon can be in relation to the nodes as follows: 1)
approachingthe ascendingnode, going with negative latitude, increasing
toward0, 2) passingthe ascendingnode, goingwith increasingpositivelatitude,
3) approachingthe descendingnode, goingwith decreasingpositivelatitude,or
4) passingthe descendingnode, goingwith negativelatitude,decreasingtoward
the maximum negative of -5?. In Babylonian ephemerides,these four
possibilitiesareexpressedwith the termsLAL and U, designated1) LAL LAL
"positive increasing"2) LAL U "positive decreasing"3) U U "negative
decreasing"and 4) U LAL "negativeincreasing." The other horoscope
containing a referenceto lunar latitude is Text 10, also from Uruk, and
discussedby Sachsin JCS 6, p.61 in the commentaryto lines 34. In the
presenthoroscope,the statementin obv.9 hasthe moon going from the point
of extremenegativelatitude(SIG)to the nodalzone (anaqabliti"themiddle").
This would seem to describeprogresstowardthe nodal zone from "below,"
i.e., with negative latitude increasingtoward 0? (ascendingnode). I would
translatethis as decreasingnegativelatitude.(Fig.a)

A/

However, computationfor this dateshows the moon moving away from the
node, approachingthe maximum negativelatitudeof -5?,i.e., moving with
increasingnegativelatitude. Computedlatitudesfor the moon on this datefor
the hours beforethe time of the text show
TimeUT LunarLatitude
1
4.92
4.93
2
-4.94 (thiswas just beforesunrise)
3
clearlyindicatingprogresstowardmaximumnegativelatitude,not towardthe
node. (Fig.a') Cf. Commentaryto rev. 10.
0

V"\~~r
-5
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Horoscope b (obv.)AstronomicalData
The horoscope does not statethe time of birth in the introductorylines
where one would expect to find it, but in the planetarydata. There several
indicationsthatthe birthwas in the lastpartof the night,beforesunrise. These
are 1) the phrase"inaZALAG"found at the end of obv. 4 and 5, and 2) the
statementthat Saturnwas "present."In orderfor Saturnto be visible,the time
must have beentowardmorning,as Saturn'saltitudebeforesunrisewas 32.08
as opposedto -39.29in the evening.
A Text
Taurus
moon
sun
Scorpius
Jupiter Capricorn10?
Venus Capricorn4?
Mercury Scorpius8?
Saturn Libra3?
Mars
Sagittarius10?

A Computed(198 Oct.31')

47.8 = Taurus18?
220.25 = Scorpius10?
275.29 = Capricorn5?
267.39 = Sagittarius27?
227.67 = Scorpius18?
183.11 = Libra3?
248 = Sagittarius8?

*

localtime(midnightepoch),andadjusted
Computedfor 3.00UT = 6:00AMBabylonian
+5.81?forthe year-198.

Horoscope (a)rev. Commentary
rev. 7: Following the position of Saturnis the comment NU GUB "not
present." Computationindicatesa negativealtitudefor Saturnat the time of
birth, shortly beforesunrise.
rev. 8: A similar comment is given following the Mars position, GUB
"present." Computationconfirmspositive altitude(23.29),enough that the
planetwould have been visibleat the time of the birth.
from nasihu"moveforward,"is interpreted
rev. 9: The term ZI, "progress,"
as such on the basis of the use of this term in the ephemerides. ZI as
"velocity,"or progressin longitudeis common in ACT lunarproceduretexts.
See ACT glossary.
rev.10:A lunarlatitudestatement,sayingsin TA LAL ana MURUB4 pa-nu-su
GAR.MES literally,"themoon sets its face from above towardthe middle."
This seemsto describeprogresstowardthe nodalzone from "above,"i.e., from
positivelatitudeto the descendingnode, or movementwith decreasingpositive
latitude. (Fig.b)
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0

Vli
Computedlatitudeshere show
TimeUT LunarLatitude
1
-4.19
-4.17
-4.14

1.75
3

indicatingprogresstoward0? (ascendingnode). (Fig.b',as in Fig. a)

J0
Horoscope (rev.)AstronomicalIData
A Computed(-199June
AText
5')
moon
sun
Jupiter
Venus
Mercury
Saturn
Mars
*

Cancer15?
Gemini
Scorpius26?
Gemini 5?
Gemini 27?
Virgo 10?
Taurus10?

118.61
75.45
237.85
62.37
84.4
157.23
38.28

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Cancer29'
Gemini 15?
Scorpius28?
Gemini 2?
Gemini 24?
Virgo 7'
Taurus8'

localtime (midnightepoch),andadjusted
Computedfor 1.75UT = 4:45AMBabylonian

+ 5.83?for the date of the text.
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TEXT17BM 41054 =81,4,28,601
Date: S.E. 136VII.[19?]= -175 Oct. 20
Previouslyunpublished
Transcription
obv.
1 [MU.1.ME]r361.KAM 'Se-lu-ku LUGAL IT.DU6 1 [GE6 19(?)]

x sin ina MAS.MAS (writtenaroundedgeto rev.l)
2 MUL.BABBARina GIR.TABdele-batu GU4.UD rina? [ITI.BI(?)]
3 rxV27 KUR GAN 21 sams GUB
3a[ ]DISANBARKIni5(>)[ ... ]

4 []x[

remainderbroken
rev.
1[
]blank [
2 [
] x ABSIN(?)ITI.BARU4(?).x[
3 [DU]MU.SAL sa Ta-pu-ui-EN
CriticalApparatus
obv. 3a: Signsarewrittensmall,as though a gloss,but to what? Readingsare
uncertainfor lack of context.
rev. 2 Following ITI.BAR,the sign looks possiblylike PA.
Translation
obv.

1 [Year 13]6Seleucus(V) the king, Tasritu1, [night of the
19th(?)]moon in Gemini
2 Jupiterin Scorpius,Venus and Mercuryin(?)[...]
3 [...] on the 27th last lunarvisibilitybeforesunrise,(winter)
solsticewas on Kislimu21.
3a ....
4 ....

remainderbroken
rev.
1 [...]blank[...]
2 [...] .... Nisannu, the [...]th day [...]
3 [da]ughterof Tappu-Bli(?) [...]
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17BM 41054
TEXT
Commentary
obv. 2: It seemsthat Venus and Mercuryshould at least be in the same sign,
since it is common for planets in the same sign to be listed consecutively.
Computation for the date suggestedby other evidencein this text, however,
does not confirmVenusandMercuryin the same sign. See astronomicaldata
below.
obv. 3: The date of winter solstice, which ordinarilycan provide a reliable
limitingfactorfor datinga text within the periodin which the Uruk Scheme
was used, is problematichere. A Kislhnu21, which is clearlywritten in the
text, does not occurin the Uruk Scheme. If -175is correctfor this horoscope,
Kislnu 27 is expected.
Dating
Severalbits of evidenceprovidedlimitson the datefor this horoscope. The
only clearlyattestedplanetarylongitudewas that for Jupiter. The regnalyear
is partlybroken,but at leastcouldbe limitedto a Seleucus. Enough spaceleft
in the breakat the beginningof the firstline suggestsMU.1.ME in the break
and a partiallypreservedx.KAM,representingthe numberbeyond 100 of the
SeleucidErayear number. The number-signis damaged,but appearsto end
in either5 or 6. This furtherlimitsthe dateto SeleucusIV-VI. In addition,the
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is preserved.
seventhmonth(Tasritu)
Withinthe spanof yearsfromSeleucus
IV to VI,Jupiterwasin Scorpiusin the monthof Tasritu(October)in only
two years,-186and-175,bothyearsduringthe reignof SeleucusIV.In yearat the beginningof
186,Jupiterwaspassingout of Scorpiusinto Sagittarius
I
of
elimination
have
-175
Tasriu.By process
then,
proposed astheyearof the
natureof the text, this datingmust be
horoscope. Giventhe fragmentary
considereduncertainand provisional,as the astronomicaldata does not
confirmthe positionsof VenusandMercuryin the samesign.
Data
Astronomical

.l Text
moon
sun
Jupiter
Venus
Mercury
Saturn
Mars
*

Gemini
[ ]
Scorpius
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

AComputed
(-175October
20')

73.64
209.73
253.5
175.73
202.73
104.37
317.06

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Gemini 14?
Libra30? (or Scorpius0?)
Scorpius13.5?
Virgo 26?
Libra23?
Cancer14?
Aquarius17?

Computed for 16 UT = 7:00 PM Babylonianlocal time (midnight epoch), and adjusted
+ 5.49 for the year in question.
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TEXT18 (BM35516)
S.E. 169 XII.6 =-141 March1
Previous publication:Epping (and Strassmaier),ZA 4 (1889), pp.168-171;
Kugler,SSBH pp.554-558;Sachs,JCS6, pp.62-63
photo:JCS 6, pl.V.
copy: Strassmaier,ZA 3 (1888),149f.
Transcription
obv.
1 [MU.1.M]E 1,9.KAMIDi-mit-ri [LUGAL(?)]

2 ITI.SE30 GE66 SAG GE6sin
3 ina IGI SUR GIGIRsa SI 1 KUS

4 6 inaZALAGLU.TURa-lid
5 inasi-man-ni-su
sininaSAGMAS.MAS
6 samasina ZIB.MEMUL.BABBARina RiN dele-bat
7 u AN ina MAS GENNA ina A
8 ITI.BI14 NA
Edge
1 27KUR
rev.
1 MU.1.ME 1,10.K[AM]
2 BAR 4 LAL-t[im]
3 ina E ni-i[r(?)-tu4(?)]
4 sa MUL.BABBARLU.TUR a-lid
remainderof reverseuninscribed
CriticalApparatus
SeeJCS 6, pp.62-63.
Translation
obv.

1 [Year 1]69 (S.E.),Demetrios (IINicator)[was king(?).]
2 Addaru30, night of the 6th, beginningof night, the moon
3 was 1 cubit west of the northern .... of the Chariot (P Tauri),

4 On the 6th in the lastpart of night, the child was born.
5 In his hour (of birth),the moon was at the beginningof
Gemini,
6 the sun was in Pisces,Jupiterin Libra,Venus
7 and Marsin Capricorn,Saturnin Leo.
8 That month, moonset aftersunriseoccurredon the 14th,
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edge
1 the lastlunarvisibilitywason the 27th.
rev.
1 Year170(S.E.)
2 Nisannuthe 4th (wasthe dateof vernal)equinox.
3 In the bitniifrti]
4 of Jupiter,the childwasborn.
uninscribed
remainder
of reverse(probably)
Commentary
obv.2-3:A lunarpositionwithrespectto the normalstarP Tauriis givenfor
the
the beginningof the dayon whichthe birthoccurred.Thisunderscores
factthatwhenthe normalstarpositionof the moonis given(seeTexts6, 13,
and 15),that time is not to be readas equivalentto the time of birth,and
indeed,in thiscase,themoonwasinvisibleatthetimeof thebirth("inthe last
mustsimplybe directquotesfrom
partof night").Thenormalstarstatements
local
-141
Feb.
28
15.00
UT (=6:00PMBabylonian
for
diaries.Computation
wellwiththe 57.82?
time)showsthemoonwitha longitudeof 55.31?,agreeing
of the normalstarP Tauriin -141.
rev.1-2:Thedateof vernalequinox,S.E.170Nisannu.4belongsto the Uruk
to lines 10-11.It was
Scheme,as discussedby Sachs,JCS6 63 commentary
in
it
is
in
fact
nearerto the dateof
used
the
because
horoscope
presumably
wintersolstice(S.E.169Tebetu.1),
birththanthepreceding
therebysupporting
thatthe datesof whatevercardinal
the observation
pointof the yearis closest
asmostastrologically
to the birthwasregarded
significant.
AstronomicalData

Forthe lunarlongitudeof obv.2f.,seecommentary.Note thatwhilethe
text omitsthe datumon Mercury,the planetwasnearsuperiorconjunction
andthereforewasnot visible.
2 Text
moon beginningof Gemini
Pisces
sun
Jupiter Libra
Venus Capricorn
Mercury omitted
Saturn Leo
Mars Capricorn

2 Modern(-141Mar.1 )
63.33?= Gemini3?
342.21?= Pisces12?
202.85?= Libra23?
26?
295.85?= Capricorn
339.14?= Pisces9
145.09?= Leo25?
13?
283.05?= Capricorn

*Computed for 4.00 UT, or 7:00 AM Babylonianlocal time (midnightepoch), and adjusted
+ 5.02?for -141.
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TEXT19 MB 81561

Text 19 (BM 81561 = Bu.91-5-9,1693)
SE 172 [VI].13 = -139 Sept.7
Previouslyunpublished
Transcription
upper edge [ina a-matE]N? u? GASAN-ialis-lim
obv.
1 [MU.l.ME].1,12.KAMIAr-s-ka-aLUGAL
2 [ITI.KI]N 30 GE6 13 rx' USAN(?)
3 ina si-ma-n-su sin rxx x

4 [sam]asina ABSIN MUL.BABBARina PA dele-batina RIN
5 AN ina MAS.MAS GU4.UD u GENNA

6 sa SU-u NU IGI.MESKI samassu-nu
7 ITI.BI14 NA 28 KUR
8 MU.BI DU6 2 LAL-tim
lower edge uninscribed
rev. uninscribed
CriticalApparatus

obv. 2: Signsfollowing "13"aredifficult. Hunger suggestedthe possibilityof
a personalname and to readTAG4insteadof USAN.
obv. 3: ExpectZIB.MEfor the moon's position (seeastronomicaldatabelow),
however, the tracesof signsdo not permitsuch a reading.
obv. 4: The logogramsamais(20)is barelyvisible,but requiredby context.
Translation
upper edge [By the commandof B]el and Bltija, may it go well.
1 [Year7]2 (S.E.),Arsaceswas king.
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2
3
4
5
6
7

[Ulilu] 30, night of the 13th .... eveningwatch,
In his hour (of birth),the moon was in [Pisces(?),]
sun in Virgo,Jupiterin Sagittarius,Venus in Libra,
Marsin Gemini, Mercuryand Saturn
which had set were not visible. They were with the sun.
That month, moonset aftersunriseon the 14th,last lunar
visibilityon the 28th.
8 That year, (autumnal)equinox was on the 2nd of Tasritu.
Commentary

obv. 5: In a normal star almanac,confirmationof the position of Mars is
found for the morning of Uliilu.15: AN e MUL.IGI[ sek-pitMAS.MAS]
"Marsabovethe frontstarof the Twins' feet (= q Geminorum)(LBAT 1038
obv. 25)." The longitudeof this normalstarin -139was 68.74?,which concurs
with that of the horoscope (seetable of astronomicaldatabelow).
obv. 5-6: The same normal star almanaccontains the following entry for
Saturnfor the dateS.E. 172VI.12: GENNA ina TILABSIN SU "Satur's last
visibility was in the end of Virgo (LBAT 1038 obv.24)."Cf. the horoscope
obv.4 for the position of the sun in Virgo.
obv. 8: The date of autumnalequinox belongsto the Uruk Scheme,cycle 9
year 2.
Dating
The month has been restoredon the basis of the normal star almanac
referredto in the commentary (LBAT 1038). The zodiacal positions all
supportthe restorationas Uliilu andthe day has been decidedon the basisof
the referenceto the eveningwatch. The 13thof Ulilu fallson the Juliandates
Sept.7/8, with eveningbelongingto the 7th. The tablebelow is computedfor
Sept.7.
AstronomicalData
A Text
moon
[ ]
sun
Virgo
Jupiter Sagittarius
Venus Libra
Mercury (withthesun)
Saturn (withthesun)
Mars
Gemini

A Computed(139 Sept.7)
333.20= Pisces3?
166.45= Virgo16?
258.98= Sagittarius
19?
197.78= Libra18?
171.37= Virgo21?
177.58= Virgo28?
69.2 = Gemini9?

for 16.00UT = 7:00PMBabylonian
localtime(midnight
*Computed
epoch).Thecomputed
longitudeshavebeenadjusted+5.0?for-139.
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TEXT20 BM 78089

TEXT20 (BM78089)
SE 186 V.24 = -125 Aug.16

photo:
copy:

Transcription
obv.

1 rMU.1.ME.22.KAMsa si-i
2 rMU.1.ME.1,26.KAM1Ar-sa-ka-aLUGAL
3 ITI.NE 30 15 NA

4 GE624 inaZALAGLU.TURa-lid
5 ina si-man-ni-susin ina MAS.MAS
6 sama ina A MUL.BABBARu GENNA
7 rinaZIB'.MEdele-batina A
8 GU4.UD u AN sa SU-

9 NU IGI.MESerasure
lower edge uninscribed
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rev.
1 ITI.BI r20+x KUR

2 MU.BISU. 31samasGUB
3 ITI.KIN14AN.KU10sininaZIB.ME
4 BARDIB28 AN.KU10samas
5 inaTILABSIN5 SIGAR-an
ca.3blanklinesto bottomof rev.
Critical
Apparatus
withtheUrukScheme,andtherulethatthe
rev.2:ForS.E.186,in accordance
is given,readsummersolstice
equinoxor solsticedateclosestto the birthdate
on SU.r31.
Mostof the reverseis leftuninscribed.
Translation
1 Year 122 (A.E.),which is

2 Year186(S.E.)Arsaceswasking.
3 Abu,30. Moonsetaftersunriseon the 15th.
4 Nightof the 24thin the lastpartof the night,the childwasborn.
5 At thattime,the moonwasin Gemini,
6 sunin Leo,JupiterandSaturn
7 in Pisces,Venusin Leo,
8 MercuryandMarswhichhadset
9 werenot visible.
rev.
1 Thatmonth,lastlunarvisibilitybeforesunrisewason the
20+[...]th.
2 Thatyear,(summer)
solsticewason Du'uzuthe 3rd.
3 Ulilu the 14tha lunareclipsein Pisces.
4 One-half(month)passedby. (Then,)on the 28th,a solareclipse
5 atthe endof Virgo;it made5 fingers.
Commentary
textLBAT1300:16'.
obv.6-7:Forthezodiacalsignof Saturn,cf.thegoal-year
withthe UrukScheme,cycle9 year
rev.2: The solsticedateis in accordance
16.
rev.3-4:On thedategivenforthe lunareclipse(Ulfilu14 = Sept.4)in factno
eclipse occurred.Huber'sprogramshows the syzygy for the 5th in the
thattheeclipsewasinvisibile(only
morning,ratherthanthe4th,andindicates
in
remark
the
text
that
the eclipse"passedby"no doubt
The
penumbra).
to aneclipsewhichoccurredin daylight.
reflectsthis,ratherthanits referring
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The zodiacalsignfor the moon on this dateseemsto be correctin the text.
The modem computedlunarlongitudeof the moon is 338.02?(+4.8 =
wellinto Pisces.
342.82?),
rev.4-5: The solareclipserecordedfor Uliilu.28(=Sept.18)is confirmedby
computationfor -125Sept.19andwas a partialeclipse. The text'szodiacal
positionforthe sunis alsoconfirmed.Solarandlunarlongitudeson the 19th
at the midpointof the eclipse(7.19UT) were172.64?
and
(+4.8?= 177.44?)
whichareconsistentwith the text's
172.60?(+4.8?= 177.4?)respectively,
statement"endof Virgo."
AstronomicalData
i Text
moon
Gemini
sun
Leo
Jupiter Pisces
Venus Leo
Mercury (with sun)
Saturn Pisces
Mars
(with sun)

AComputed(125 Aug.16*)
85.32
143.68
340.94
133.15
142.37
337
152.87

= Gemini 25?
= Leo 24?
= Pisces 11?
= Leo 13?
= Leo 22?
= Pisces 7?
= Virgo 3?

*Computedfor 2.00 UT = 5:00AM Babylonianlocal time (midnightepoch). Sunrisewas at
2.40 UT and the birth occurred"towardmorning."Longitudesare adjusted+4.8? for -125.
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TEXT21 (BM33018=78-7-30,12[L*1468)
S.E. 187 VI.22 = -124 Oct. 1

Previouspublication:F. Rochberg,Centaurus32 (1989),pp.153-160.
u.e. [ina a-matdE]Nu dGASAN-iarlis-lim
obv.
1 [MU.1.M]E.1,27.KAM'Ar-sa-kamLUGAL
2 ITI.KIN 1 22 ina ZALAG 24 ALLA

3 U422 ina 11si-manLU.TURa-lid
sininaSAGA sama inaRI[N]
4 inasi-ma-ni-su
inaHUN dele-batinaA GENNA inaZIB.ME
5 MUL.BABBAR
6 AN ina MAS.MAS GU4.UD sa S8U-u NU IGI

7 ITI.BI15 NA 17 LAL-tim
8 27KURMU.B[I]
one line blank
rev.
1 [ITI.NE 14.KAMAN.KUo sin]
2 ina ZIB.MEal-la2- rtal[SU".MES]
3 HAB-ratDIR GAR-an
4 28 AN.KU10sams ina ABSIN
5 kiPAP NUIGI
slight space

6 22 inaZALAG24 ALLA!
7 23 ina ZALAG 9 A
CriticalApparatus:

rev.line 1 The dateof the lunareclipseis restoredon the basisof computation.
See commentarybelow.
rev. line 6 ALLA is defective, but context requires it. For a similar
formulation,see Text 24 rev.6
Translation
u.e. [By the commandof B]6l and Beltijamay it go well.
obv.

1 Year 187 (S.E.),Arsaceswas king.
2 Ulilu 1, on the 22nd, last part of night (i.e.,toward morning), (the moon
was) 24?in
Cancer
3 day 22 in the 11lthhour, the child was born.
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4 In his hour(of birth),the moon wasin the beginningof Leo,sunwasin
Li[bra],
5 Jupiterin Aries,Venusin Leo,Saturnin Pisces,
6 Marsin Gemini,Mercury,whichhadsetwasnot visible.
7 Thatmonth,moonsetaftersunrisewason the 15th,(autumnal)
equinoxon the 17th(ofUliilu).
8 Lastlunarvisibilitybeforesunrisewason the 27th. That
year,
rev.
1 [on the 14thof Abu,a lunareclipse]
2 in Pisces,in excessof [two-thirds]
3 of the diskit (themoon)made.
4 On the 28th(ofAbu),aneclipseof the sunin Virgo;
5 whenwatchedfor (it)wasnot observed.
6 On the 22ndbeforesunrise,(moon)24?in Cancer,
7 On the 23rdbeforesunrise,(moon)9?in Leo.
Commentary

obv. 4: Somediscussionof the moon'spositionwith respectto "SAGA" is
arepossible.One is simply"thebeginningof
required.Two interpretations
the zodiacalsign,withoutspecification
within
the
area
of
a
Leo," designation
of the degreeof longitude.A numberof parallels
maybe seenin Sachs,JCS
usedto designate
is
"TIL
+
zodiacal
The
6, e.g.,p.57.
sign" similarly
expression
to
the
about
18?
from
the
area
or
a
"end"
of
the
boundarywiththe next
sign,
to
read
the
it
is
also
logogramsasthe name
possible
sign. Butin thisinstance,
star e Leonis. This
fixed
of the normalstar "Headof the Lion,"the
theobserved
position
impliestheuseof normalstarsto designate
interpretation
fortheadoptionof thispractice
of themoon,asis commonin diaries.Parallels
canalsobe found,e.g.,Text4:3-4or Text 13:34below. In the
in horoscopes
presenthoroscope,the moonwascertainlybelowthe horizonatthe timeof
of SAGA as E Leonis(cf.
the birth,whicharguesagainstthe interpretation
in
Centaurus
text
of
this
edition
32,
pp.153and155,whereI more
my previous
as
the
normal
star
the
considered
likelyreading.)Also arguing
position
fully
in favor of reading"the beginning of Leo" is the terminology ina "in" a

zodiacalsign,sincethe mooncannotbe "in"a normalstar.
obv.6:The expression
planetsa;SU-uNU IGI"theplanetwhichhadsetwas
lastvisibilityasan eveningstar(Q),the
not visible,"hererefersto Mercury's
technicaltermforwhichis "inaSU SU,"andascanbe seenby the longitudes
of Mercuryaroundthe date of the birth,the planetwas indeedmoving
(seeTableon p. 119).
retrograde
withthe Urukscheme.
obv. 7:The dateof fallequinoxis in accordance
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Tablefor Mercury
=
for
14.00
UT
5:00PM Babylonianlocal time).
(computations
Longitudes have not been adjusted +4.79?.
l'sfor-124 Oct1

Oct3

Mercury 198.29 196.42
Sun
185.63 187.64

rev. 1-3:The dateof the lunareclipsecan be restoredby modem computation.
A partialeclipseoccurredon -124August 24 (=Abu 14 S.E.187)beginningat
5:00 PM local time and ending around8:30local time (correspondingto first
contact at 14.06 UT and last contact at 17.46 UT). Sunset on this date was
15.58 UT or about 6:00PM, so the firstphase of the eclipsewould not have
been visible. The text is correct in assigningthe longitude of the moon in
eclipse to Pisces. At maximumphase,the moon's longitudefor -124 August
24, 15.66 UT was 328.62? (+4.79? = Pisces 3?). This is the point at which the

eclipsed moon would just be becomingvisible on the easternhorizon. I am
gratefulfor the suggestionof H. Hunger to restore[SUR.MES](qitaiz)"twothirds (of the disk)."
rev. 4-5:Independentconfirmationof the solareclipsewhich was not observed
comes from LBAT 448:7',a diarydatedto S.E. 186: 28 AN.KU1os'amaisDIR
NU P[AP] "28thday, solareclipse,cloudy,not observed."The eclipsewas not
observablebecauseit occurredaftersunset. The partialsolar eclipse of -124
Sept.7beganat 15.36UT (= 18.36localtime, andnote that sunsetwas 18.38on
that day) and ended at 17.13UT (=20.32 local time) when the sun was well
below the horizon. The horoscope givesthe longitudeof the sun duringthe
eclipseas Virgo. Computationshows that solarlongitudeat the onset of the
eclipse was 161.91 (+4.79? =Virgo 17?).

rev. 6-7: The interpretation of SAG A in obv. 4 also bears on our
understandingof the datagiven in rev. 6-7, namely the specificlongitudesof
the moon on the morning of the birth as well as on the morning of the
followingday. The use of degreesimmediatelysuggeststhat computationwas
usedto obtainthe data,andfurthermore,thatthe purposeof computingthese
longitudeswasto interpolatea positionfor the moon at the actualtime of birth
duringthe 11thseasonalhour. If one makesuse of the horoscope'sdatafrom
rev. 6-7 and interpolatesbetween Cancer24?(= 114?)and Leo 9? (= 129')for
the time of birth, the result is 115? at 5:00 PM Babylonian mean time,
correspondingto the 11th seasonalhour for a date aroundfall equinox (the
birthwas on Oct. 1). To comparethis longitudewith a Babylonianlongitude,
we must adjust+ 4.79?,with the resultthat the moon was at 120', or literally,
at the "beginning"of Leo.
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Dating:
The datais computedfor Oct. 1 sincethe birth occurredduringthe 11th
seasonalhour, or towardthe end of the day. This portion of the Babylonian
day (Ulilu.22) correspondsto Julian Oct. 1, while the beginning of the
Babylonianday fallson Sept.30.

AstronomicalData
A Text

moon beginningof Leo
Libra
sun
Jupiter Aries
Venus Leo
Saturn Pisces
Mars Gemini

AComputed(124 Oct.1*)
119.76= Leo0?
190.42 = Libra10?
16.14 = Aries 16?
144.06 = Leo 24?
347.53 = Pisces 18?
63.25 = Gemini 3?

*Computed for 14.00UT = 5:00PM Babylonianlocal time (midnightepoch), and adjusted
+4.79?.

Lunardatain text rev. 6-7:
i Text rev.6-7
moon VI.22 beforesunrise Cancer24?
moon VI.23 beforesunrise Leo 9?

A Modern*
113.53 = Cancer24?
127.69 = Leo 8?

*Computed for -124 Oct. 1 and 2 at 2.00 UT; sunrisewas 2.98 UT, and modem longitudes
reflectthe correctionfactor + 4.79?.
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TEXT22 (BM41301 =814-28,849)
Horoscope (a)S.E.195[IV.2]= -116July 15
Horoscope (b) S.E.197IV.7 = -114June 30
Previouslyunpublished
Transcription

roundside(rev.?)

1' [MU 1.ME 1,35.KAM']Ar-sa-kamLUGAL ITI.SU 1]
2' [GE62 ]ina 7 rsi-man [LU].TUR a-li[dina si-ma-ni-susin
ina]
3' [AB]SINsamasina ALLA MUL.BABBARina GIR. TAB' d[ele-bat]
4' [ina]ALLA IGI NU PAP MIN GENNA inarALLA(?)-A[N(?) ina
ALLA(?) ]
5' [GU4.U]D sa SU-u NU IGI ITI.BI 10+[n NA n KUR]

6' [M]U.BIITI.SIG13 samasGUB ITI.[N]E
7' [GE6.2]9rAN1.KUosvamsina ABSIN KI PAP NU IGI I[TI].KIN
8' [GE6.1]4/15(?)AN.KU,o sin ina HUN TIL-ti[m]rGAR1-an

Text 22 BM 41301
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9' [MU 1.ME 1,3]7.KAM IrArl LUGAL ITI.SU 30

10' [GE6]7 ina 6 si-manLU.TUR a-lidina si-ma-ni{-[u]
11' [sin ina] rALLA'samasina TIL ALLA MUL.BABBARina GU dele-bat
ina
[MAS.MAS(?)]
12' [GUt.UD] ina rALLA?lGENNA u AN sv SU-u NU IGI-'u
13' [ITI.SU]. 51 samas GUB 14 NA 28 KUR

14' [

ITI.ZI]ZrGE6.14 AN.KU1osin

16' [

] HAB-ratDIRI GAR-an

2]8AN.KrUo1sama inaA

15'[

]2 KAM(?)uMU x x[...]
17'[
lower edge 1 [
] x DU(?) DIS x [...]
lower edge 2 [

] ra(?)1-da-ni(?)[...

other side surfacedestroyed
CriticalApparatus

The inscribedside is the rounderside, and the surfaceof the other side is
totally destroyed. The text representsa collectionof horoscopes.
rev. (?)8': The day number at the breakis difficult. As tracesappear,they
favorreading1]5,however the singleverticaljust beforethe 5 is problematic.
rev.?) 17-loweredge:The text is badlydamagedhere, but the occurrenceof a
date, endingwith 2.KAM immediatelyafterthe break,followed by u MU ...
"and year ...," points to two dates, possibly corresponding to the dates of the

two horoscopesgivenin the text. Thesethreelastlinesof the inscribedside of
the text may then be a subscript.Such a devicewould be in keepingwith the
factthat the tabletpresentsa collectionof horoscopes,perhapsof interestfor
theirdatesand/or longitudes.Both containa lunarand a solareclipseone-half
month apart. Finally, note that both birth datesfall in Du 'iu, within the
samepartof the day,andhavethe sun,Mercury,MarsandSaturnallin Cancer
(horoscope(a)also has Venus in Cancer):

a
Horoscope

moon
sun
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn
Mars
Mercury

Virgo
Cancer
Scorpius
Cancer
Cancer
[Cancer]
Cancer

b
Horoscope
Cancer
Cancer
Aquarius
[Gemini]
Cancer
Cancer
Cancer
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Translation
rev.(?)
1' [Year195(S.E.)]Ar[saceswasking, Du'iizu1]
2' [nightof the 2nd],in the 7thhourthe [ch]ildwasbo[r. In
his hour(ofbirth)the moonwasin]
3' [Vir]go,sunin Cancer,Jupiterin Scorpius....[Venus
4' [in]Cancer,firstvisibility,not observed(.),
ditto(?),Saturnin Can[cer,Mars
in
Cancer(?)]
5' [Mercu]ry
whichhadsetwasnot visible.Thatmonth[moonset
aftersunriseon the ....th,lastlunarvisibilitybeforesunriseon the ...]
6' Thatye[ar]summersolsticewason the 13thof Simanu,Abu
7' the [29th],aneclipseof sunin Virgo,whenwatchedforwas
not seen. Ulilu,

8' [nightof the 1]4th,aneclipseof moon;totalityoccurredin Aries
9' [Year19]7(S.E.),Ar(saces)
wasking,Du'uzu30
the
in
of
the
6th
hourthe childwasborn
7th,
10'[night]
in [his]hour(ofbirth),
11'[themoonwasin] Cancer,sunin the endof Cancer,
Venusin [Gemini(?)]
Jupiterin Aquarius,
in
SaturnandMarswhichhadsetwere
12'[Mercury] 'Cancer(?)',
not visible.
13'(Summer)
solsticewason the 5thof [Du'izu];moonsetaftersunriseon the
14th, last
lunarvisibilitybeforesunriseon the 28th.
14'[...Saba]u, nightof the 14th,aneclipseof the moon.
15'[...(Sabatu,)
nightof the 2]8th,aneclipseof the sunin Leo,
[... of]the disk.
16'exceeding

17'[...]....[...]
18'[...]....[...]

19'[...].... [...]
bottom

Horoscope
(a):Commentary
thelunarmonth
Chronology,
rev.(?)1:Basedon Parker-Duberstein,
Babylonian
had30 days.
datum30/1 hasbeenrestored
as 1,meaningtheSimanupreceding
rev.(?)2:Thedayof themonthis restoredasGE62 on the basisof the bestfit
of astronomical
data,seetableforhoroscope(a)below.
withthesunon thisdate,rising
5:
conjunction
rev.(.) Mercurywasin superior
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andsettingverycloseto thetimesof sunriseandsunset.
withthe UrukScheme.
rev.(?)6:The solsticedateis in accordance
rev.(?)6-7:Thesolareclipsewasinvisiblein Babylon.Oppolzerhasan eclipse
in -116Sept.9, whichwouldcorrespond
preciselyto the text'sS.E.195Abu.
29. The longitudeof the sunduringthe eclipseis alsoin agreement,
the text
and
163?
or
13?.
longitude) Virgo
givingVirgo Oppolzer
(tropical
to thatof -116Sept.24 (=S.E. 195
rev.(?)7-8:The lunareclipsecorresponds
is
The
number
the
textcannotbe usedto confirm.
so
broken,
day
Ulilu.14).
The lunarlongitudewas4.05?,or Aries4, whichis in agreementwith the
text'sAries.Thiseclipsewasnotvisibleuntilneartotality:moonrisewas 14.92
UT, firstcontactwasat 13.44UT, totalityat 15.38UT, lastcontactat 17.21
UT. The moon wouldthereforebe seento riseas an eclipsedmoon and
2 morehours. Nothingis saidaboutthe
remaineclipsedfor approximately
durationor the timeof the eclipsein the horoscope.
Data
Horoscope
(a):Astronomical
Moon

AText
Virgo

Cancer
Sun
Jupiter Scorpius
Venus Cancer
Saturn Cancer
Mars [Cancer]
Mercury (withthesun)

A Computed
(-116July
15*)
155.14 = Virgo5?
113.71 =
234.08 =
110.29 =
97.52 =
92.25 =
122.07 =

Cancer24?
Scorpius24?
Cancer20?
Cancer8?
Cancer2?
Leo2?

to the 7th seasonal
for 10.00UT, corresponding
hour,or about1:00PM,
*Computed
when
hours.
Modern
local
lasted
14
daylight
computedlongitudes
Babylonian time,
havebeenadjusted
by thefactor+4.68?.

(b):Commentary
Horoscope
Babylonian
rev.(?)9: MonthDu'Tuu30 is confirmedby Parker-Dubberstein,
Chronology.
to
rev.(?)13:Thesummersolsticedatemaybe restoredasDu'uzu.5according
the UrukScheme.
withthatof -113Jan.29, occurring
rev.(?)14:Thelunareclipseis identifiable
localtime (from
9 AM Babylonian
and
before
5
AM
after
endingjust
shortly
2.49to 5.84UT). Themoonsetjustbefore7 AM, so the secondhalfof the
eclipse(3rdand4th contacts)wasbelowthe horizon.The moon wasin Leo
11?(lunarlongitudewas 130.63) atthe midpointof the eclipse.
rev.(?)15:The solareclipseis problematic.Whilea solareclipsefor -113
lunareclipseis foundin Oppolzer
Feb.12,one-halfmonthfromthepreceding
the textindicatesthat
in
not
visible
it
was
Babylon.Furthermore,
(Nr.2601),
thesunwasin Leo,butit wasin thediametrically
(solar
oppositesignAquarius
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longitude 325.64?). Perhaps there was an error produced by the lunar

longitudeof the precedingeclipse,which was in Leo.
Horoscope(b):AstronomicalData
A Text
moon
Cancer
end of Cancer
sun
Jupiter Aquarius
Venus [ ]
Mercury Cancer
Saturn (with the sun)
Mars
(with the sun)

i

30*)
Computed(-114June

215.91
98.71
311.2
60.38
121.4
119.43
94.43

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Scorpius6?
Cancer9?
Aquarius11?
Gemini 1?
Leo 1?
Cancer29?
Cancer4?

to the 6th seasonalhour, or about 11:00AM
*Computedfor 8.00 UT, corresponding
Babylonianlocal time, and adjusted+4.65?.
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7pexts

TEXT23 (BM34003[LBAT 1470)
S.E. 223 X.9 = -87 Jan.5

Previouslyunpublished
Transcription
upperedge ina a-mat[dENu dGASAN-ialis-lim]
1 MU 2.ME 23.KA[MIAr-s-kamLUGAL]
2 AB 1 GE6 9 MURUB4 G[E6]
3 LU.TUR a-l[idj rina si!-ma-ni-svsin

4 ina 5 MUL.MUL samasina 20 MAS
5 MUL.BABBARina 27 HUN dele-batina 1 [ZIB.ME(?])
6 GU4.UD ina 26 rPA!GENNA ina 20(?)MAS.MAS1
7 AN ina 20 A ITI'.BI 14 NA
8 28 KUR MU.BI GAN 2 8 [samas] GUB

9 GE629 AN.KU10[sams GAR]
10 ina ZIB.ME5 ITI DIB [SE]
11 GE613 rAN'.[KU1osin ina ABSIN(?)]
edge [TI]L-tim GAR [...(?)]
rev.
1 xxx

2 xx
3 x trace
4 x
5

x

6 ina [

]x-su(?)

7 ra-lid x x-lu]m(?) 'Ar-x-x

CriticalApparatus
Obv. line 6: The longitudeof Saturnhasbeen restoredon the basisof modem
computation.

Rev.: The sevenlinesof the reversearevery damaged,with tracespossibly of
a personalname only vaguelyoutlinedin the last line.
Translation
upperedge By the commandof [Bel and Beltijamay it go well]
1 Year 223 [(S.E.),Arsaceswas king.]
2 Month Tebetu 1, night of the 9th, middleof nig[ht,]
3 the child was born. At that time, the moon
4 was in 5?Taurus;sun in 20?Capricorn;
5 Jupiterin 27?Aries;Venus in 1?[Pisces(?)]
6 Mercury in 26? Sagittarius;Saturn in r20(?)0Gemini'

7 Marsin 20?Leo. That month moonset aftersunriseoccurredon
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the 14th;
8 lastlunarvisibilitybeforesunriseon the 28th;That year
[(winter)]solsticewas Kislimu28;....
9 Night of the 29th, eclipse[of the sun; ...]
10 in Pisces.5 months passed(?)[Addaru]
11 night of the 13th,ecli[pseof the moon; in Virgo(?)]
12 totality occurred.[...(?)]
remaindertoo fragmentaryfor translation
Commentary
obv. 8: The wintersolsticedatefor the year of the birthis in accordancewith
the Uruk Scheme.
obv. 9-10:The date given for solar eclipse occurringduringthe year of the
birth is not clear. If the month is Kislimu,samemonth as the solsticein the
line preceding,then the dateof the eclipsewas S.E.223 Kislimu.29or -88 Dec.
26. Indeed,if the month nameis not given,the usualpracticeis for the dateto
referto the month lastnamed. In this casethen, the solsticedatewas given for
Kislimu and the following date,the solareclipseon the 29th, should referto
Kislimuas well. However,accordingto modem computation,no solareclipse
occurredon this date. Two otherpossibilitiesexist, namely,the eclipseof -88
28, stillS.E.223),but
Sept.29 (=Uliilu 28, stillS.E.223)or -87 Feb. 24 (= Sabapu
the fact that the month name is not given arguesstrongly againstthis. The
meaningof the expression5 ITI DIB, literally,"5months passedby" is not at
all clearin this context. It does not work to separatethe solareclipsefrom a
lunareclipseeitherbeforeor after,on the presumptionthat this solareclipse
occurredin Kislimu.
obv.10-11:The lunar eclipsedate is restoredon the basisof computationto
Addaru13 (March11 -87). This eclipsebeganshortly beforesunrise(sunrise
was 3.44UT andthe eclipse'sfirstcontactwas 3.13UT) andendedat 6.87 UT
or closeto 10:00AM Babylonianmeantime. This eclipsecouldnot have been
visible much beyond perhaps the appearanceof the setting moon just
becoming eclipsed. Totality, however, occurredwhen the moon was at
171.84?= Virgo 22?,which we can restorein the text.
AstronomicalData
AText
Taurus5?
moon
sun
Capricorn
Jupiter Aries 27?
Venus Pisces 1?
Mercury Sagittarius26?
Saturn Gemini [20?]
Leo 20?
Mars

A Computed(87Jan.6'*)
32.94 = Taurus 3?
288.02 = Capricorn18?
25.9 = Aries 26'
330.77 = Pisces 1?
266.39 = Sagittarius26?
79.39 = Gemini 19?
141.07 = Leo 21?

localtime,andlongitudesadjusted
for21.00UT, or aboutmidnightBabylonian
*Computed
+4.28?.
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TEXT24 (BM77265=SH 83-9-28,16
[L*1471)
=-82Dec.20
SE229IX.[27(?)]
Previouslyunpublished
Transcription
obv.
1 [MU.2.ME.29 'Ar-s-kam]

2 [LUGAL]IT.GAN 1
3 [UD.27(?)][m]i-silGE6LU.TUR
4 [a-lidinas]i-man-su
sininaPA
5 [sams ina P]A MUL.BABBARina GIR.TAB
6 [U4.n]GU4.UD ina NIM ina PA IGI
7 [GENNA ina] ABSIN AN ina RIN dele-bat
8 [sa SUir'

NU IGI TI.rBI'

9 [U4 .n NA] 27 KUR MU.BI
10 [ITI.MN] GE6.13AN.KU10sin
rev.
1 [...I]TIBARDIB28
2 [AN.KUo1sam]asina SAG PA
3 [ki PAP NU] IGI
remainderof reverseuninscribed
CriticalApparatus
obv. 8: After the break only the final vertical of a sign (-u?) is visible.

The lower edgeof the obverseis partlybrokenaway,but nothing seemsto be
missing.

Only three lines have been inscribedon the reverse,with most of it left
uninscribed.
Translation
obv.

1
2
3
4
5
6

[Yr. 229 (S.E.)Arsaceswas]
[king.]Kislimu 1.
[On the 27th(?)day],middleof night, the child
[was born. In] his [h]our (of birth),the moon was in Sagittarius,
[sun in Sagittarius,Jupiterin Scorpius,
[On the nth day,]Mercuryhad its firstappearancein the eastin
Sagittarius,
7 [Saturnwas in] Virgo, Marsin Libra,Venus
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TEXT24 BM 77625

8 [whichhadse]twasnot visible.Thatmonth,
9 [moonsetaftersunrisewason the ...],lastlunarvisibility
on the 27th.Thatyear,
10[Month...]nightof the 13th,a lunareclipse,
rev.
1 [...]one-half[mon]thpassedby, (and)on the 28th,
2 [aneclipseof the s]unin the beginningof Sagittarius,
3 [whenwatchedforit wasnot]observed.
Commentary
obv. 6: Betweenthe datesin question,namelythe 19thto the 21st,Mercury
wasin retrogradation.
obv. 10-rev.3: The eclipsespresentsomeproblemsof identification.

exts
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Dating
Sincethe day of the month is broken,but the month as well as the time of
the birtharepreserved,a threeday spanbetween-82 Dec.19 and 21 is possible
for this horoscope. The table below providesdatafor the 20th of December.
Plus or minus one day deviationaffectsthe sun + 1?and the moon + 13 ,
keepingboth within the sign Sagittarius.
AstronomicalData
A Text
moon
Sagittarius
sun
Sagittarius
Jupiter Scorpius

Venus (withthe sun)
MercurySagittarius
Saturn Virgo
Mars Libra

A Computed(-82Dec.20*)
16?
255.59 = Sagittarius
271.22 = Capricorn1?
218.46 = Scorpius8?
7?
276.8 = Capricorn
13?
253.3 = Sagittarius
164.99 = Virgo15?
207.05 = Libra27?

*Computed for 21.00 UT, correspondingto midnight in Babylon. Longitudesare adjusted
+4.21?.
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TEXT25 BM 42025

TEXT25 (BM42025(=81-6-25,647)(+)BM 42164(=81-6-25,787)[L*1472F.)
S.E. 231 I.14/15(?)= -80 Apr.22-23(?)

Previouslyunpublished
Transcription
obv.
1 [MU.2.ME].[3]1.KAMITI.BAR30
2 [GE615-16(?)]LU.TUR a-lidina si-man-su
3 [sin ina GI]R.TABsamasina rM L.MUL MUL'.BABBAR
4 [ina P]A dele-batina rHJUN [GENN]A rinaAB7[SIN?]
5 AN ina M[AS.MAS GU4.UD sa SU]-U

6 NU IGI ITI.BI GE6.14A]N.KU1o
7 sin ina GIR.TAB[TIL-timGAR 14]
8 NA 27 rKUR1[MU.BI]

9 rSIG U4.21 rsamasGUB1

end of obv.
rev. uninscribed
CriticalApparatus
All edgesarepreservedand reverseis uninscribed.
obv. 1-2:The S.E. year number and date have been restoredon the basisof
computation. See commentarybelow.
obv. 4: The zodiacalsigns,while barelypreserved,can be made out with the
help of the astronomicaldata.Venus'signHUN is quiteeroded,but confirmed
by computation.At the end of the line the DIS of [GENN]A (TUR+DIS) is
visible,asis ina AB[SIN],whereone can see the beginningof the KI of ABSIN
(KI+HAL).
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obv. 5: All that can be seenof Mars'signis the verticalof MAS.MAS,although
hardlyvisible on the edge of a largepit in the middleof the obverse.
Translation
obv.
1 [Year2]31 (S.E.)Nisannu, 30
2 [night of the 15/16th(?)]the child was born. In his
hour (of birth)
3 [the moon was in Sc]orpius,sun in Taurus,Jupiter
4 [in Sag]ittarius,Venus in Aries, Sat[ur inVi]rgo,
5 Marsin G[emini,Mercurywhich had se]t
6 was not visible.[That mo]nth [night of the 14th, a lunar
eclipse;
7 [totalityoccurred]in Scorpius.[The 14th]
8 moonset aftersunrise,27th lastlunarvisibilitybefore
sunrise.[That year]
9 (summer)solsticewas the 21st of [Simanu].
Commentary
obv. 6-7:The samelunareclipseis reportedin the eclipsereportLBAT 1444
obv. 1-5,andconfirmsthe dateof the horoscopeto April-80.Accordingto the
eclipsereport,this eclipseoccurredon Nisannu 14 = April 21. Durationwas
almost 5 hours, from 18.89UT to 23.00 UT. As given in the horoscope,the
eclipse occurred while the moon was in the zodiacal sign Scorpius. The
positionof the moon is not preservedin the eclipsereport. By computation,
lunarlongitudeduringmaximalphasewas 213.09?(at21 UT), or Scorpius3?
obv. 7-8:Restorationof the dateof NA is derivedfrom LBAT 1444rev.2: 14
3,30 [NA].
obv.9: Date of summersolsticebelongsto the Uruk Scheme.
Dating
The bestcorrelationbetweenthe text andcomputedlongitudesfallsaround
April 22 and 23. By the 24th, the moon is no longerin the sign Scorpius.
Astronomicaldata
A Text
moon Scorpius
sun
Taurus
Jupiter Sagittarius
Venus Aries
Mercury(withthe sun)
Saturn [Virgo]
Mars rGeminil

A Computed(-80Apr.23)*
235.06 = Scorpius25?
34.51 = Taurus5?
17?
256.76 = Sagittarius
15.46 = Aries15?
11.11 = Aries11?
171.12 = Virgo21?
66.21 = Gemini6?

for 16.00UT = 7:00PMBabylonian
localtime,withlongitudesadjusted+4.18?.
*Computed
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TEXT26 BM 35515

TEXT26 (BM35515=SPml21[L*1474)
S.E. 236 V.25 = -75 Sept.4
previouspublication:F. Rochberg,OrientaliaNS 58, pp.117-119,andplate II.
upper edge
1 ina a-matdENu dGASAN-falis-lim
obv.
1 MU.2.ME.36.KAM Ar-sa-kam LUGAL

2
3
4
5
6
7

IT.NE 1U4.25.KAMina 12
si-manLU.TUR a-lidina s[i-mja-ni-su
sin ina A samasina ABSIN MUL.BABBAR
[u AN] ina MAS.MASdele-batina RN
[GU4.UD]rinal A GENNA ina GIR.TABITI.BI
[13 NA ]x 21 GU4.UD ina NIM

8 [inaA IGI] 26KUR
rev.

1 [MU.BI]SIG116sama GUB
2 [UD]. r29 AN.KU,1 samas
3 [in]aALLA sa DIB ITI.SU
4 GE613 AN.KU1osin

5 inaGU 1 SIGAR-an
6 25 inaZALAG8 A

7 x- x su(?)-ublank
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8[

] blank

CriticalApparatus
rev. 6: The horizontalwedgereadas ina appearsto have anothersmall
horizontalaboveit. At the endof the line,the A signis problematic.
atthebegnningof theline. The reading
rev.7: Therearetwo Winkelhakens
su-uis uncertain;
perhaps1 KUS?
Translation

I.e. By the commandof BelandBeltijamayit go well.
obv.

Year236(S.E.),Arsaceswasking
Abu 1,the 25thday,in the 12th
hourthe childwasborn;in hishour(ofbirth),
the moonwasin Leo,Sunin Virgo,Jupiter
[andMars]in Gemini,Venusin Libra,
in Leo,Saturnin Scorpius;
Thatmonth
[Mercury]
[moonsetaftersunrisewason the 13th].... on the 21st,
in the east
[firstappearance]
Mercury's
8 [in Leo],lastlunarvisibilitybeforesunrise
wason the 26th.
l.e. [ ] uninscribed
rev.
solsticewason the 16thof Simanu.
1 [Thatyear],the (summer)
2 On the 29th[day(ofSimanu)]a solareclipse
3 [i]nCancerwhichpassedby. Du'izu,
4 nightof the 13th,a lunareclipse
5 in Aquariusmade1 finger.
6 On the 25thin the lastpartof night,(themoonwas)8?in Leo.
7 It was ....

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Commentary
datafoundin obv.4-8of thehoroscopeis duplicated
obv.4-8:Theastronomical
are
forthesamedate,LBAT1174:10.Theplanetary
in thealmanac
longitudes
not in quitethesameorder,butagreein everycase,asdo thedatesof thelunar
in the eastappearsto
firstappearance
NA andKUR. Mercury's
phenomena
havebeen obtaineddirectlyfromthe almanac.For furtherdiscussion,see
OrNS58 (1989),pp.119-121.
with the Uruk Scheme,
rev.l: The dateof summersolsticeis in accordance
9.
13
cycle year
to
to the eclipseof -75July9 (according
Thesolareclipsecorresponds
rev.2-3:
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Parker-Dubberstein=S.E.236 Simanu28, which means Parker-Dubberstein
shouldbe correctedby one day). The horoscopestatesthat this eclipse"passed
by." Indeed,it was not visible in Babylon, as the sun was alreadybelow the
horizon at first contact, which occurredat 16.92 UT (= 19.88 local time).
Sunsetwas 19.12localtime. The text indicatesthe longitudeof the sun during
the eclipseas Cancer.At maximalphasethe sun was in 107.76?(= Cancer18?).
rev.3-5:The lunar eclipsecorrespondsto the eclipse of -75 July 24, a partial
eclipse which began at 3.62 UT or a little more than an hour after sunrise
(sunrisewas 2.13 on this date)and endedat 4.66 UT or around8:00AM local
time. The lunarlongitudeat maximumphasewas 300.82?(= Aquarius1?),in
excellentagreementwith the text.
rev.6: A lunarlongitudeis given when the moon was visible in the predawn
sky, althoughthis longitude,giving degreeswithin the zodiacalsign, surely
does not representan observation. Sunriseon this date(=Sept.4)was 2.65 UT
or roughly5:40Babylonianlocaltime. The moon's longitudeat 5:00AM local
time, was 130.41?or Leo 10?. The text's Leo 8? is in excellentagreement,
particularlyinasmuchas we cannot know preciselyfor how much "before
sunrise"the Babylonianlongitudewas computed.

Dating
The revision of the date from Sept. 3 to 4 over the previouspublication
(OrNS58, p.17) reflectsthe correlationwith the Juliandate of the part of the
Babylonianday in which the birth occurred. The Babyloniandate Abu 25
beganwith sunsetthat fell on JulianSept.3 andcontinuedto Sept.4. Sincethe
birth is statedto have occurredin the 12th seasonalhour, roughlythe end of
daylight,this moment correlateswith Sept.4.
AstronomicalData
i Text
moon Leo
sun
Virgo
Jupiter Gemini
Mars Gemini
Venus Libra
Mercury Leo
Saturn Scorpius

AComputed(Sept.
4 -75*)

136.69
163.07
73.6
77.2
197.98
145.15
229.68

=
=
=
=
=
=

Leo 17?
Virgo 13?
Gemini 14?
Gemini 17?
Libra18?
Leo 25?
Scorpius20?

*Computedfor 16.00UT or roughly7:00PM Babylonianlocaltime, to correspondto the 12th
seasonalhour of the day. Longitudesare adjusted+4.11? for -75.
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TEXT27 (BM38104 = 80-10-12,6[L*1475D
243 S.E. 1.20 =-68 Apr.16
Previouspublication:F.Rochberg,Centaurus32 (1989),pp.160-162.
Transcription
obv.

1
2
3
4

MU.2.ME.43.KAMrITIB.BAR
U4.20.KAMina 9 si-manLU.TUR a-lid
ina si-man-susin ina TIL MAS ina 18
amasina TIL HUN ina 30 MUL.BABBAR

5 inaPA ina24 dele-batinaMAS.MAS
6 ina 13 GENNA ina GU ina 15
7 AN ina RIN ina 14 GU4.UD sa SU-u NU IGI
8 rITI.BAR 1 UD.x [...]

lower edge (perhapserased)
1 27xx
rev.

1 14NA27KUR
2 MU.BI ITI.NE 28.KAM?!
3 AN.KU1osamaski PAP NU IGI
4 ina TIL A
siama
5 ITI.KIN 13 KI U
6 AN.KUo1sin al sal HAB-rat
7 DIRI GAR-anad E-a
8 inaZIB.ME
upperedge
1 LU.TUR BI SIG5 x x x1

2

SIG5LAL-u

CriticalApparatus
lower edge: The first broken sign could be rITI or a number r 20+ ni The
secondsign could be BIP.If we read rITI.BI1,however, we would not expect

anything to come before the "14 NA" of rev. 1, and clearlythere are more
tracesof wedges.
rev.2: Signat the end of the line looks like KUR, but would make little sense
in the context.
of sin.
rev.6: Text has samasvinstead
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Translation
obv.
1 Year 243, Nisannu
2 the 20th, in the 9th hour, the child was born.
3 In his hour (of birth),the moon was at the end of Capricorn in 18?,
4 the sun at the end of Aries in 30?,Jupiter

5 in Sagittariusin 24?,Venus in Gemini
6 in 13?, Saturn in Aquarius in 15?,

7 Marsin Librain 14?,Mercurywhich had set was not visible.
8 Nisannu[....]
l.e.

1 27...
rev.
1 Moonset aftersunriseoccurredon the 14th,lastlunar

visibilitybeforesunriseon the 27th.

2 That year Abu the 28th day(?),
3 a solareclipsewhen watchedfor, was not seen
4 in the end of Leo.
5 Uliilu the 13th at sunset (literally:with the settingof the sun)
6 a lunareclipseexceeding1/3 disk
7 occurred;(the moon) was (already)eclipsedwhen it rose
8 in Pisces.
u.e.

1 That child good fortune ....
2 (his)good fortunewill diminish.
Commentary
obv. 8: One could anticipatethe date of equinox here, although S.E. 243
belongsto cycle 12 year 16 of the Uruk Schemein which vernalequinox falls
in XII2.12.The text herehas Nisannu, which is the month of vernalequinox
only in years7, 15, and 18 of the nineteen-yearcycle.
rev. 2-4: The date of the solar eclipse is given as Abu 28 or (-68)Aug. 20.
Oppolzer has an eclipseon this datefor 12.31UT (about3 PM local time) at
a longitude of 144?(+ 5? = 1490), or Leo 29?, which concurswith the text's
designation"endof Leo,"but the eclipsewas not visiblein Babylon.
rev. 5-8:The lunareclipsereportedherecorrespondsto the eclipseof -68 Sep.3.
It was a partialeclipseof approximately3 hoursduration,havingbegunshortly
beforemoonrise(moonrisewas 15.08UT andfirstcontactwas 14.81UT), and
finishingat 17.87UT. The text'sstatementthatthe eclipseoccurred"nearthe
setting of the sun" seems then to referto the time of the beginning of the
eclipse,andindeed,the moon was alreadyeclipsedwhen it rose.The longitude
given in the text is also correct,as the moon was at 342.85?(= Pisces 13 )
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duringthe maximalphase.
Astronomical
Data
a revision+1 day
The dateandcomputations
presentedhererepresents
over that foundin the previouspublication(Centaurus
32, p.160). This is
to the 9th
meantto reflectthe portionof the Babylonian
daycorresponding
seasonalhourin whichthe birthoccurred.The factthatMercuryis saidto
have set is also confirmedby the computedsettingtimes for the sun and
Mercury,whichwere 15.40and 14.40UT respectively.Mercurywas near
in the westasan evening
inferiorconjunction,
havinghadits lastappearance
star.
moon

A Text
Capricorn18?

Aries 30?
sun
Jupiter Sagittarius24?
Venus Gemini 13?
Saturn Aquarius15?
Libra14?
Mars
Mercury (with the sun)

AComputed(68 Apr.16')

297.83
27.54
261.93
72.72
314.23
189.76
15.07

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Capricorn28?
Aries 28?
Sagittarius22
Gemini 14?
Aquarius14
Libra1C0
Aries 15?

*Computedfor 11.50 UT, the equivalentof the 9th seasonalhour on that date, or
localtime. Longitudes
areadjusted+ 4.02?for-68.
2:30PMBabylonian
approximately
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TEXT28: (BM37374)
Date: Uncertain
Previouslyunpublished
Transcription
obv.?
1' traces
2' ina 30 xl [...]

3' r'l KUS()[...]
4' rUD xx [...]
remainderbroken
rev.?

1 ina MAS dele-batina M[AS(?)...]
2 GU4.UD ina NIM ina x[ SU(?)/IGI(?)GENNA(?)]
3 ina LU(?)AN ina x[
4 r(2-3signs)' ina A [

remainderbroken

CriticalApparatus
Only the corer is preservedwith partof the bottom edge andthe left edge of
the obv.(?),andthe top andleft edgeof the rev.(e)Readingson the obv. are all
uncertain.

rev.(.) 1 One expectsthe longitudeforJupiterto have precededthis line since
Venusis given next. The readingof Venus' longitudeis quite uncertain. The
wedgessuggesteitherMAS or perhapsthe begin of ABSIN. For the planetary
longitudesto have been distributedso, however,it seemsthat the tablet ought
to have containedmore than one horoscope.
rev.(?)2 I have restoredSaturn (GENNA) in the break since it belongs
between Mercury and Mars in the standard enumeration of planetary
longitudes.
Translation
obv.(?) Too fragmentaryfor translation
rev.(?)
1 (frompreviousline:[...Jupiter]in Capricorn,Venus in
Vi[rgo(?)
2 Mercury[appearedfor the first/lasttime(?)]as a morning
star in ..[.; Saturn(?)]

3 was in Aries;Marsin ....
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4 .... ina Leo(?)
remainderbroken
Commentary

The restorationof the namesof the planetsis simply too uncertainfor any
secure datingof this text. In addition,insufficientdatafrom the planetswith
shorter synodic periods does not allow us to even narrow down the
possibilitiesbeyondthe 59-60yearsbetweenyearsin which SaturnandJupiter
would be in the appropriatesigns(possiblyAries and Capricornrespectively).
rev.(?)3 For LU=Aries, see Sachs,JCS 6 p.57 note 25 and Ungnad AfO 14
p.256 note 37.

Text 28 BM 37374
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7exts

BIRTHNoTES
TEXT29 (BM64148 =82-9-18,4117)
Year 36 Artaxerxes II = -368 ...

Transcription
obv.
1 IT.SU UD.15 MU.36
KI KUR sama
2 IAr-tak-sat-su
3 LU.TUR a-lid
4 ITI.SEUD.3.KAM MU.40
5 se-hi-ir
rev.
blank
Translation
1 Du'iizu the 15th day, year 36
2 of Artaxerxes(1). At sunrise
3 the child was born.
4 Addaruthe 3rd day, year 40
5 he was a young child(?).
CriticalApparatus
obv. 5 The verb eh&ruin the stativeis renderedwith the SI sign. I am not
awareof parallelsto the use of SI for SI.

TEXT29 BM 64148
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TEXT30 (BM 33563 =Rm IV 119)
S.E. 19X.16 = -292....

tag;birthnote
rounderside
Transcription
1 GE616inaZALAG
2 ITI.AB.KAM
3 MU.19.KAM'Se-lu-uk
LUGAL
4 'EN-si-nu A
5 rIEN??-xx [ ]

flatterside
1 a-lid
restof sideblank
CriticalApparatus
roundersideline 1:A tagholegoesthroughthe top rightcorer.
line 3: Theyearnumberis writtenraisedandsmall.
Translation
1 Nightof the 16th,lastpartof the night.
2 Tebetu
3 Year19of Seleucusthe king
4 Blsunu son of
5 B l-...?)...
6 wasborn.
TEXT30 BM 33563

Texts
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TEXT31 (BM 34693 =SP II 180(L* 1465)
S.E. 98 =-213

birthnote,only one sideinscribed
Transcription
1 MU.1,38.KAMKIN
2 LU a-lid MU.1.ME.r20+x.KAM U4 10+[ ]
3 1,38

Translation
1 Year98 (S.E.),Ulilu
2 the nativewasborn. Year120+ day 10+[...]
3 98

TEXT31 BM 34693
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Texts

TEXT32(BM 34567 = SP.I 39 [**1469])
S.E. 197 IV(?).9= -114July 3.
S.E. 194 XI.10 = -116Jan. 30.
S.E. 158 IX.27= -153Dec. 27.
Previouspublication:A. Sachs,JCS 6, p.65.
photo:JCS 6, pl.IV.
Transcription

obv.
1 MU.1.ME.1,37.KAM
2 ITI.SU(?)U4.9.KAM

3 pa-na-at
a-lid
KURsama LUJ.TUR

4 MU.1.ME.1,34.KAM
5 ZIZ GE61030 DANNA

6 GE6anaZALAGLU.TURa-lid
rev.
1 MU.1.ME.58.KAM
2 II.GAN GE627 ina MURUB4-tim

3 LU.TURa-lid
CriticalApparatus
2 SachssuggestseitherSU month IV, or DU6 month VII.
Translation
1 Year 197 (S.E.),
2 Du'uzu(?)(or Tasritu),the 9th,
3 beforesunrise,the child was born.
4 Year 194 (S.E.),
5 Sabatu,night of the 10th, one-halfbru (= 1 hour)
6 remaininguntil sunrise,the child was born.
rev.
1 Year 158 (S.E.),
2 Kislimu,night of the 27th, in the middlewatch,
3 the child was born.
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Abbreviations
ABCD: see Rochberg-Halton, ABCD.
ACT: see Neugebauer, ACT.
AfK: Archivfiir Keilschriftforschung.
AfO: Archivfiir Orientforschung.
AnOr: Analecta Orientalia.
AOAT: Alter Orient undAltes Testament.
Bagh. Mitt.: BaghdaderMitteilungen.
BPO: Babylonian Planetary Omens.
BRM: BabylonianRecordsin theLibraryof J. PierpontMorgan.
CAD: TheAssyrianDictionaryof the UniversityofChicago.
CRRAI: Compte rendu de la ... rencontre assyriologiqueinternationale.
CT: CuneiformTextsfromBabylonianTabletsin the BritishMuseum.
Gudea Cylinder: see Falkenstein.
HAMA: see Neugebauer, HAMA.
JAOS:Journalof theAmerican OrientalSociety.
JCS:Journalof CuneiformStudies.
JHA: Journalof theHistoryofAstronomy.
JNES:Journalof Near EasternStudies.
MSL:Materialienzum sumerischenLexikon.
OIP: Oriental Institute Publications.
OLZ: OrientalischeLiteraturzeitung.
RA: Revue d'assyriologieet d'archeologieorientale.
SBH: G.A. Reisner, Sumerisch-babylonische
Hymnen nach Thontafeln
griechischerZeit.
SSB:see Kugler, SSB and SSB Erg.
SSB 3.Erg.: see Schaumberger.
TAPS: Transactionsof the American Philosophical Society.
TCL: Textes Cuneiformes. Musee du Louvre.
YOS: YaleOrientalSeries.
ZA: ZeitschriftfiirAssyriologie.
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General Glossary
A
A "Leo":passim
A (aplu)"son"2:2; 4 r.5; 15:1;30:4
A.TUK (nnmelu)"profit" 5 r.10
AB (Tebetu)"Month X"
ITI.AB: 1:1; 8 r.1; 9:1
AB: 1:4, r. 4; 23:2
ITI.AB.KAM 30:2
ABSIN "Virgo":passim
AD (abu) "father"10 r.3; 11 r.4
ad (for adris) "darkly"
addE-a "(moon) rose darkly (meaning, eclipsed)"27 r.7
ahu see SES
al (for alla) "beyond, exceeding"
al sal HAB-rat "(lunareclipse) exceeding one-third disk" 27 r.6
akalu "bread,food" 5 r.4
alidu "to give birth, (stative)to be born"
LU a-lid "the native was born" 13:4, r. 7; 14:5;31:2
LU.TUR a-lid "the native (literally:child) was born" : passim
PN a-lid 2:2; 4 r. 5; 9:2; 10:2; 11:2; 12:3
ina bit niSirti sa zodiacal sign. a-lid 6:4'; 8 r. 3; 18 r.4
aliku see GIN
alla "beyond, exceeding" see also al
al-la 2-rtal [SU"(?)]HAB-rat "exceedingtwo-thirds of the disk" 21 r.2
ALLA "Cancer":passim
amaru see IGI
ammatu see KUS
AN (Salbatanu)"Mars":passim
ana (DIS) "to"
ana ME.E 1 r. 4
ME ana SU 6 r. 3
TA MURUB4 ana (var.a-na) NIM 10:4, 5; 11:4, 5
ana MURUB4 16:9, r.10
ana NIM DIB 7 r.3; 13:4; 14:4
GE6 ana ZALAG 32:6
AN.KU10 (attali) "eclipse":passim
APIN (Arahsamna) "Month VIII"
aplu see A
ar (arki) "after,behind" 1:3; 6 r.2; 14:3
arAkusee GID
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arhu see ITI
arhussu "eachmonth" 10 r.5; 11 r.6
arka see DIRI
aSu see E
see SAG.KAL
asvardJu
assatu see DAM
atar5usee DIRI
attala see AN.KU10
B
BABBAR also MUL.BABBAR "Jupiter":passim
bana "to be propitious" 2 r.1
BAR also ITI.BAR (Nisannu) "Month I":passim, see also BARA2
BAR (miW7u)
"one-half"
ina HUN BAR DIB "a[solar ecl]ipse in Aries; one-half
AN.[KUQ svamdis1
(month?) passed by" 14 r. 6; cf. 20 r.4, and 24 r. 1. Meaning is uncertain.
BARA2 (Nisannu) "Month I" 2:1
BE (.'umma)"if" 10:5; 11:5; 16 r.9
b&rusee DANNA
biritu "between" 5 r. 11
bira "hunger" 5 r. 4
bi.tu see E
bubbulu see U4.NA".A'M
D
DAM (asatu) "wife" 5 r. 8
DANNA (b&u) "anastronomicalunit (300) 6 r.3; 32:5
dannu see KALAG
DELE (Jdu)"single"
DELE sv IGI ABSIN "The Single star in front of the Furrow" 6 r. 2
(d)delebat"Venus": passim
DI (Wal?nmu)
"to be well" 10:7
DIB (etJqu)"to pass by" passim
(Yabgtu)"to take" 9:[5]
DIRI (arka)in the intercalaryMonth XII SE DIII: 1:6, r.5
(ata7ru)21 r.3; 22 r? 16'; 27 r.6
(erpetu) "cloud" 1:5
DU6 (Tadrftu)"Month VII" 5:11; 14:2; 16:[1];19:8; 17:1
DUGUD (kab&u)"to become important" 10 r.3
dumqu see SIG5
DUMU (m.mru)"son" 2:2; 9:6; 10:10;11:[11]
DUMU.SAL (mArtu) 10:10; 11:11;17 r.3
E
E (bitu) "house"10 r.3; 11 r. 4; 5:10, 11
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in bi ni$irti "secrethouse" 3:4'; 6:4'; 8 r.2; 13 r.6; 15 r.3; 18 r.3
E (aSu) "to rise"
dd E-a 27 r.7
edu see DELE
mna"wherever" 10:9
erpetusee DIRI
etBqusee DIB
G
gamartum see TIL
GAN (Kislmnu)"Month IX" 1 r.4; 7 r.1; 14 r.2; 17:3;23:8; 24:2; 32:8
GAR (sakanu) "to set, establish"
(the moon) panisu ana MURUB4 GAR.MES "(themoon) set its face
toward
the node" 16:9, r.10; 10:4, 5; 11:6
n SI GAR-an "(theeclipse) made n fingers"20 r.5; 26 r.5
(with designationsof the amount of the disk eclipsed) 21 r.3; 22 r. 16'; 27
r.7
TIL-tim GAR-an "to establish (eclipse)totality" 4 r.4; 14 r.4
GE6 (mitu) "night":passim
GE6ana ZALAG "(so many units of) night until sunrise"32:6
GENNA (Kajamanu)"Saturn":passim
GI (salamu) "to prosper"10:7
GID, GID.DA (arAu) "to be long"
U4. MES GID.DA(.MES) "long days (=life)" 5 r.7; 9:4; 10:8
GIGIR (narkabtu)"chariot" see SUR GIGIR
GIN (alaku)"to go" 10:9
GIR.TAB (Zuqaqipu)"Scorpius":passim
GU "Aquarius":passim
GU4 (Ajaru)"Month II":passim
GU4.AN "Taurus"2:5
GU4.UD (Sihtu) "Mercury":passim
written GU4 5:7; 16:6, r.6
GUB (uzuzzu) "to stand, to be present"
(planet) ina 3 RIN GUB-zu 11:7; 16 r.7,8
samasGUB (izziz(a))"solstice":passim;written dUTU GUB 7 r.4
H
HAB-rat "disk" 21 r.3; 22 r? 16'; 27 r.6
harranusee KASKAL
HUN abbreviatedwriting for LHHUN.GA (Agru) "Aries":passim
I
IGI (amAru)"to see"
A.TUK IGI-ir 5 r.10; cf. 16:10.
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(amaru,nanmuru) "to be seen, to be visible"
NU IGI "not visible" 2:[6]; 13:8; 14:[8];15:7;21:6; NU IGI.MES 19:6;
20:9; 21 r.5; 24:8, r.3; 27:7, r.3
(panu)"front"
ina IGI-ka "beforeyou, in your presence"2 r.1;
ina IGI (starname) "in front of star such-and-such"1:6;4:3; 15:3; 18:3
in names of stars:DELE sa IGI ABSIN 6 r.2; MUL IGI sa SAG HUN
7:2
(tamartu)"appearance;first visibility" 1:3, r.3, r.4; 16 r.5; 24:6; 26:[8]
IGI" (imi "eyes" 5 r.2
ina "in": passim
inusu "atthat time" 2:3; 4:4; 7 r. up.edge 1
istu see TA
ITI (arhu)"month":passim
ITI.BI (arhusu) "thatmonth": passim
ITI-us-su see arhussu
K
kabatusee DUGUD
Kajamanusee GENNA
kakkabusee MUL, also MUL
KALAG (dannu) "dense" 1:5
KASKAL (harranu)"road" 5 r.11
kasvilu see KUR

ki"when" 21 r.5; 22 r? 7'; 27 r.3
KI (itti) "with": passim

(qaqqaru)"place"KI GU4.UD "theplace of Mercury"10 r.1
KIN (Ululu) ITI.KIN "Month VI":passim
KUN (zibbatu)"tails,Pisces" 1 r.2; written KUN.MES 2:4; see also ZIB.ME
KUR (napihu) "to rise"
"last(lunar)visibility (= rising of the moon just before sunrise) of
the month" : passim
"east"from KUR (nipih)Samsi "the rising of the sun": (planet)U4.BI ina
KUR "thatday (the planet) ... in the east" 16 r.5;
itti KUR samasv"with sunrise"29:2; 32:3
KUR (kasdtu)"to reach" 16 r.6
KUS (ammatu) "cubit:2?":passim
L
LA (matu) "to decrease,be lacking"5 r.2
labaru see SUMUN
LAL (s'aq) "to reach positive latitude"16 r. 10
LAL (sitqultu)"equinox"4 r.2; 7:3; 18 r.2; 19:8;21:7
lapani "before" la-pa-niAN.KU1o s[in] "beforethe lu[nar] eclipse"3:5'
leu "to overpower someone" 5 r.9
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LU for LU2.HUN "Aries"28 r? 3; 5:3
LU abbreviatedwriting of LU.TUR (serru)"native"13:4; 14:5;31:2
LU.TUR (serru)"child, native":passim
LUGAL (sarru)"king": passim;LUGAL.MES 4:1; 15:1
M
mag.-rusee SE.GA
mamma "someone" 9:5
m&rtusee DUMU
mArusee DUMU.SAL
MAS abbreviationfor MAS.MAw"Gemini"16 r.5
MAS.MAS "Gemini": passim
MIAS"Capricorn": passim
masru see NIG.TUK
mata see LA
ME (17mu)"daylight"
ME ana SU "(so many units of) daylight until sunset" 6 r.3
ME.E "opposition" (also ME.A and E.ME)
ana ME.E 1 r.4
miVlu"middle"see also BAR
[m]i-isilGE6middle of night 24:3
MU (sattu)"year":passim
muhhu "concerning"5 r.11; see also UGU
MUL, MUL (kakkabu)"star"7:2; 14:3
abbreviation for MU`L.MU'L"Taurus"16:3, r.8
MUL.MUL "Taurus"4 r.4'
MURUB4 (qablfTtu)
"nodalzone" 10:4,5; 11:4,5; 16:9, r.10
(qabli.tu)"middle(watch)" 32:8
m isu see GE6
N
NA or na (for nanmurtu) "moonset after sunrise"7 r.5; 8:9; 13 r.1; 14 r.1; 15
r.1; 18:8; 19:7;20:3; 21:7; 22 r. 13'; 23:7; 25:8 27 r.1
namAmru
see ZALAG
see
napghu KUR
narkabtusee GIGIR
nasi7husee ZI
na.ru see PAP
nJmelu see A.TUK
nenmudu see US
nesu see UR.A
NIG.SID (nikkassu)"property" 5 r.2, 5, 6, 11
NIG.TUK (m4ir-4 "wealth"10:7; 11:8
nikkeassu
see NIG.SID
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NIM (*4qa)"to be high" NIM TUR "(it was) high (and)faint" 1 r.3
(ViU) "(maximum)positive latitude"ana NIM "towardthe top" 10:4, 5;
11:4, 5
as abbreviatedwriting for GIS.NIM (sitAn)"east"1:3, 5, 6; 6:3'; 7 r. 3, up.
edge 2; 13:4; 14:4;24:6; 26:7; 28 r.(?)2
nir7 see UKiJ.MES
NU (ul) "negation"
NUN (rubz2)"prince" 9:5
P
PA "Sagittarius":
passim
pinu "before" 5 r.8; 32:3
"face"10:4, 5; 11:4, 6; 16:9, r. 10
PAP (na.rYu)"to watch, observe" 21 r.5; 22 r? 7'; 27 r.3

Q
qabli.tusee MURUB4
qarnu see SI
qarradu"hero"10 r. 1; 11 r. 1
qat4 see TIL
qfftu"hand"9:5
qiitusee TEL
R
ra'imu "love" 5:17
10:6
rabbatu",greatness"
raba'see SU
rasusee TUK
racusee SAG
RIN "Libra":passim
rubzU
see NUN

SAG (rau) "beginning"
SAG GE6 "beginningof night":passim
SAG zodiacal sign name "beginningof sign ..." 7:2; 5:5; 9:5; 14:3;
21:4, r.2
SAG.KAL (c&arIdu)"firstin rank"10 [r.2]
SAL (sinni&tu)"woman"5 r.10
SI (qarnu)"horn"2:3
(ubgnu)"finger"20 r.5; 26 r. 5
SIG (apl1u) "below"7:2, r.2; 13:3;14:3
"(minimum)negative latitude" 16:9
(Vup1u)
EII"16 r. 1; 26 r.1; ITI.SIG 22:6'
SIG (SimiAnu)"Month
51G5(damqu)"propitious"16:10;r.9;
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(dumqu)"prosperity;fortune" 10:6; 11:6
"to be at peace" 10:7
SILIM (Wklnfmu)
"hour"
simknu
(usually written si-man) 6 r.4; 8:4(?);13:5; 14:5; 15:5; 18:5; 19:3;
20:5; 21:3, 4; 22 r? 2', 10'; 23:3; 24:4; 25:2; 26:3; 27:2, 3
dSin "moon" (written 30): passim
sinnijtu see SAL
SUMUN (labklu) "to last a long time" 10:7; 11:8

S
$albatgnu "Mars"see AN
,eb&rusee TUR
Yebrusee TUI
situ see UD.DA
,it.iFtsee NIM

sa "of, which": passim
al "one-third" 27 r.6
s'alAnusee DI
dSamas"sun"(written 20): passim
Sapldtu"below"2:3
s'aqa2see LAL; also NIM
sarru see LUGAL
sattu see MU
SE (Addaru)"Month XII" : passim
SE.GA (magi!ru)"itofind favor" 10:9
serrusee LU.TUR; also LU
SES ahub"brother"10 r.3
Sihtu see GU4.UD "Mars"
sitqultu see LAL "equinox"
SW'
"he, it"
-u'"it is" 3:3'
9U (Du'idzu)"Month IV":passim
SU (rabi)"to set"
sa SUT-ut
"(the planet) which had set" 2:6; 8:7; 13:8; 15:7; 19:6;20:8; 21:6;
22 r.? 12'; 24:[8];25:5; 27:7
SU Samas "sunset"6 r.3; 27 r.5
in the meaning "lastvisibility" or "disappearance"1:5, 6, r.2; 4:6, 7; 6:3'; 7
upper edge 2;
summa see BE
iuplu see SIG
svlqusee NIM
'itu see ULU
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T
TA (istu) "from":passim
TIL (gamartu)"totality"4 r.4; 14 r.4; 22 r.? 8'; 23 edge
(qtu) "end"5:9; 15:5;20 r.5; 27:3,4; r.4
TUK (rasu)"tohave"5 r.5, 6, 10; 9:6; 10:10
TUR ($eh&u)"to be young" ina TUR-su "in his youth" 5 r.5
($ehru)"small,faint" 1 r.3; 29:5
U
U4 (17mu)"day":passim

U4.NA.AM (bubbulu)"lastvisibility of the moon" 2:8
UD.DA (Setu) "firstvisibility" 6:3'
UGU (muhhu)"(inprepositional use) over" 10 r.3
UKU.MES (nisu) "people"5 r.8
ul see NU
ULU (suTtu)"south"4:3; 15:3
timu see ME; see also U4
UR.A (neu) "Leo"4 r.1
USAN (barariu) "morningwatch" 15:4; 19:2
US (nenmudu)"to be at a stationary point" 1 r.1, 4; 10:6
dUTU see Samas 3:3'; 4 r.1; 7 r.4; 8:5; 13:6
uzuzzu see GUB
z
ZALAG (namaru)"lastpart of night":passim
ZI (nasiau) "progress(in longitude)" 16 r.9
zibbatusee KUN; also ZIB.ME
ZIB.ME (zibbatu)"tails,the zodiacal sign Pisces"7:4; 20 r.3; 21:5, r.2; 27 r.8
ZIZ (Sabatu)"Month XI":passim
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